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Figure 1.1 (a) The excitation of LSPR in metal nanoparticles. (b) Real relative permittivity and LSPR quality factor of several common metals in the extended visible range. Adapted from ref 8. Copyright 2009 Elsevier.

Figure 1.2 (a) The extinction spectra of Ag nanocubes as their size is increased. The insets from left to right correspond respectively with the pink, green, and orange spectra. Adapted from ref 16. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society. (b) The extinction spectra of Ag nanospheres, pentagons, and triangular prisms of approximately the same size. Adapted from ref 21. Copyright 2002 American Institute of Physics. (c) The longitudinal LSPR of Ag nanobars redshifts as their aspect ratio is increased. Adapted from ref 28. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society (d). The extinction spectra of a gold mushroom array as a function of the environment refractive index. Adapted from ref 29. Copyright 2013 Macmillan Publishing Ltd.

Figure 1.3 (a) SEM image and (b) XRD of Ag nanocubes synthesized by the polyl process. Adapted from ref 53. Copyright 2002 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (c) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and (d) high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images of AuNRs with a high monodispersity synthesized by seed-mediated growth. Inset: photograph of corresponding solution. Adapted from ref 72. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. (e) Halides and silver ion influence on the eventual shape of the Au nanocrystal synthesized by seed-mediated growth. Adapted from ref 74. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. (f) TEM image of monodisperse Au nanotriangles. Adapted from ref 75. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

Figure 1.4 (a) TEM, select area electron diffraction (SAED), and HRTEM images of Au nanocrosses. Adapted from ref 79. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society. (b) SEM image and corresponding geometric model of symmetric Au nanostars. Scale bar: 50 nm. Adapted from ref 79. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. (c) SEM images of single-crystal Ag octahedra after different chemical etching times. Adapted from ref 81. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. (d) TEM image of Au-SR$_{120}$. TEM images depicting individual 5 nm particles. Adapted from ref 84. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

Figure 1.5 (a) SEM images of Au/Ag core/shell nanocrystals with different shapes and their formation conditions. Adapted from ref 94. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. (b) Schematics and corresponding
TEM images of the Au-Ag nanoframe formation process. Adapted from ref 104. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. (c) STEM image of a Ag/Au nanocube and a higher magnification image showing six atomic layers of the Au shell. Adapted from ref 106. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

Figure 1.6  (a) A typical EBL manufacturing process using either a positive or a negative resist. (b) SEM images of different Au nanostructures with ~10 nm gaps fabricated by HSQ resist-based EBL. Scale bars: (top) 200 nm; (bottom) 500 nm. Adapted from ref 108. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society. (c) The “sketch and peel” FIB process. Adapted from ref 107. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

Figure 1.7  SEM images and Fourier transforms of closely packed monolayers of Ag (a) nanocubes, (b) cuboctahedra, and (c) octahedra. Adapted from ref 185. Copyright 2007 Macmillan Publishing Ltd. (d) SEM image of densely packed Ag nanorods. Adapted from ref 187. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society. (e) TEM image of a Ag nanosphere dimer. Adapted from ref 188. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society. SEM images of Ag nanocube chains assembled by polymer surface modification with (f) edge-edge and (g) face-face configurations. Adapted from ref 190. Copyright 2012 Macmillan Publishing Ltd.

Figure 1.8  (a) TEM image of Au core-satellite heterostructures assembled at different stoichiometries. Adapted from ref 191. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. (b) SEM images of Ag octahedra packed into circular pits of varying diameter and depth. Adapted from ref 194. Copyright 2013 National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America.

Figure 1.9  (a) SEM and optical images of assembled Au nanoparticle chains. (b) The wrinkle-assisted assembly process of the nanoparticle chains. Adapted from ref 195. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. (c) The fabrication of gradient plasmonic arrays. (d) Photograph of the gradient plasmonic array and corresponding SEM images from each line position. Adapted from ref 196. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

Scheme 2.1  Schematic illustration of systematic research approach to understanding and engineering the optical responses of plasmonic hybrid nanostructures

Scheme 4.1  Idealized thiol ligand-exchange process of surfactant covered colloidal nanocrystals.
Figure 4.1 As-synthesized Au nanoplates, (a) AFM topographical image. Scale bar: 5 µm; Z scale: 50 nm. (All AFM images presented use the same false color gradient) Inset: 1 µm × 1 µm AFM topographical image of the top surface. Z scale: 3 nm Rms: 0.3 nm (b) cross-section profile from line 1 in (a). (c) SEM image of individual nanoplate. Scale bar: 5 µm. Inset: electron diffraction pattern from a single Au nanoplate. (d) bright (left) and dark (right) field optical microscopy images of an individual nanoplate. Scale bars for both images are 25 µm.

Figure 4.2 AFM topographical image of ODT adsorption layers on PVP-Au nanoplates after (a) 0 sec, (b) 30 sec, (c) 300 sec, (d) 3000 sec, (e) 30,000 sec and (f) 90,000 sec exposure to 1 mM ODT ethanol solution. Scale bar: 200 nm; Z scale: 180 nm (Color range 160-180 nm selected for surface feature contrast).

Figure 4.3 (a) Au nanoplate Rms as a function of reaction time with ODT solution. Trend line is plotted as a guide to the eye. Inset: typical 500 nm cross-section profiles of Au nanoplate surface at different reaction times (offset for clarity). (b) Surface coverage percentage of globular features at various reaction times. (c) PVP surfactant layer thickness as determined from the histogram of the AFM topographical image of a partially cleaned area immediately after AFM cleaning (Inset, scale bar: 100 nm). (d-f) Gaussian fit of the height histograms of AFM image at different reaction times

Figure 4.4 AFM topographical image of a Au nanoplate (a) immediately after 2 µm × 2 µm AFM cleaning, (b) same area after 24 hrs exposure to 1 mM ODT ethanol solution. 1 µm × 1 µm zoom-in AFM scan of (b), (c) inside AFM cleaned area (black box) and (d) outside AFM cleaned area (blue box). Scale bar: 1 µm (a,b), 200 nm (c,d); Z scale: 20 nm (a,b), 10 nm (c,d). (e) Schematics of AFM cleaning and subsequent ODT ligand-exchange process.

Figure 4.5 High resolution AFM (a) topographical and (b) phase image of final Au nanoplate top surface after 25 hrs of ODT exposure obtained from tapping mode. Z scale: 10 nm (a), 10° (b). QNM characterization of thiol surface adsorption layers on Au nanoplate after 3 solution exchanges and 72 hrs of exposure to 1 mM ODT ethanol solution, (c) topographical image, Z scale: 10 nm; (d) Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT) modulus image, Z scale: 25-40 MPa; (e) adhesion image, Z scale: 0.5-2 nN. Scale bar for all subfigures: 100 nm

Figure 4.6 SIMS map of (a) AuS⁻ ion and (b) CN⁻ ion from 5 µm × 5 µm AFM cleaned Au nanoplate exposed to 1mM ODT solution for 12 hrs. Integrated over five 256 × 256 pixel scan. Scale bar: 5 µm
Scheme 4.2  Proposed thiol adsorption dynamics and formation of mixed surface morphology. (a) Au nanoplate surface with PVP surfactant from colloidal synthesis. (b) Initial surfactant displacement and thiol island formation (c) Final mixed surface morphology after 24 hrs of thiol solution exposure.

Figure 4.7  (a) AFM image of Au nanoplate after 50 hrs of consecutive ODT exposure (b) Surface profile reconstructed from (a) using a model tip with 8 nm apex radius and 20° tip slope. Only globular structures that falls completely inside the frame are selected (blue). Scale bar: 100 nm. Z scale: 10 nm. (c) Zero basis volume histogram from selected globules. Inset: schematics demonstrating the true vertical dimension of PVP globules.

Scheme 5.1  (a) Fabrication of AuNR/CNF membrane, and its subsequent use in analyte solution filtration. (b) Schematics of the analyte (R6G) solution pre-concentration.

Figure 5.1  (a) TEM images of the AuNRs used in this study. (b) Extinction spectra of AuNR solution and AuNR/CNF membrane. Inset: optical image of AuNR solution (c) Calculated extinction spectrum of single AuNR (in water) and single AuNR on CNF (in air) from FDTD simulation. Inset: respective cross-section showing the geometrical setup used for the simulation, color maps the real part refractive indices of the components.

Figure 5.2  (a) AFM topographical image of individual CNF fibers. Inset: height histogram of (a), indicating the fibers are on average ~4 nm in diameter. (b) Optical micrograph of AuNR/CNF membrane. (c) Side-view SEM image of AuNR/CNF membrane on top of PC filter. (d) Transmittance of pure CNF membrane, AuNR/CNF membrane, and common filter paper. (e) Stress-strain curves of CNF membrane and common filter paper.

Figure 5.3  (a) AFM topographical image of AuNR/CNF membrane, individual AuNRs and their aggregates are marked out by open white circles. Z scale: 50 nm. Inset: High resolution AFM scan of the area marked by open square. Z scale: 40 nm. (b) Photoluminescence spectrum of 10^{-7} M R6G analyte feed (black) and filtrate from filter paper (red) and AuNR/CNF membrane (blue). (c) Molecular rejection rates of R6G molecules. (d) Raman spectrum of PC/AuNR membrane after 10^{-7} M R6G analyte solution filtration excited at 532 nm (black) and 785 nm (red); pure PC membrane excited at 785 nm (green); AuNR/CNF membrane after 10^{-9} M R6G solution filtration at 532 nm (blue). (e) Raw spectra collected from AuNR/filter paper and AuNR/CNF membrane after 10^{-9} M (black/green) and 0 M (red/blue) R6G solution filtration respectively. (f) Spectral region between 1000 cm^{-1} and 2000
cm$^{-1}$ in (e) after smoothing and background subtraction, spectra from different substrates are offset for clarity, color code same as in (e).

Figure 5.4 (a) UV-vis extinction spectrum of AuNR/CNF membrane and calculated extinction spectra of individual nanostructures. Inset: AFM topographica images of typical AuNR structures on CNF, color code of the outline corresponds to the color code in the calculated spectra. Z scale: 40 nm. (b) E-field distribution of AuNR dimers on CNF substrate, excited at two different Raman wavelengths. White arrow indicates laser polarization.

Figure 5.5 (a) Raman spectra collected from AuNR/CNF membrane after filtration of R6G solutions of various concentrations. Inset: Spectra region marked by the open black box after smoothing and background subtraction. (b) S/N ratio of three characteristic R6G Raman peaks as a function of R6G concentration, numbers at each point denotes the average S/N ratio of the three peaks.

Figure 5.6 (a) Raw spectra collected from AuNR/CNF membrane after filtration of $E. Coli$ spiked solution (black) and $H_2O$ (red), excited at 532 nm. (b) Spectral region between 800 cm$^{-1}$ and 2000 cm$^{-1}$ after background subtraction from (a). (c) Raw spectra collected from AuNR/CNF membrane after filtration of $E. Coli$ spiked solution (black) and $H_2O$ (red), excited at 785 nm. (d) Spectral region between 800 cm$^{-1}$ and 2000 cm$^{-1}$ after background subtraction from (c). Inset: spectra difference obtained by subtracting the red curve from the black curve; dashed lines correspond to the same spectral locations in (d).

Figure 6.1 (a) The experimental setup of ECP-M infused Au NHA on glass slides. In forward scattering measurement, light comes in from the bottom (incident light 1) and is collected at the top (blue dashed arrow). In backward scattering measurement, light comes from the top at 73° incidence angle (incident light 2) and is collected at the top (grey dashed arrow). (b) Molecular structure and electrochemical switching of ECP-M. (c) UV-vis spectra of ECP-M in neutral (blue) and oxidized (green) states.

Figure 6.2 (a) The geometries and dimensions of the nanohole arrays. (b) AFM image of scratched ECP-Au-Glass structure, (Z scale: 500 nm) and cross-section profile along the dotted line, clearly showing the 3-layer structure.

Figure 6.3 SEM image of NHAs with different geometries (see Figure 6.2a) (a). Hyperspectral image of the corresponding pristine arrays under forward (b) and backward (c) scattering illumination conditions.
Figure 6.4  (a) Forward (Fw) and backward (Bw) scattering spectra of the p250s array in different dielectric environments: air, ECP-M in oxidized state (ECP-ox), and ECP-M in reduced state (ECP-neu). (b) Color image of p250s and p420h arrays under different ECP oxidation states: 0.5V (oxidized), 0.05 V (reduced). Scale bar: 5 µm. (c) Fw and Bw scattering spectra of the p420h array in different dielectric environments.

Figure 6.5  Forward scattering spectra of (a) p350s, (b) p250s, (c) p340h, (d) p420h arrays in air (blue), ECPox (green), and ECPrd (red). Backward scattering spectra of (e) p350s, (f) p250s, (g) p340h, (h) p420h arrays in air (blue), ECPox (green), and ECPrd (red).

Figure 6.6  Measured forward scattering spectra (blue) of p250s array compared with FDTD results (green) for ECP oxidized (a) and reduced (b) states. (c) FDTD backward scattering results of 150 nm thick Au film at different angles and polarizations. Measured backward scattering spectra (blue) of p250s array compared with FDTD results (green) for ECP oxidized (d) and reduced (e) states. (f) Trends in experimental data and FDTD simulations in terms of peak intensity ratio for forward scattering and in terms of peak position for backward scattering.

Figure 6.7  Decomposition of FDTD simulated unpolarized back scattering spectra of p250s array into TE and TM polarized components for ECP oxidized (a) and neutral (b) states. Measured backward scattering spectra (blue) of p250s array compared with FDTD results of pure TM polarized light (green) for ECP oxidized (c) and neutral (d) states.

Figure 7.1  (a) Schematics showing individual AuNS monomers and a dimer on FP photonic cavity. Light cone of different color represents different optical outputs by monomers and dimers. (b) Cross-sectional view of (a).

Figure 7.2  (a) TEM image of a typical AuNS. Inset: Optical photograph of AuNS solution. (b) Measured extinction spectrum of AuNS solution (blue curve) and FDTD calculation of the extinction cross section (green curve). Inset: E-field profile around the AuNS at resonance wavelength. Scale bar: 20 nm. Polarization of incident light indicated by white arrow.

Figure 7.3  (a) Darkfield microscopic image of AuNS spin-coated on (a) glass and on (b) FP cavity. (c) AFM topographical image of AuNS spin-coated on FP cavity. Z scale: 70 nm (d-f) Zoom-in image of area marked by white square in (a), (b), and (c), respectively. Both dimers (red circle) and monomers (green circle) can be seen.
Figure 7.4  (a) TOP: Spectra from individual monomer on glass (green curve), dimer on glass (purple curve), monomer on FP (blue curve), and dimer on FP (red curve). BOTTOM: Spectrum of pure FP cavity without AuNS. The vertical dashed lines represent theoretically calculated mode positions. TEM image of (b) a typical monomer and (c) a typical dimer, with arrows marking their symmetry.

Figure 7.5  (a) FDTD simulated scattering spectra of AuNS on glass substrate: monomer (blue curve), dimer at 0° polarization angle (green curve), and dimer at 90° polarization angle. (b) FDTD simulated spectra of AuNS on FP substrate: monomer (blue curve), dimer at 0° polarization angle (green curve), and dimer at 90° polarization angle. (c) E-field profile around AuS monomer at max intensity resonance wavelength. Scale bar: 20 nm (d,e) E-field profile around AuS dimer at respective max intensity resonance wavelength for 90° and 0° polarization.

Figure 7.6  (a) Schematics showing the insertion of a gain medium into the photonic-plasmonic hybrid resonator. (b) Normalized emission spectra of R6G at 532 nm excitation with (blue curve) and without (green curve) hybrid resonator. Inset: approximate laser spot size (white circle) superimposed on dark field image taken using x50 objective.

Figure A.1  Large area electron (120 kV) diffraction pattern from a typical synthesized Au nanoplate drop-cast on TEM grid. (a) and (b) are from the same spot but captured at different camera length.

Figure A.2  High resolution AFM topographical images of ODT adsorption layers on Au nanoplates after (a) 0 sec (bare crystal), (b) 30 sec, (c) 300 sec, (d) 3000 sec, (e) 30,000 sec, (f) 90,000 sec and (g) 180,000 sec exposure to 1 mM ODT ethanol solution. Scale bar: 100 nm; Z scale: 5 nm (a, b, c, d), 10 nm (e, f, g). (h) Typical cross section profile from (f) and (g).

Figure A.3  High resolution AFM phase images corresponding to Figure A.2: (a) 0 sec, (b) 30 sec, (c) 300 sec, (d) 3000 sec, (e) 30,000 sec, (f) 90,000 sec, (g) 180,000 sec. Scale bar: 100 nm; Z scale: 10° (a, b, c, d), 20° (e, f, g)

Figure A.4  Calculation of surface coverage of globule features. (a) Raw AFM image from Figure A.2f showing nanoplate surface morphology at 90,000 sec reaction time. (b) Corrected AFM topographical image reconstructed from (a) using 8 nm tip radius and 20° tip slope. Height mask of globular features giving surface coverage value of (c) 39% (lower limit) and (d) 45% (higher limit). This gives the error bar. (e) Surface coverage of globular features from 300 sec to 180,000 sec all
calculated using this method. Solid red trend line serves as a guide to the eye. Scale bar: 100 nm; Z scale: 10 nm

Figure A.5  
AFM (a) topographical and (b) phase image of Au nanoplate surface that has gone through double AFM cleaning. First, a 2 × 2 µm area is cleaned. Afterwards, the AFM tip is moved to the center of the pattern and instructed to clean a new 1 × 1 µm area. Scale bar: 1 µm; Z scale: 10 nm (a), 5° (b).

Figure A.6  
QNM force distance curves of (a) PVP globules and (b) surrounding ODT SAM domains. QNM tip loading curve of (c) PVP globules and (b) surrounding ODT SAM domains. Five independent measurements are plotted for each case.

Figure A.7  
Optical image and confocal Raman map of thiophenol functionalized Au nanoplate, 1 sec integration time, Raman mapping resolution: 200 nm × 200 nm per pixel. The off-flake spectrum shows characteristic first-order peak from crystalline Si at 520 cm⁻¹ and second-order peak at 900~1000 cm⁻¹

Figure A.8  
AFM (a,c) topographical and (b,d) phase images of E-beam evaporated 20 nm Au film on Si wafer with 5.7 nm Ti adhesion layer. (a,b) as-evaporated. (c,d) after 24 hrs 1 mM ODT solution exposure, Scale bar: 100 nm; Z scale: 5 nm (a,c), 10° (b), 20° (d)

Figure A.9  
AFM topographical images of cold sputtered 70 nm Au film on Si wafer. (a) as-sputtered. (b) after 24 hrs of 1 mM ODT solution exposure, (c) after 12 hrs of PVP ethylene glycol solution exposure, (d) after 12 hrs of PVP ethylene glycol solution exposure and subsequently 24 hrs of 1mM ODT solution exposure. Scale bar: 200 nm; Z scale: 10 nm

Figure A.10  
AFM topographical images of sample in Figure A.9d (a) and sample in Figure A.9b (b) after further 12 hrs of exposure to PVP ethylene glycol solution. Scale bar: 200 nm; Z scale: 10 nm

Figure A.11  
AFM topographical images of same area of AFM cleaned Au nanoplate after 5000 sec (top) and 60,000 sec (bottom) exposure to 1 mM ODT ethanol solution. Inset: magnified image of the marked areas. Scale bar: 400 nm; Z scale: 10 nm

Figure A.12  
(a) AFM topographical image of AFM cleaned Au nanoplate after 24 hrs exposure to MCH solution. Scale bar: 200 nm; Z scale: 10 nm. 500 nm × 500 nm 3D AFM topography of MCH adsorption layer on top of partially cleaned Au nanoplate at different reaction times: (b) 0 secs, (c) 300 secs, (d) 3000 secs, (e) 30,000 secs, (f) 120,000 secs, Z scale: 20 nm
Figure A.13  (a) AFM topographical (subset1) and phase (subset2) image of 2 × 2 µm AFM cleaned Au nanoplates after 24 hrs of exposure to 1 mM equimolar MCH/ODT. Respective detailed map (b) inside and (c) outside of the cleaned surface area. Scale bar: 1 µm (a), 200 nm (b, c). Z scale: 10 nm and 30° (a), 5 nm and 20° (b, c).

Figure A.14  (a) AFM topographical (subset1) and phase (subset2) image of 2 × 2 µm AFM cleaned Au nanoplates after 24 hrs of exposure to pure solvent (ethanol). Respective detailed map inside (b) and outside (c) of the cleaned area. Scale bar: 1 µm (a), 200 nm (b, c). Z scale: 10 nm and 20° (a), 5 nm and 20° (b, c).

Figure B.1  Optical absorbance of the AuNR feed solution (black). Extinction cross-section obtained from unpolarized FDTD simulation of a single AuNR in water (Blue).

Figure B.2  (a) Raman spectra of dropcasted AuNR film on Si wafer in its native state (black), dipped and dried with 10⁻⁹ M R6G solution (green), dropcasted and dried with 10⁻⁹ M R6G solution (red), and AuNR/CNF membrane after 10⁻⁹ M R6G solution filtration. (b) Raman spectra of dropcasted AuNR film on glass in its native state (black), dipped and dried with 10⁻⁹ M R6G solution (green), dropcasted and dried with 10⁻⁹ M R6G solution (red).

Figure B.3  Raman spectrum obtained from bulk MB salts (red). And SERS spectrum obtained from AuNR/CNF after 10⁻⁷ M MB solution filtration (black). Inset: chemical structure of MB

Figure C.1  (a) AFM topographical image of E-beam evaporated gold on Si substrate. (b) Top-view SEM image of NHAs. (c) Oblique side-view SEM image of NHAs. (d) Oblique side-view SEM image of p340h

Figure C.2  (a) Optical photograph showing the ECP coated nanohole array substrate in the oxidized and neutral state. (b) Current density changes vs time in response to applied potential.

Figure C.3  CIE 1931 coordinates (standard illuminant E) calculated from normalized spectrum of NHAs under different conditions □: p250, ○: p350, △: p340h, ▽: p420h (a) ECP-ox Fw, (b) ECP-neu Fw, (c) ECP-ox Bw, (d) ECP-neu Bw

Figure C.4  (a) Schematics showing backward scattering (top) and forward scattering (bottom) illumination setup. (b) Schematics showing the FDTD simulation setup in back scattering illumination condition.

Figure C.5  (a) Schematics showing the transmission darkfield illumination condition. (b) Unpolarized scattering spectra of p250s array in air (blue), ECP-ox (green), and ECP-neu (red) from FDTD simulation.
Decomposition of FDTD simulated spectra into (c) TE and (d) TM components.

Figure D.1 (a) Representative TEM image showing the AuNS to have a mean size of 52 nm. (b) TEM image of larger magnification showing the presence of dimers among monomers. (c) Large area AFM topographical scan of AuNS spin-coated on FP cavity. Z scale: 70 nm.

Figure D.2 Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurement of thermally oxidized SiO2 wafer at 65° (blue solid curve), 70° (green solid curve), 75° (purple solid curve) incident angles, and fit curve with 2170 nm-thick SiO2 on Si model (red dashed curve) for Ψ (a) and Δ (b) respectively.

Figure D.3 High resolution AFM topographical image of a dimer and a monomer in the same frame. Z scale: 70 nm

Figure D.4 Calculated reflectance and transmittance of perfectly flat, semi-infinite, SiO2/Si interface (light going from SiO2 into Si)

Figure D.5 Spectra from Figure 4 converted to wavenumber space: (a) pure FP, (b) individual monomer on FP, (c) individual dimer on FP. (d) Superimposed spectra of dimer on FP and pure FP with vertical dashed lines of respective color marking their mode positions.
## LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon'$</td>
<td>real part of complex permittivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon''$</td>
<td>imaginary part of complex permittivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>wavelength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACN</td>
<td>acetonitrile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFM</td>
<td>atomic force microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AuNR</td>
<td>gold nanorod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AuNS</td>
<td>gold nanosphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNF</td>
<td>cellulose nanofiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTAB</td>
<td>cetyltrimethylammonium bromide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBR</td>
<td>distributed Bragg reflectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMF</td>
<td>N,N-dimethylformamide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBL</td>
<td>electron beam lithography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECP</td>
<td>electrochromic polymers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDTD</td>
<td>Finite-difference time-domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIB</td>
<td>focused ion beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>Fabry-Pérot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSR</td>
<td>free spectral range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>full width at half maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPC</td>
<td>gel permeation chromatography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSPR</td>
<td>localized surface plasmon resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCH</td>
<td>6-mercapto-1-hexanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTP</td>
<td>multiply twinned particles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHA</td>
<td>nanohole array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODT</td>
<td>1-octadecanethiol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4VP</td>
<td>poly(4-vinylpyridine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAA</td>
<td>poly(acrylic acid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>propylene carbonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDDA</td>
<td>polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>poly(ethylene glycol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI</td>
<td>poly(ethyleneimine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pHEMA</td>
<td>poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PML</td>
<td>perfect matched layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA</td>
<td>poly(methyl methacrylate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>polystyrene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVA</td>
<td>polyvinyl alcohol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVP</td>
<td>polyvinylpyrrolidone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIS</td>
<td>refractive index sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIU</td>
<td>refractive index unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>self-assembled monolayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEIRAS</td>
<td>surface enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>scanning electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERS</td>
<td>surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy/scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMS</td>
<td>secondary ion mass spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP</td>
<td>surface plasmon polariton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBAPF₆</td>
<td>tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM</td>
<td>transmission electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THF</td>
<td>tetrahydrofuran</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUMMARY

Plasmonic nanostructures give rise to intriguing unconventional optical phenomena such as deep-subwavelength light focusing, precisely tunable scattering/absorption, and super-linearity enhancement. These properties could be harnessed by combining plasmonic components with functional organics into plasmonic hybrid nanoconstructs for practical applications, such as molecular sensing, advanced displays, and photonic logic processing. However, to fully realize the potential of these plasmonic hybrid nanoconstructs, critical questions on fundamental aspects of organic-inorganic assembly and their coupling behavior need to be addressed.

Therefore, the primary goal of this work is to understand some of these aspects and fill knowledge gaps regarding the efficient microfabrication and utilization of hybrid plasmonic nanoconstructs. The work is partitioned into three consecutive tasks:

- Wet chemistry synthesis and fabrication of high quality plasmonic nanostructures and compatible organic components. Emphasis is placed on ensuring the monodispersity of colloidally synthesized nanocrystals of precisely defined shapes and synthesizing electrochromic polymers with desired bandgap and solvent compatibility.
- Understand the unknown reaction dynamics in common ligand exchange processes used to make and functionalize plasmonic nanostructures. This include development of advanced high-resolution experimental routines that can characterize the morphology and composition changes on the same individual nanocystal with nm-precision as surface reaction progresses. Examine the host-
guest interaction as plasmonically active nanoparticles are embedded in functional organic matrices.

- Using knowledge gained in previous tasks to fabricate and assemble hybrid plasmonic nanoconstructs that integrates active soft components that can be modulated via external stimuli to achieve desired optical properties such as absorption modulation, directional scattering, and E-field enhancement.

Specifically, an advanced nanoscale characterization method based on scanning probe microscopy and secondary ion mass-spectrometry is developed to monitor the morphological and compositional changes on the surface of the exact same plasmonic nanocrystal as thiol-based ligand exchange reaction proceeds, leading to new discoveries on thiol-polymeric surfactant replacement reaction dynamics. Detailed characterization of nanoparticle distribution in organic matrices and corresponding electrodynamic modeling have also been combined to aid the rational design of a cellulose nanofiber-gold nanorod hybrid surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy based molecular sensing platform that outperforms traditional design by two orders of magnitude. New discoveries have also been made regarding the optical response of electrochromic polymer infused plasmonic nanohole arrays upon complex permittivity modulation: the forward and backward scattering shows drastically different response whose origin is explained by advanced electrodynamic simulation. Finally, using high resolution hyperspectral mapping and high-fidelity sub-nm resolution electrodynamic simulation, we furthered the understanding of coupling between plasmonic nanocrystals and photonic microcavities and proposed a new method that uses the near-field coupling between plasmonic nanoparticle antennas to
regulate the optical output of a plasmonic-photonic hybrid cavity, which could lead to extremely compact designs for nanolasers.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Plasmonic Nanostructures

1.1.1 Brief Introduction to Plasmonics

It is well known that noble metal nanostructures with characteristic dimensions below 100 nm possess several distinct optical phenomena including the guided propagation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) and localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) in the extended visible and near-IR spectral ranges (Figure 1.1). 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Figure 1.1 (a) The excitation of LSPR in metal nanoparticles. (b) Real relative permittivity and LSPR quality factor of several common metals in the extended visible range. Adapted from ref 8. Copyright 2009 Elsevier.

The origin of SPP and LSPR phenomena stems from the unique dielectric response of noble metals. 6, 7 Because of their high carrier concentration, metals display negative real permittivity (\(\varepsilon'\)) in certain wavelength ranges depending up their electronic band structures,
thereby allowing their electrons to be excited into collective oscillation by impinging light, leading to plasmonic behavior (Figure 1.1a). For example, LSPR enables noble metal nanostructures to exhibit distinct colorimetric responses to changing environments and coupling conditions and causes the dramatic enhancement seen in the surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) and surface enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy (SEIRAS) analysis techniques. SPP phenomena allow sensitive probing of antibody-antigen complexation on metal films and are also promising for future optical circuitry.

However, not every metal can be used for plasmonic applications. The strength of an LSPR response and the attenuation of an SPP depend strongly on the imaginary permittivity ($\varepsilon''$). While almost all metals display negative real permittivity in the certain optical range, most have a very high imaginary permittivity. Based on classical electrodynamics, it is possible to define a shape-independent quality factor $Q = \frac{\omega}{2\varepsilon''} \left( \frac{d\varepsilon'}{d\omega} \right)^2$, with $\omega$ representing the incident light frequency, that characterizes the strength of the resonance. The second panel of Figure 1.1b depicts the quality factor of common metal LSPR in the 200-1200 nm wavelength regime. As seen, Ag and Au are the two most suitable materials for plasmonic-based applications due to their high quality factors in the visible-IR range, and these popular nanostructures will be a focus of the discussion below.

The nanoparticle size and shape also have a significant impact on the extinction properties of a nanoparticle. An increase in size generally corresponds to an increase in overall extinction and a redshift of the LSPR peak wavelength. For instance, a Au sphere increasing from 10 nm to 100 nm in diameter will exhibit a 47 nm LSRP red shift. Larger
nanoparticles also exhibit broader LSPR peaks due to radiative damping of their dipole oscillations.\textsuperscript{17}

Finally, large nanoparticles may even exhibit several modes. For instance, Ag nanocubes typically exhibit a large dipolar peak and a smaller quadrupole one, but peak splitting can be induced in the dipole peak as the nanocube size is increased, which can be attributed to the separation of the absorption and scattering spectra from one another as the size is increased.\textsuperscript{18} With these combined effects, the plasmonic peak of Ag nanocube can be seen to significantly broaden as the size is increased from 36 to 172 nm (Figure 1.2a).\textsuperscript{19}

The shape of the nanoparticle has the largest influence on the LSPR resonances, and therefore the controlled synthesis of differently shaped nanoparticles has been of the utmost interest for the past decades.\textsuperscript{20} Silver nanoparticles of various shapes and sizes display plasmonic resonances that span the entire wavelength range of 320-1100 nm (Figure 1.2b).\textsuperscript{21,22}
Figure 1.2 (a) The extinction spectra of Ag nanocubes as their size is increased. The insets from left to right correspond respectively with the pink, green, and orange spectra. Adapted from ref 16. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society. (b) The extinction spectra of Ag nanospheres, pentagons, and triangular prisms of approximately the same size. Adapted from ref 21. Copyright 2002 American Institute of Physics. (c) The longitudinal LSPR of Ag nanobars redshifts as their aspect ratio is increased. Adapted from ref 28. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society. (d) The extinction spectra of a gold mushroom array as a function of the environment refractive index. Adapted from ref 29. Copyright 2013 Macmillan Publishing Ltd.

The rounding of nanoparticle edges and corners can have a drastic influence on LSPR spectra as well. In general, rounding removes regions of high charge density that can collect on sharp facets from the so-called “lightning rod effect” and results in an LSPR blue shift and the reduction of higher order modes.\(^{23, 24, 25}\) Also, when a nanoparticle becomes anisotropic (i.e. high-aspect ratio nanorods), it exhibits two modes, a longitudinal mode and a transverse mode.\(^{18, 26, 27, 20}\) The intensity and spectral position of these resonances depend on the aspect ratio of the particle; when a particle’s aspect ratio is increased, the
longitudinal mode will redshift significantly while the transverse mode remains at the same spectral position, as seen in the case of Ag nanobars (Figure 1.2c).\textsuperscript{28}

Another important consideration for nanoparticle plasmonic phenomena is the effect of the surrounding. Generally, an increase of the refractive index of the environment red shifts the plasmon peak wavelength, with the shift magnitude being determined by the nanoparticle’s refractive index sensitivity (RIS). For a homogeneous environment, the RIS can be determined by $\Delta \lambda_{\text{LSPR}} = m \Delta n$, where $\Delta \lambda_{\text{LSPR}}$ is the change in the LSPR peak wavelength, $m$ is the RIS, and $\Delta n$ is the change in the refractive index of the environment (Figure 1.2d).\textsuperscript{29} Also, adjacent plasmonic nanocrystals can have their LSPR modes coupled together in what are known as “bonding” and “anti-bonding” modes thus modulating overall spectral response depending upon the interparticle distance and the refractive environment.\textsuperscript{8, 30}

Complex LSPR resonance modes arise in plasmonic nanoparticle clusters, anisotropic nanoparticles, and hollow nanostructures due to the coupling between narrow subradiant antibonding modes and broad superradiant bonding modes.\textsuperscript{31, 32} With specific coupling parameters, resultant Fano resonances can be engineered to have extremely narrow spectral widths and to provide ultra-high sensitivity to the variable refractive index of the surrounding.\textsuperscript{33, 34, 35} Additionally, nonlinear plasmonic phenomena, such as second or third harmonic mode generation, have also been used for enhanced dielectric sensing.\textsuperscript{36, 37}

The aforementioned dielectric properties of metals also mean that incident light can lead to the formation of light propagating along the dielectric-metal interface provided that the normal momentum mismatch is compensated for by a prism or grating. SPP modes enable
a range of exciting applications such as the focusing of plasmon energy for optical lenses\textsuperscript{38} and the ultrasensitive detection of refractive index changes caused by selective adsorption of biomolecules.\textsuperscript{39} Also, the LSPR behavior of metal nanoparticles can couple to SPP in nearby metallic thin films to form hybridized modes with tunable electric field hot spots.\textsuperscript{40,41}

1.1.2 Synthesis and Fabrication of Plasmonic Metal Nanostructures

The field of metal nanocrystal colloidal synthesis has progressed rapidly in recent years, fueled both by the facile nature of this process and the highly-ordered structures with well-controlled plasmonic properties it yields.\textsuperscript{42, 43, 44, 45} Over the past decade, many different types of metal nanocrystals such as nanocubes, nanoplates, nanostars, and nanowires have been synthesized using wet chemistry approaches.\textsuperscript{21, 46}

Colloidal synthesis relies on the chemical reduction of metal salts in solution under the presence of stabilizing surfactants.\textsuperscript{47} The thermodynamics and kinetics of reduction reactions can be controlled by a wide range of factors including the temperature, reaction time, concentration, and stoichiometry of the reactants, types of surfactant used, activity of the reductant, and the presence of seed crystals. Due to this variability, wet chemistry methods are extremely versatile and capable of generating a vast library of nanocrystals with different shapes and sizes. In recent years, new insights into the formation mechanisms, synthetic methods, and the role of various reactants and trace amount of impurities have helped produce nanocrystals with complex shapes while boosting their yields and improving monodispersity. Below, we provide a brief overview of chemical
synthesis of noble metal nanostructures with a focus on some of the most recent advances in the field.

The simplest version of colloidal synthesis can be accomplished in one step within a single reaction vessel and is referred to as one-pot synthesis. In this process, the reduction of metal ions in solution is achieved by a strong reductant with the additional presence of a stabilizing surfactant. Two of the most widely used and established methods for the synthesis of Au nanospheres (AuNS) are the Turkevich method$^{48,49}$ and the Brust-Schiffrin method.$^{50}$ Both approaches use AuCl$_4^-$ as a source for gold ions and use citrate and dodecanethiol as respective capping agents to stabilize the Au$^0$ clusters formed in solution.$^{51,52}$

The shape of nanocrystals can be controlled by selecting surfactants that display preferential binding for certain crystallographic facets. Notably, direct reduction of Ag ions in solution has been known to produce multiply twinned particles (MTPs) bound by low energy {111} facets.$^{53}$ However, further growth can be inhibited by the addition of a polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) surfactant. The PVP selectively binds to the Ag {100} surfaces and reduces the growth rate in the <100> direction, resulting in {100} capped single crystalline Ag nanocubes (Figure 1.3a, b).$^{53}$
This synthesis method of using polyol as both a reductant and a capping agent is very versatile and simply referred to as polyol synthesis.\textsuperscript{54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59} In the case of silver, a simple change of initial concentration of Ag ions to below 0.1 M in the aforementioned polyol process will result in the formation of (111) twinned pentagonal Ag nanowires.\textsuperscript{60, 61, 62}
The simplicity of the one-pot synthesis method warranted its adoption in many early studies of plasmonic nanostructures. However, the monodispersity of the synthesized nanoparticles is limited by the duration of the initial nucleation and any procedural changes inevitably alter both the nucleation and growth processes, making one-pot synthesis highly sensitive to the environment. To overcome this limitation, seed-mediated growth methods, where the nucleation of seeds and subsequent nanocrystal growth are decoupled into two separate processes, have been developed. The nucleation conditions can thereby be optimized to promote seed crystals with preferable symmetries and sizes without having subsequent effects on the crystal growth. The seeds can also be purified post hoc using techniques such as differential centrifugation if necessary. After their synthesis, seeds are introduced to growth solutions containing metal salts with milder reducing agents that promote their growth without inducing spontaneous nucleation.

One of the most recognized uses of the seed-mediated synthesis method has been the synthesis of Au nanorods (AuNRs) with controlled aspect ratios and, consequently, tunable positions of the longitudinal and transverse plasmonic bands. Depending on the type of seed and the presence of AgNO$_3$ in the growth solution, single crystalline and penta-twinned AuNRs can be synthesized. More precise control of the nanorod length can be obtained by arresting growth at specific times, yielding highly monodisperse nanoparticles (Figure 1.3c, d).

Besides in the creation of nanorods, seed-mediated methods have been extensively used in the synthesis of more complex nanostructures such as octahedra, cubes, and trisoctahedra. The crystal formation dynamics during the growth phase can be systematically controlled by adjusting the concentrations of ascorbic acid and halide ions. Even more complex Au
nanostructures defined by high-index surfaces such as truncated ditetragonal prisms, concave cubes, and tetrahexahedra can be synthesized by introducing trace amounts of Ag⁺ (Figure 1.3e). Nanostructures with sharp edges and corners such as triangular Au nanoplates have also been synthesized with fine control over their dimensions (Figure 1.3f). These nanostructures are actually {111} faceted truncated bitetrahedra with a twin plane in the middle parallel to the top and bottom surfaces. The size of these nanotriangles can be tuned within 60-150 nm by varying the amount of seeds added to the final growth solution.

Highly branched Au nanostars can be obtained by growing 15 nm PVP-coated Au seeds in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) solution containing PVP and HAuCl₄ at room temperature. More recent efforts have aimed to achieve a certain level of control over the branching structure of nanoparticles. Both quadruple-branched nanocrosses and highly defined symmetrical nanostars were synthesized (Figure 1.4a, b). Due to their higher chemical reactivity, multi-pod Ag nanocrystals can be obtained through anisotropic chemical etching of single-crystalline octapod-shaped nanoparticles (Figure 1.4c).

Ultrasmall Au nanoparticles (~2 nm diameter) have also been pursued recently. These nanoclusters are in the quantum regime and exhibit molecular-like discrete electron energy levels. For instance, monodisperse 2.4 nm diameter dectahedral Au nanoparticles weighing 115 kDa and containing 500±10 Au atoms have recently been reported to exhibit distinct plasmonic properties (Figure 1.4d).

Moreover, smaller Au clusters stabilized by thiolates such as Au₃₆, Au₁₃₀, Au₁₃₃, and Au₁₄₄ can be synthesized with true atomic precision, and these organized clusters exhibit
interesting transition behavior that bridges plasmonic and molecular optical responses.\textsuperscript{86} Further variability of the plasmonic properties of noble metal nanostructures can be introduced through the synthesis of multicomponent nanocrystals such as bimetallic ones.\textsuperscript{93} For instance, Tsao et al. showed that various Au/Ag core/shell structures ranging from cubes to octahedra can be synthesized by varying the concentration and amount of reagents (Figure 1.5a).\textsuperscript{94} Similarly, other Au/Pd core/shell and alloyed nanostructures can be synthesized using this approach by reducing Pd onto Au nanocrystals.\textsuperscript{95, 96, 97,98,99}

![Figure 1.4](image)

Figure 1.4 (a) TEM, select area electron diffraction (SAED), and HRTEM images of Au nanocrosses. Adapted from ref 79. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society. (b) SEM image and corresponding geometric model of symmetric Au nanostars. Scale bar: 50 nm. Adapted from ref 79. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. (c) SEM images of single-crystal Ag octahedra after different chemical etching times. Adapted from ref 81. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. (d) TEM image of Au\textsubscript{500}(SR)\textsubscript{120}. TEM images depicting individual 5 nm particles. Adapted from ref 84. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
Further bimetallic hollow structures such as nanoshells, \textsuperscript{100} nanorattles, \textsuperscript{101} nanocages, \textsuperscript{102} and nanoboxes have also been actively sought within this general approach. \textsuperscript{103} A typical synthesis method to make hollow nanostructures is through the galvanic replacement of Ag\textsuperscript{0} by Au\textsuperscript{3+} on Ag nanocrystals templates to yield Au nanoshells and Au nanoframes. \textsuperscript{100}, \textsuperscript{122}

More recent efforts have focused on the use of various capping agents to achieve the selective dealloying of Ag and the deposition of Au. For example, Hong et al. reported the synthesis of single-crystalline octahedral Au-Ag alloy nanoframes (Figure 1.5b). \textsuperscript{104}, \textsuperscript{105} In a more complex approach, galvanic replacement can be completely inhibited by kinetic methods, thereby realizing inverted bimetallic structures such as Ag nanocubes with ultrathin Au shells (Figure 1.5c). \textsuperscript{106}
On the other hand, traditional top-down scanning beam lithographic approaches such as electron beam lithography (EBL) and focused ion beam (FIB) milling are considered powerful tools for nanostructure fabrication outside of colloidal synthesis. In EBL fabrication, a thin polymer resist is deposited on a substrate and subsequently exposed to a tightly focused electron beam (Figure 1.6a).

The developed resist is then used as a shadow mask for metal deposition and later lifted off, leaving behind patterned metal nanostructures that can reach sub-10 nm spatial resolution (Figure 1.6b). In the case of FIB, a focused ion beam is used to directly
mill desired patterns on metallic substrates such as evaporated Au films or single crystal Au nanoplates. It is worth noting that a recent development, the sketch-and-peel method, can drastically improve the throughput of this approach (Figure 1.6c). 
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**Figure 1.6** (a) A typical EBL manufacturing process using either a positive or a negative resist. (b) SEM images of different Au nanostructures with ~10 nm gaps fabricated by HSQ resist-based EBL. Scale bars: (top) 200 nm; (bottom) 500 nm. Adapted from ref 108. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society. (c) The “sketch and peel” FIB process. Adapted from ref 107. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

The huge varieties of nanostructures mentioned above can serve many different functions to enable biosensing. For example, Ag nanocubes and AuNRs are the two most widely used SERS nanostructures for plasmonic enhancement of Raman signals and can be tailored to different excitation wavelengths. Ag nanowires can play an important role in
facilitating nanoelectrodes with high conductivity and flexibility.\textsuperscript{114, 115} The nanowires can also act as antennas or waveguides to direct the propagation of plasmon polaritons, which can be used for SPR-based sensing methods.\textsuperscript{114, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121} Hollow plasmonic nanostructures are highly sensitive towards surrounding refractive index changes, making them excellent reporters.\textsuperscript{122, 123} Typical shifts in the LSPR peak per refractive index unit (RIU) for solid AuNS are 40-80 nm/RIU (RIS values) while hollow gold shells of a similar size exhibit a much higher RIS of \(\sim 400\) nm/RIU.\textsuperscript{100} Moreover, bimetallic nanostructures have also been shown to possess extremely high RIS values (500-600 nm/RIU).\textsuperscript{124}

1.2 Functional Organics

1.2.1 Ligands

As mentioned earlier, plasmonic nanocrystals synthesized via colloidal chemistry rely on ligands for both their shape control and solution stability, without which they will spontaneously and irreversibly aggregate into agglomerates.\textsuperscript{125} Besides stabilization, the ligands are also used to introduce various additional functionalities, such as serving as anchoring points for immobilization or further surface modification.\textsuperscript{126} A variety of organic molecules are employed for such purposes. They can be partitioned into three distinct types based on their stabilization mechanism: electrostatic, steric, electrosteric.

Electrostatic ligands achieve colloidal nanoparticle stabilization by ionizing in the dispersion medium and selectively absorb onto the particle surface, therefore imparting a net charge on the particle and causing an electric double layer to form. Because the particles carry the same charge, the repulsive Coulombic force between them counterbalances the Van der Waals attraction, preventing aggregation.\textsuperscript{125} Common electrostatic ligands used in
plasmonic nanocrystal syntheses include cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), trisodium citrate, and their derivatives along with amines and thiols with charged functional groups.

CTAB is mostly used seed mediated synthesis of Au or Ag nanorods in aqueous solutions due to its ability to form micelles.\textsuperscript{127, 128} It is understood that a bilayer forms around the nanoparticle during growth with the ammonium polar head on both side interfacing with the metal and water respectively. The density of this bilayer and the number of Br\textsuperscript{-} counter ions attached to it are believed to vary upon growth of the nanorods, though detailed mechanism is not very well understood.\textsuperscript{129} Trisodium citrate on the other hand directly participate in the reduction of Au salts while chelated to Au atoms. The detailed structure of citrate adlayers on colloidal gold is much less understood compared to CTAB adlayers. However, recent studies suggest citrate anions absorb initially onto Au nanoparticle via central carboxylate groups and transform from monodentate to tetradaentate coordination to form a self-assembled layer mediated by hydrogen bonding under basic conditions.\textsuperscript{130} Finally, linear thiol and amines can adsorb onto the clean metal surface to form self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) via nitrogen lone pair interaction and covalent bonding, respectively.\textsuperscript{131, 132} Both SAMs has been well studied on ultra-clean bulk metal surfaces.\textsuperscript{133} However, complete understanding on their bonding to colloidal metal nanoparticle is still lacking.

On the other hand, steric stabilization involves the use of non-ionic solvophilic polymers that attach to the nanoparticle surface. Since the polymer is solvophilic, long loops or tails of molecular chains extends into the solvent. The repulsion force is provided by the entropic penalties from compressing extended polymer chains into smaller volumes.\textsuperscript{134} For
this type of stabilization to work effectively, the polymers used should have anchoring groups that attach strongly to the nanoparticle surface while simultaneously have chains that are highly soluble in the dispersion medium. Common steric ligands used in plasmonic nanocrystal synthesis include PVP, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG). As mentioned before, PVP is extensively used in Ag nanoparticle synthesis. The oxygen atom of the carbonyl group in the pyrrolidone unit can bind strongly to noble metals via charge transfer mechanism.\textsuperscript{135, 136} PVA and PEG do not possess native strong interaction with metallic surfaces and has to be attached via terminal or branched thiol, amine, or carboxylic acid groups.\textsuperscript{137, 138, 139}

Finally, in the case of electrosteric stabilization, polyelectrolytes are used to encase the nanoparticles, providing both electrostatic and steric repulsion with their charged polymer chains.\textsuperscript{140} Common electrosteric ligands used include polyanions such as poly(acrylic acid) (PAA),\textsuperscript{141} and polycations such as poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI),\textsuperscript{142} polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride (PDDA),\textsuperscript{143} and poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP).\textsuperscript{144}

\textit{1.2.2 Structural and Functional Matrices}

Besides interfacing with its native or modified immediate ligand shell, plasmonic nanoparticles are frequently further embedded in various extended structural organic matrices to form nanocomposites with various interesting properties. There are mainly three ways to combine plasmonic nanocrystals with polymer matrices: the nanocrystals can be either synthesized \textit{in situ} inside an existing polymer network or blended into one afterwards. Or reversely, the organic matrix can be constructed \textit{via in situ} polymerization around existing nanocrystal suspension.
In the *in situ* nanoparticle synthesis method, metal salts are first loaded into a polymer matrix of choice, and then the entire system is brought to a condition where the loaded salts can be reduced into metal nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{145} This approach is very popular in the metallization of hydrogels as their natural organization contains large amount of “free spaces” which can be easily accessed via solution. Essentially, these “free spaces” can serve as “nanoreactors” to confine the reduction reaction, allowing nanoparticles to form more or less uniformly throughout the matrix.\textsuperscript{145} For example, silver nitrate has been reduced poly[N-isopropylacrylamide-co-(sodium acrylate)] hydrogels networks to form well dispersed spherical Ag nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{146} By the same reduction method, Ag and Au nanoparticles can be loaded into chitosan networks,\textsuperscript{147} PVA networks,\textsuperscript{148} and block copolymer networks.\textsuperscript{149}

After successful application of this method in simple organic networks, it is quickly realized that additional functionalities beside simple mechanical support can be enabled by employing polymers with responsive behaviors. By reducing gold salts in poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) hydrogels, thermal response behavior can be realized.\textsuperscript{150} On the other hand, if photo responsive polymer such as DNQ-novolac photoresist is used, the nanocomposite can be patterned using photolithography after the formation of plasmonic nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{151} Obviously other chemical functionalities such as pH/ionic strength responsiveness can be enabled as well, but the basic concept remains the same.\textsuperscript{145}

The problem with *in situ* synthesis is that such processes generally produces nanoparticles with much higher size dispersity than those produced using traditional means. Also, there is almost no shape control over the formation of the nanoparticles due to the lack of proper capping agent, as a result, the nanoparticles made are almost exclusively spherical or near
spherical in form. To combat this issue, majority of research in the field of hybrid plasmonic nanocomposite focused on blending plasmonic nanocrystals into functional polymer networks post nanocrystal synthesis and purification. In the blending approach, the ligand layer encasing the nanoparticles can be carefully engineered to mediate the interaction of nanoparticle with the organic matrix. If properly managed, not only can they avoid nanoparticle aggregation and phase separation, but also allow controlled heterogenous distribution.\textsuperscript{145, 152} For example, by varying the ligand type, nanoparticles can be preferentially dispersed in one domain of block-co-polymers, forming plasmonically active periodic morphologies.\textsuperscript{153}

Using the blending method, nanoparticles with precisely engineered size, shape, and plasmonic response have been successfully incorporated into organic matrices of all sorts of mechanical, thermal and dielectric properties for various functionalities. For instance, Au nanoparticle and merocyanine were incorporated into PEG diacrylate crosslinked PEG methyl ether methacrylate gel to construct light controlled self-erasable information storage medium.\textsuperscript{154} Similarly, AuNR has been loaded into PVA film as laser writable film.\textsuperscript{155} Both AuNS and AuNR have been embedded into poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) films to fabricate plasmonic arrays with specific optical response.\textsuperscript{156} Ag nanoparticles have been impregnated into poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA) for holographic and sensing applications.\textsuperscript{157, 158} Naturally occurring polymeric matrices such as agarose, gelatin and collagens have also seen use as plasmonic nanocrystal embedding substrate.\textsuperscript{159, 160, 161} Multiple other systems are also developed on matrices not listed here, interested readers are referred to recent published reviews.\textsuperscript{162, 163}
One particular organic matrix, electrochromic polymers (ECP), are worth mentioning, as these polymers dielectric responses that are based on their oxidation state, some of which are reversibly accessible by applying external electric potentials. These include but not limited to: polyaniline, polythiophenes, polypyrroles, poly((alkylenedioxy)benzene)s, poly(phenylenevinylenes), polyselenophenes and their derivatives.\textsuperscript{164, 165} Combination of ECP with plasmonic nanoparticle is also frequently done via the third incorporation method: \textit{in situ} polymerization. Because oscillation conditions of LSPR of nanoparticles depend heavily on the dielectric environment, the ability to quickly and reversibly modulate complex permittivity of the matrix surrounding the plasmonic nanoparticles is invaluable to achieving electrically tunable plasmonic response in hybrid nanoconstructs.\textsuperscript{166, 167}

1.3 \textbf{Integration of Plasmonic Nanostructures with Functional Organics}

1.3.1 \textit{Surface Functionalization Chemistry}

Noble metal surfaces can be readily functionalized by thiol ligands through strong sulfur-metal bond interactions to form SAMs.\textsuperscript{168, 169} By employing alkanethiols with different terminal groups, metallic surfaces can be converted to have a wide range of surface chemistries.\textsuperscript{170} In the context of surface activation for organic layer integration, these modifications demonstrate that employing different alkanethiols results in adlayers of different packing densities and dielectric properties that can be utilized to tune the final surface accessibility.

The surface physiochemical properties of plasmonic nanostructures are of significant importance to their further functionalization. For instance, the existence of adsorbate
organic species or natural oxide layers can lead to drastically different surface chemistries for the same nominal “bulk” composition. Yet too often, the practical surface properties and morphologies of nanostructures are simply overlooked in designing conjugated biorecognition matrices.

Moreover, with the wide adoption of bottom-up chemical synthetic approaches, as-synthesized plasmonic nanostructures may themselves possess complicated surface chemistries. Depending on the synthesis procedure, as-fabricated nanoscale metallic surfaces can be contaminated with residual reagents such as surfactants (intentional or unintentional) and catalysts, which is especially an issue for nanocrystals synthesized by wet-chemistry methods. As mentioned in Section 1.2.1, Various surfactants and shape-controlling agents are often added in order to stabilize the nanocrystals in solution and to control the growth kinetics of different facets. Generally, several washing steps conducted after synthesis are intended to remove the bulk of extra reagents present in solution but cannot effectively remove the firmly adsorbed affine layers.

For this reason, synthesis residual materials must be considered when conducting surface modification treatments. For example, a popular stabilizing agent for Au nanocrystal synthesis, citrate anions, was recently found to display strong resistance to desorption under thiol functionalization. Exposure of citrate-stabilized ~40 nm Au nanoparticles to alkyl and aryl thiols yielded only 50-65% surface coverage with thiol SAMs. It was suggested that citrate anions readily form dihydrogen bonded species on the Au surface and consequently form a stable network that is resistant towards thiol displacement.
Likewise, the presence of CTAB bilayers on as-synthesized Au nanorods poses a significant challenge to their subsequent functionalization with synthetic and biological ligands. The persistence of CTAB coverage on the {100} and {110} side faces of Au nanorods under thiol treatment has been frequently reported.\(^{172, 173, 174}\) Often, such partial exchange is necessary to maintain the solubility of metal nanocrystals for solution-based applications. For complete functionalization of Au nanorods while avoiding irreversible aggregation, charged thiol systems such as 3-Amino-5-mercapto-1,2,4-triazole or two-step thiol-PEG-stabilized ligand-exchange processes can be used.\(^{175, 176}\) Still, the residual amount of CTAB remaining on nanorod surfaces after treatment is usually unknown and difficult to determine.\(^{177}\) Additionally, PVP used in polyol synthesis has been detected in SERS studies even after a 60 min exchange reaction by cysteamine and thiolated PEG.\(^{178}\)

The existence of these synthetic residuals can have a significant impact on the performance and functionality of the underlying nanostructures and behavior of grafted bioconjugated components.\(^{179}\) For example, the native oleylamine capping agents on metallic nanocrystals has been shown to significantly reduce their electrochemical active surface area (EASA),\(^{180, 181}\) which can adversely influence their use in electrochemical-based biomolecular sensors. In fact, Wilson et al. demonstrated that a CTA\(^+\) surfactant layer effectively blocks electrogenerated chemiluminescence (ECL) reactions on single Au nanowire electrodes.\(^{182}\) Moreover, CTAB is also known to be cytotoxic, meaning its continued existence on reporter surfaces even in trace amounts may limit their use in cellular and in vivo environments.\(^{183}\)

These examples suggest that the real surface and interface conditions of colloidal nanocrystals are often affected by the existence of various surface agents used in their
synthesis and during storage that must be taken into account for their organic functionalization.\textsuperscript{179} Capping agents on colloidal metallic nanocrystals often cause difficulties in subsequent functionalization and induce adverse effects on the desired performance. Thus, such effects must be considered during the functionalization of plasmonic nanostructures, and appropriate surface chemical reaction or cleaning methods should be adopted.

1.3.2 Directed Assembly of Colloidal Nanostructures

Unique nanoscale properties can also stem from the near-field coupling of plasmonic modes of nanostructures when they are placed in close proximity and enable techniques such as field-enhanced spectroscopy and photochemistry that are vital to molecular sensing.\textsuperscript{184} Thus, in this section, we discuss in detail the assembly of plasmonic nanocrystals with different shapes and sizes into different spatial configurations.

For example, monodisperse polyhedral nanocrystals can be readily assembled into monolayers with different packing densities at the water-air interface using the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique (Figure 8a-c).\textsuperscript{185} The type of the superlattice formed depends on the physical dimension of the nanocrystal and the surface pressure. At relatively low surface pressures, the nanocrystals adopt an ordered hexagonal superlattice structure due to hard-sphere interactions, with the collective plasmon properties of the film being characterized by distinct long-range order and the formation of corresponding “lattice modes”. As the surface pressure increases, close-packed islands of nanocrystals start to nucleate, and these islands give rise to intense plasmonic coupling at local hot spots rather than promoting a coherent optical response from the entire monolayer lattice. Further
compression results in the entire film coalescing into a uniform metallic structure (Figure 8a-c).

Such uniformly packed films have been shown to support propagating surface plasmons similar to those observed in continuous metal films with non-localized plasmonic modes.\textsuperscript{185} Au or Ag nanorods can self-align and assemble into densely packed 3D structures upon solvent evaporation.\textsuperscript{186} Pietrobon et al. showed that pentagonal Ag nanorods can be assembled into hexagonal close-packed 3D layers resembling layered smectic mesophases (Figure 8d).\textsuperscript{187}

Figure 1.7 SEM images and Fourier transforms of closely packed monolayers of Ag (a) nanocubes, (b) cuboctahedra, and (c) octahedra. Adapted from ref 185. Copyright 2007 Macmillan Publishing Ltd. (d) SEM image of densely packed Ag nanorods. Adapted from ref 187. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society. (e) TEM image
of a Ag nanosphere dimer. Adapted from ref 188. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society. SEM images of Ag nanocube chains assembled by polymer surface modification with (f) edge-edge and (g) face-face configurations. Adapted from ref 190. Copyright 2012 Macmillan Publishing Ltd.

Direct methods such as bifunctional chemical linkage have been demonstrated to result in well-controlled dimers with nanoscale gaps (Figure 8e). Later, Gao et al. successfully assembled ~80 nm Ag nanocubes grafted with hydrophilic polymers into self-oriented 1D chains by spontaneous phase segregation within a polystyrene film (Figure 8f, g). Assemblies of more complex heterostructures composed of two or more types of nanocrystals have been demonstrated by deploying molecular linkers such as p-aminothiophenol (Figure 9a).

In a different approach, concentrated nanoparticle solutions can be drawn over hard recess templates while the solvent evaporates, and the particles will be driven into these recesses by capillary forces, or in case of a tilted substrate, by gravity. For example, by tuning the size and depth of the pre-patterned circular holes on a Si substrate, Ag octahedra clusters with different arrangements can be fabricated, allowing the reproducible assembly of well-defined and strongly coupled plasmonic 3D nanostructures with precise placement of components (Figure 9b).
Figure 1.8 (a) TEM image of Au core-satellite heterostructures assembled at different stoichiometries. Adapted from ref 191. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. (b) SEM images of Ag octahedra packed into circular pits of varying diameter and depth. Adapted from ref 194. Copyright 2013 National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America.

An alternative, facile method of producing periodic linear assemblies of plasmonic nanoparticles is to use the relaxation wrinkles made by plasma etching stretched polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamps as elastomeric templates (Figure 10a).195 Such regular templates enable directed assembly of ~80 nm diameter Au nanoparticle into linear chains of various widths by simple spin coating, after which the resulting structures can be transferred onto other substrates by contact printing (Figure 10b).195 Muller et al. has shown that post-assembly growth of close-packed Au nanoparticle monolayers can be used to fabricate gradient plasmonic arrays (Figure 10c).196,196 This approach yielded a large-area plasmonic array with gradual changes in apparent color due to increasing Au nanoparticle sizes and decreasing inter-particle distances depending on the amount of time the nanoparticles had spent in the growth solution (Figure 10d).196

More complex assemblies of nanocrystals into higher-order structures can be realized by the modification of their surface with the use of DNA-directed assembly.197 In this method, the nanocrystal surfaces are functionalized with single strand DNA sequences, and these functionalized nanocrystals are then used for assembly with either nanocrystals
functionalized with complimentary DNA strands or with a DNA origami scaffold. Because DNA hybridization is highly specific and programmable, the assembly of sophisticated and precisely defined nanostructures such as 3D chiral plasmonic pyramids, nanohelices, and AuNR dimers can be achieved.

Finally, precise positioning of individual nanocrystals can be accomplished by direct mechanical manipulation with multiple-probe nanomanipulators composed of sharp (tip radius <50 nm) tungsten probes mounted on individual triple-axis stages inside a high-resolution SEM. The motion of the probes can be independently controlled with a
precision down to \(~5\) nm via fine actuators. With such a tool, nanocrystals can be placed at arbitrary locations through either push contact or electrostatic interactions.

Lately, 3D additive manufacturing has also been reported as an alternative approach for the direct fabrication of complex structures.\(^{202, 203, 204}\) This approach can be a promising way to create assemblies of plasmonic structures or to even build active hybrid nanoscale metamaterials. The 3D printing of nanoparticles has vastly improved over recent years, although high spatial resolution at the nanoscale remains a challenge.\(^{205, 206, 207}\) However, this technique has great potential for future nanoscale biosensing if the spatial resolution can be significantly improved and the low throughput issue can be resolved to a degree that allows efficient scaled production.\(^{208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213}\)

1.4 Summary of Present Challenges

It is evident that organic-inorganic hybrid plasmonic nanostructures hold great promise for future application in a wide range of areas including molecular sensing and nanophotonic circuitry. However, several critical problems need to be resolved if these complex nanoconstructs are to see wide practical applications.

First, there is a serious lack of understanding on the nanoscale surface chemistry happening at the inorganic-organic interface, especially for colloidally synthesized nanocrystals. Even fundamental aspects such as bonding mechanism and charge transfer between organic ligand and noble metals are not completely understood. Much less is known about the specific configuration ligand molecules adopt on the surface of these plasmonic nanostructures. Many higher-level structures are constructed based on the assumption that ligand morphology will be the same as derived by studies conducted on ultra clean metallic
surfaces under vacuum. However, as outline in previous sections, more and more evidences suggest, both the nanoscale curvature of the plasmonic structure and the initial condition of the metallic surface can have a significant impact on the physiochemical property of the hybrid nanoconstruct, especially considering such constructs function in the nanoscale regime where, unlike in bulk devices, nm-sized imperfections might render crucial component inoperable.

Secondly, despite the abundance of reports on novel systems that combines plasmonic nanostructures with functional organic matrices, the construction of hybrid systems based on rational design and optimization to increase device robustness remains rare. For example, in the field of molecular sensing, plasmonic nanostructure embedded in organic matrices have clocked many impressive metrics when operated in simple environment. However, in practical environment, they still face huge problems in terms of selective analyte retention, substrate noise, and repeatability. Additionally, a lot of reported systems are based on stochastic assemblies or absorption process in which little or no nanocrystal positioning control is present. This either leads to extremely inefficient use of high-quality plasmonic nanocrystals or poor performance. Thus, a lot remains to be explored in the deterministic assembly of plasmonically active nanostructures and functional organic matrices that allows both components to be used efficiently.

Finally, even higher-level integrations such as the coupling behavior of hybrid plasmonic systems to external optical/electrical inputs such as assembly with photonic microcavity or electrochromic polymer remains to be systematically understood. For instance, shape, size, and interparticle coupling of plasmonic nanoparticles and their relative position to other photonic components such as microcavity, photonic crystals, functional dielectrics, and
gain medium can lead to dramatically different optical field distributions, which will in return cause light to interact differently with different components. Such deeply coupled system will allow an extreme range of optically or electrically addressable tunability. Systematic understanding of hybrid structures at this level may give rise to intriguing optical phenomena that are of practical interests.
CHAPTER 2. RESEARCH GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND OVERVIEW

2.1 Research Goals

The ultimate goal of this study is to develop an understanding of fundamental light-matter interaction in plasmonically active inorganic-organic hybrid composites and structures. This goal is advanced by a step-wise systematic approach as illustrated in Scheme 2.1. Firstly, on the individual element level, plasmonic nanostructure with desired properties are obtained by tuning their size, shape and material while appropriate organic molecules are selected for various functionalities such as nanofiltration or electrochromism. Subsequently, research effort is focused on the understanding of the coupling and cooperative interactions between these two components. Aspects like surface chemistry, plasmonic near field coupling, and dielectric environment modulation are investigated using various advanced characterization techniques such as nanoscale morphology monitoring. Specific emphasis is placed on understanding associated fundamental nanoscale phenomena. This effort is heavily aided by electrodynamic simulations both to elucidate properties that are difficult to obtain experimentally such as E-field distribution, and to optimize subsequent experimental design. Finally, based on knowledge gained from completing previous tasks, novel plasmonic hybrid nanoconstructs are assembled using microfabrication techniques and their structural and optical properties are thoroughly characterized by advanced metrology. The knowledge derived is extremely useful in aiding the design of advanced deep-subwavelength scale optical components for molecular sensing and nanophotonic applications (Scheme 2.1).
Scheme 2.1 Schematic illustration of systematic research approach to understanding and engineering the optical responses of plasmonic hybrid nanostructures

2.2 Technical Objectives

The primary goal of this work can be partitioned into three tasks: synthesis of plasmonic nanostructures and functional organic molecules (Task 1), investigation of fundamental aspect associated with coupling between components (Task 2), and examination of novel hybrid nanoconstruct fabricated based on knowledge gained from previous tasks (Task 3).

Specially, Task 1 seeks to optimize the wet chemistry synthesis of plasmonic nanocrystals, top-down lithographic fabrication of periodic plasmonic nanostructures, and chemical synthesis of functional macromolecules so high-quality components can be obtained for subsequent investigations.

Task 2 seeks to understand the fundamental interactions between plasmonic nanostructures and functional organic components so more advanced nanoconstructs could be built based
on rational design. Aspects such as the coupling between individual plasmonic nanostructures, the surface chemistry on metallic nanocrystals, and the effect of complex permittivity modulation initiated by organic components on the plasmonic response of metal nanoconstructs are to be investigated.

Task 3 seeks to assemble plasmonic nanostructures and functional organic components into novel hybrid structures using microfabrication techniques based on knowledge gained from Task 1 and Task 2. And subsequently to explore and control interesting optical properties that arise from the cooperative interactions between different elements in the plasmonic hybrid nanoconstruct.

Specific objectives are listed below:

**Task 1: Synthesis of plasmonic nanostructures and functional organic molecules:**

- Synthesize high quality single crystalline Au nanoplates with large flat top surfaces for the investigation of surface functionalization chemistry reactions on colloidal nanocrystals.
- Synthesize highly monodisperse plasmonically active gold nanorods and nanospheres with well-defined ligand layers to improve wet chemistry assembly with functional organic components.
- Optimize the parameters used in FIB fabrication such as current, acceleration voltage, ion lens configuration, and beam dwell time.
- Select and modify novel electrochromic polymers that have desired bandgap, solvent compatibility, and chemical stability.
Task 2: Fundamental analysis on controlled coupling:

- Develop high resolution morphology and composition characterization method to monitor the functionalization dynamics on the surface of the exact same nanocrystal with nm-precision.
- Investigate the near field coupling between plasmonic components in organic matrices and how the resulting electromagnetic field distribution affects optical properties.
- Examine and understand the optical response of plasmonic nanostructure upon modulation of dielectric environment via electrodynamics simulation.

Task 3: Microfabrication and assembly of novel hybrid plasmonic nanoconstructs:

- Guided by previous experimental results and electrodynamic modeling, fabricate high-performance SERS-based hybrid sensing platforms by efficiently assembling plasmonic nanostructure with polymeric matrices resulting in desired organic-inorganic interfaces and nanoparticle distribution.
- Guided by previous experimental results and electrodynamic modeling, assemble novel plasmonic hybrid nanoconstructs that incorporates sophisticated components such as electrochromic materials or photonic microcavities using microfabrication techniques.
- Using correlated high resolution structural and optical characterization, aided by advanced electrodynamic modeling, to systematically study new optical phenomena that arise from the cooperative interactions between different components within the newly fabricated hybrid nanoconstructs.
2.3 Organization and Composition of Dissertation

Chapter 1 reviews the general concept and recent literature on the development of hybrid plasmonic nanostructures. The synthesis and fabrication of plasmonic nanostructure and functional organic components are introduced, along with some fundamental physics on plasmonics. Afterwards, past research on assembly and integration of these two components to form hybrid nanostructures are presented.

Chapter 2 outline the goals and objectives of this research. The objectives are grouped into three sequential tasks. A directory schematic is included to illustrate the systematic approach of the entire project. Short synopsis regarding each chapter are also provided.

Chapter 3 outlines the synthesis/fabrication techniques and general characterization methods used in this research. Some of the syntheses described are done by collaborators as noted in section 3.X. Materials used and details regarding specific experiments that are not generically applicable are included in relevant sections in respective chapters.

Chapter 4 describes direct high-resolution monitoring of an evolving mixed nanodomain surface morphology during thiol adsorption on PVP-stabilized single crystal gold nanocrystals. Revealing the thiol adsorption and replacement dynamics to be much more complex than a simple complete substitution of the initial polymer ligand. The ligand-exchange dynamics and the unusual equilibrium morphology revealed provide important insights into both displacement dynamics of surface-bound molecules and the nanoscale peculiarities of surface functionalization of colloidal metal substrates.
Chapter 5 demonstrates that cellulose nanofiber (CNF) biomaterials with high transparency and mechanical robustness can be combined with gold nanorods to form a multifunctional porous membrane for dual-mode SERS detection of both small molecules and cells. Upon drastically lowering the spectral background noise and utilizing nanofiltration, the plasmonic CNF membranes reported show significantly improved SERS sensitivity and detection fidelity as compared to traditional metal, metal oxide, synthetic polymer, and paper SERS substrates.

Chapter 6 report the observation of peculiar and drastically different forward and backward scattering behavior of polymer-infused nanohole arrays (NHAs) when a surrounding electrochromic polymer matrix was subjected to electrical potential, thereby changing the permittivity of the environment. Forward scattering at normal incidence angle of the NHAs is dominated by the extinction of the polymer coating, while concurrently monitored backward scattering at a highly oblique angle showed significant red-shifting in addition to attenuation.

Chapter 7 report the fabrication of a hybrid plasmonic-photonic cavity whose output mode can be selected by different geometrical configuration of nanoscale plasmonic resonators. The hybrid cavity has a Fabry-Pérot like configuration with SiO$_2$/Si dielectric interface at one end and plasmonically active Au individual or coupled nanospheres (AuNS) on the other end. The behavior of this hybrid antenna can be altered by coupling two AuNS together to form a dimer, allowing different mode output to be selected. Potential for such hybrid cavities to incorporate gain mediums is also demonstrated, as its prospective application would be for localized low threshold lasing used in photonic nanocircuits, near field spectroscopy and molecular sensing.
Chapter 8 summarizes the conclusions of this study from preceding chapters and provides a general discussion on the significance of this research and its broader impact. Implications for future research are also outlined.
CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

This chapter lists common fabrication methods and characterization techniques used in this work. Specific materials and modification to common procedures pertinent to individual studies are listed in experimental details in respective chapters.

3.1 Synthesis of Plasmonic Nanocrystals

3.1.1 Au Nanoplates

Single crystal colloidal Au nanoplates were synthesized according to polyol process previously reported.214 Typically, 110 mg of PVP was mixed with 10 mL ethylene glycol in a scintillation vial and magnetically stirred for 20 min. 200 µL of 250 mM HAuCl₄ aqueous solution was added to the mixture, after which, the vial was capped and heated to 120 °C in oil bath without ambient light. After approximately 12 hrs of reaction, triangular and hexagonal Au nanoplates with edge length from 15 µm to 25 µm and thickness from 30 nm to 200 nm were formed. These were collected from solution, washed with ethanol for 3 times, and re-dispersed in pure ethanol for future use.

3.1.2 Au Nanorods

The AuNRs were synthesized according to a seed-mediated growth technique previously reported in the literature.215 First, the gold seeds were prepared: in a 30 mL vial, 2.5 mL of 1.0 mM aqueous solution of HAuCl₄ was mixed with 5 mL of 0.2 M aqueous solution of CTAB. Then, under stirring, 0.6 mL of 10 mM ice-cold NaBH₄ solution was added. The seeds were formed after 5 min of stirring. The growth solution was prepared by mixing 400
mL of 1.0 mM HAuCl4 aqueous solution with 400 mL of 0.2 M CTAB in a 1 L flask. 24 mL of silver nitrate (4.0 mM) was then added, followed by 5.6 mL of 78.8 mM ascorbic acid. The AuNRs were obtained by adding 0.64 mL seed solution to the growth solution and leaving the mixture to react overnight in accordance with procedures reported in the literature. The as-synthesized AuNRs were centrifuged three times at a speed of 6000 rpm to remove the excess CTAB.

3.1.3 Au Nanospheres

AuNSs were prepared by a modified version of the seed-mediated method reported in the literature. Briefly, the seed nanoparticles were prepared by adding 600 µL of an ice cold 10 mM NaBH₄ solution to 250 µL of HAuCl₄·3H₂O (10 mM) dissolved in 7 mL of 100 mM CTAB solution under vigorous stirring for 2 minutes. Afterwards, 0.40 mL of tenfold diluted seed solution allowed to grow for 8 h in a growth solution. The growth solution was prepared by mixing HAuCl₄·3H₂O solution (10 mL, 0.01 M) with CTAB solution (80 mL of 0.1 M CTAB solution dissolved in 400 mL of DI water) followed by adding 60 mL (0.1 M) ascorbic acid. This solution was aged for 3 weeks under room temperature for the nanocrystals to reach equilibrium shape and the resultant AuNSs were purified by centrifugation (8000 rpm for 10 min) and re-dispersed in Nanopure water.

3.2 Focused Ion Beam Milling (FIB)

FEI Nova 200 NanoLab DualBeam™-SEM/FIB is used for FIB patterning. Specific patterns were etched by ⁶⁹Ga⁺ ion beam operated at 30 kV 10pA following corresponding bitmap files in a point by point fashion. Specifically, a dwell time was set, and the beam was blanked at points where no etching was supposed to occur.
3.3 Optical Microscopy

Optical microscopy images (brightfield/darkfield) were taken using either a Leica DM4000M microscope with a Leica DFC480 camera or an Olympus BX51 microscope (CytoViva hyperspectral scanning system, see below) with a Dagexcel-M Digital Firewire camera.

3.4 Hyperspectral Imaging

The extinction spectra of NHAs and spectral mapping were acquired by CytoViva hyperspectral scanning system with a SPECIM Inspect V10E spectrograph (30µm slit width, spectral range: 400–1000 nm, dispersion: 97.5 nm/mm, spectral resolution: 2.8 nm) coupled with a PCO.pixelfly camera using a 50× (NA = 0.8) objective which has a fixed ~73° incidence cone when used in dark field mode. All element mounted on an Olympus BX51 microscope. A Fiber-Lite DC-950 halogen lamp is used as the light source. The Lamp spectrum is collected in the transmission setup without any substrate. All the spectra were collected at max output of the lamp and normalized by dividing the lamp spectrum.

3.5 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

AFM scans were carried out using Icon AFM (Bruker). Silicon tip with spring constant of 9.53 N/m (XSC11 Cantilever C, MikroMasch) was operated in the tapping mode in air at 0.45-0.75 Hz scan rate and at 90° scan angle. Scan size ranges from 20 µm × 20 µm to 500 nm × 500 nm at 512 × 512 or 1024 ×1024 pixel resolution.

3.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Samples were imaged using Hitachi S3400 SEM operated at 15 kV (regular resolution) or Hitachi SU8230 SEM operated at 1.5 kV or 5 kV (high resolution). Nonconductive sample are first coated with a 2-nm thick Pd/Au alloy film via sputtering.

### 3.7 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

The TEM images and electron diffraction patterns were acquired using a Hitachi HT770 transmission electron microscope operated at 120 kV with samples drop-cast on Formvar/Carbon coated 200 mesh copper grids (Ted Pella, Inc. Product # 01800-F). The grids were dried at room temperature in air before imaging.

### 3.8 Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS)

SIMS data were collected by a TOF-SIMS5 time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometer (Ion-tof GmbH) with Bi⁺ ion source. The analyzer was operated at 10 kV acceleration voltage in negative polarity mode. The ion distribution maps were collected at 20 µm × 20 µm raster size in burst alignment mode with 7 ion pulses per burst. Pixel resolution was set at 256 × 256. When reconstructed, every 4 neighboring pixels were integrated to provide better contrast. Mass spectra were calibrated by C⁻, CH⁻ CH²⁻ CH³⁻ OH⁻ and Au⁻ peaks.

### 3.9 Confocal Raman

Raman spectroscopy were conducted using a 20x objective (NA = 0.40, laser spot size ~ 21 µm²) on a WiTec confocal Raman microscope (Alpha 300R) with an fiber coupled Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532 nm) and an infrared diode laser (λ = 785 nm) according to usual procedure.²¹⁷ Signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios are calculated by comparing the average above
background intensity of specific Raman peaks through 3 separate measurements with the average fluctuations of backgrounds in the immediate vicinity of the same Raman peak.

3.10 Spectroscopic Ellipsometry

Spectroscopic ellipsometry was performed using a Woollam M-2000U ellipsometer (spectral range: 245–1000 nm). Ellipsometry data from all samples were acquired at 65°, 70°, and 75° angles of incidence. The refractive index of the silicon and silicon oxide was taken from the V.A.SE database (WVASE32 Version 3.768). The data were fitted with a two-layer model that consists of a semi-infinite silicon substrate and a silicon oxide layer with initial thickness of 2 µm. The thickness of silicon oxide layer was then parameterized until proper fit tolerance was achieved.

3.11 UV-vis and Fluorescence Spectroscopy

Extinction spectra were collected using a Shimadzu UV–vis-2450 spectrometer with D2 and tungsten lamps (wavelength range: 300–1100 nm). Photoluminescence spectra were collected using a Shimadzu RF-5301PC spectrofluorophotometer with a spectral range of 400–750 nm (1 nm intervals).

3.12 Electrodynamical Simulation

Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations were conducted using Lumerical FDTD Solutions (Version 8.12). Individual AuNR or AuNS was modeled with a uniform 2 nm CTAB coating. The refractive index values of water, cellulose, CTAB, SiO₂ and gold were taken from previous reports or built-in CRC Handbook values. Dimensions for the individual nanorod or nanosphere were estimated from TEM, with the end facet of
AuNR approximated as a hemisphere. All simulations were conducted with a 0.5 nm mesh size in the x-, y-, and z-directions.\textsuperscript{220, 166} A total-field scattered-field plane wave light source with a wavelength range of 300–1000 nm or 440–810 nm was used for illumination. Anti-symmetric and symmetric symmetries are applied to reduce simulation time. 12-layer perfect matched layer (PML) boundary condition was applied at the simulation boundary to absorb radiation energy with minimum scattering.
CHAPTER 4. LIGAND-EXCHANGE DYNAMICS ON GOLD NANOCRYSTALS

4.1 Introduction

The surface functionalization of metallic surfaces and nanostructures has important applications in molecular electronics, catalysis, and nanoscale biochemical sensors.\textsuperscript{221,222,223} Because of its simplicity, compositional variability, and bond strength, thiol-based functionalization has been widely used to position functional or passivating ligands on various active detector surfaces,\textsuperscript{224, 225} and molecular tunnel junctions.\textsuperscript{226,227} The formation of functional self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) by thiols on Au surfaces has been extensively studied for many years with their lattice arrangement,\textsuperscript{228, 229, 230} self-alignment kinetics,\textsuperscript{231, 232} phase separations\textsuperscript{233, 234, 235} and structural defects\textsuperscript{236, 237} well-characterized. In the vast majority of studies, the Au surfaces were carefully prepared and thiolated under demanding conditions such as gas phase transport in near vacuum or ultra-pure solutions to ensure surface cleanness.\textsuperscript{231,238} Yet a large number of practical devices currently explored use functionalized surfaces harboring physisorbed species from ambient air or previous wet chemistry processing steps. This is especially the case in nanodevices that employ colloidal nanocrystals stabilized by physisorbed surfactants.\textsuperscript{21,46} Often, the presence of this native ligand is simply ignored and complete replacement of any surface contaminates or surfactants is assumed because the Au-thiol bonding strength is much stronger than those between Au and common surfactants (Scheme 4.1).\textsuperscript{171, 238, 239, 240}
However, despite the prevalent adoption of this assumption, its validity, along with the displacement dynamics and the eventual morphology of the thiol monolayer layer after “completed” surface reaction remains largely unexplored due to experimental challenges such as direct high-resolution monitoring of nanocrystal surfaces during reaction. Therefore, in this work, we analyzed the dynamics of ligand-exchange reaction of different kinds of linear alkanethiols on polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) covered single crystal gold nanoplates with high resolution atomic force microscopy (AFM) and secondary-ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) in a semi-in situ approach. In contrast to most of previous studies,\textsuperscript{241, 242} we exploited single crystal gold nanoplates as a model substrate that provided large areas of uniform Au (111) crystallographic plane. The atomically flat nature of Au nanoplates enabled fine monitoring of subtle (sub-nanometer) changes on metallic surfaces coated with PVP, which is one of the most widely used polymer surfactant in colloidal nanoparticle synthesis.\textsuperscript{243} Two common classes of thiol ligands are investigated in this work: 1-octadecanethiol (ODT), which represents classic long-chain alkanethiols with methyl terminal groups that has been widely studied for hydrophobic SAM formation,\textsuperscript{244, 245, 246} and 6-mercapto-1-hexanol (MCH), which is shorter, contains a hydrophilic terminal
group, and is commonly used as a spacer molecule in functional SAMs.\textsuperscript{247} These thiols represent the limiting cases in terms of mobility and hydrophobic-hydrophilic balance.

By monitoring the evolution of the nanoscale surface in the same surface region, we have demonstrated that during ligand-exchange, thiol molecules do not form uniform SAMs with complete PVP replacement. Instead, random network of elongated PVP domains a hundred nanometers long, ten nanometers wide and four nanometers high were formed as a result of partial displacement by growing thiol SAM domains that surround the PVP islands. Smaller, dome-like nanoscale PVP domains (around 10 nm diameter and 1-2 nm in height) were formed during MCH adsorption. By revealing the variation of surface profile of thiol-ligand layers with reaction time, we demonstrated that the full thiol-PVP ligand-exchange could not be completed. The stable mixed surface morphology was observed in both cases and related to interplay of enthalpic and entropic factors during polymer-thiol exchange.

4.2 Experimental Details

4.2.1 Materials

1-Octadecanethiol (98%), 6-Mercapto-1-hexanol (97%), Ethanol (200 Proof, OmniPur), Ethylene glycol (anhydrous, 99.8%), Polyvinylpyrrolidone (Molecular weight: 40,000) Tetrachloroauric acid (≥49.0% Au basis). All chemicals except ethanol were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and were used as-received without further purification.

4.2.2 Ligand-exchange of Au nanoplates
200 µL of colloidal Au nanoplates were cast on UV-Ozone cleaned (30 minutes, Novascan PSD-UV) 1 cm × 1 cm silicon wafer and, after solvent evaporates, rinsed by 10 mL of pure ethanol. The wafer was then put into respective thiol solution for ligand-exchange. Afterwards, it was retrieved, rinsed by 10 mL of pure ethanol and dried under nitrogen. Solution phase ligand-exchange was performed by injecting 500 µL concentrated Au nanoplate ethanol suspension into 20 mL of respective thiol solution under rapid magnetic stirring. The nanoplates were retrieved afterwards, cast on Si wafer, rinsed with ethanol and dried under nitrogen for further characterization. All ligand-exchanges are performed under room temperature without ambient light.

4.2.3 Characterization

AFM height distribution histograms were extracted at fixed 300-pixel resolution across the Z range of the selected area. To prevent any cross-contamination, a new tip was used for each sample. AFM surfactant cleaning was carried out using XSC11 Cantilever A (spring constant = 0.22 N/m) at 1000 nm deflection set point and XSC11 Cantilever C at 50-100 nm set point (470 nN – 950 nN) in contact mode. Peak force nanoscale mechanical measurement was carried out using SNL-10 Cantilever D (spring constant = 0.06 N/m, Bruker) in air at 120 pN peak force set point and 1 kHz peak force frequency. Surface reconstructions and tip deconvolutions of AFM topographical images were carried out using standard algorithms,\textsuperscript{248, 249} assuming tip apex radius of 8 nm and tip slope of 20° (manufacturer’s specifications).

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Atomically flat single crystal Au nanoplates
The single crystal gold nanoplates synthesized here are 30 nm - 200 nm thick, have typical edge lengths ranging of 10 µm - 25 µm, and show triangular or hexagonal shapes due to single crystalline symmetry (Figure 4.1a, b). The hexagonal symmetry and six bright \{220\} Bragg diffraction spots (blue box) in the electron diffraction pattern confirm both the single crystallinity and the [111] zone axis of the crystal (Figure 4.1c, inset).\(^{250}\) Six fainter innermost diffraction spots (red box) are 1/3\{422\} forbidden reflections resulted from local hexagonal symmetries that are only present in Au or Ag nanocrystals bounded by atomically flat surfaces.\(^{25}\)

Large area diffraction patterns also show complete first order Laue zone with high index diffraction spots, further confirming the single crystallinity of the individual nanoplates (Figure A.1). During deposition process, smaller nanoplates or nanobelts from solution might adhere to larger crystals (Figure 4.1c). Nevertheless, clean individual nanoplates can be easily found and selected under an optical microscope for further single nanoplate studies (Figure 4.1d).

Colloidal nanocrystals are known to have a native layer of residual surfactant present on their surface even after several rounds of washing.\(^{251}\) The PVP shell in such cases is usually considered to be \(~1\) nm thick. As a result, the top surface of these Au nanoplates provided a micron-sized atomically flat area with ultrathin PVP coating, an ideal model system for nanoscale morphology monitoring and surface modification. Root-mean-squared roughness (R\(_{\text{rms}}\)) measured within 1 µm \(\times\) 1 µm surface area was determined to be around 0.3 nm (Figure 4.1a, inset). This value is comparable to the top surface of atomically flat single crystal silicon wafer (0.1-0.2 nm)\(^{252}\) and further confirms the near-ideal planarity of
the substrate, which is critically important for quantitative morphology monitoring in this study.

Figure 4.1 As-synthesized Au nanoplates, (a) AFM topographical image. Scale bar: 5 µm; Z scale: 50 nm. (All AFM images presented use the same false color gradient) Inset: 1 µm × 1 µm AFM topographical image of the top surface. Z scale: 3 nm Rrms: 0.3 nm (b) cross-section profile from line 1 in (a). (c) SEM image of individual nanoplate. Scale bar: 5 µm. Inset: electron diffraction pattern from a single Au nanoplate. (d) bright (left) and dark (right) field optical microscopy images of an individual nanoplate. Scale bars for both images are 25 µm.

4.3.2 Spatially and temporally resolved surface reaction monitoring

We monitored the surface morphology of PVP-coated Au single crystal exposed to thiol solution by repeating AFM scans at the same area of the same nanoplate after different reaction times (Figure 4.2). The images were acquired by exposing Au nanoplates deposited on silicon wafer to 1 mM ODT ethanol solution, a concentration that is commonly used for thiol functionalization, and stopping the reaction at specific
times to image the same selected areas of the targeted individual nanoplate. After imaging, the reaction was resumed and stopped at next point later in time for repeated imaging. A series of these snapshots was used to reconstruct the evolution of surface morphology with great precision, and identify localized surface morphology transformations in the course of reaction.

![AFM topographical image of ODT adsorption layers on PVP-Au nanoplates](image)

As we observed, after mere 30 secs of exposure to thiol solution, the uniform and smooth PVP-coated surface of the Au nanoplate started to become noticeably roughened and non-uniform. Globular surface features typically ~ 17 nm in lateral dimension (deconvoluted true dimension) can be seen randomly forming across the entire nanoplate, with about 0.5

Figure 4.2 AFM topographical image of ODT adsorption layers on PVP-Au nanoplates after (a) 0 sec, (b) 30 sec, (c) 300 sec, (d) 3000 sec, (e) 30,000 sec and (f) 90,000 sec exposure to 1 mM ODT ethanol solution. Scale bar: 200 nm; Z scale: 180 nm (Color range 160-180 nm selected for surface feature contrast).
nm height differences compared to surrounding surfaces. This is especially evident in high resolution 500 nm × 500 nm scan Figure A.2a). After 300 secs of exposure, the globular features shrank in lateral size to around ~ 10 nm but increased in height to ~ 2 nm, and became clearly discernable in the 1 µm × 1 µm scan. However, in both cases, the globular structures were so densely packed that the tip could not reach the underlying surface and thus height evaluation might be inaccurate (Figure 4.3a, inset).

Figure 4.3 (a) Au nanoplate R\text{rms} as a function of reaction time with ODT solution. Trend line is plotted as a guide to the eye. Inset: typical 500 nm cross-section profiles of Au nanoplate surface at different reaction times (off-set for clarity). (b) Surface coverage percentage of globular features at various reaction times. (c) PVP surfactant layer thickness as determined from the histogram of the AFM topographical image of a partially cleaned area immediately after AFM cleaning (Inset, scale bar: 100 nm). (d-f) Gaussian fit of the height histograms of AFM image at different reaction times.
As the surface reaction proceeds further, the globular surface features remained roughly the same lateral size but steadily increased in the height to approximately 4 nm. During the later stages (> 8 hrs), large jointed islands approximately 200 nm wide occasionally formed and subsequently dissolved (Figure 4.2e, f). However, the appearance of these islands was random and cannot be consistently observed during repetitive experiments. The fact that they were not present in the final equilibrated morphology, suggests that they were probably metastable intermediate structures formed during the adsorption or random aggregates formed in solution.

After 90,000 secs (25 hrs) of exposure to thiol solution, the surface globules grew into random network of elevated curved structures of about 70 nm long and 10-15 nm wide and further increased in relative height to about 4 nm (Figure 4.3a, inset). Additionally, the spacing between individual surface features increased to 20-40 nm, wide enough for the AFM tip to reach the underlying surface and thus measure heights accurately. Overall, changes in surface morphology show that the globules were being squeezed and merged in the lateral direction while simultaneously being extended in the vertical direction. The surface features seem to have reached stable dimensions and overall distributions after 25 hrs of ligand exchange reaction (Figure A.2f, g, h). The true surface coverage of globular structures can be calculated by reconstructing the AFM topographical map using the modeled tip, and decreased logarithmically from 56% at 300 sec to 39% at 180,000 sec (Figure 4.3b, Figure A.4).

This final random island network surface morphology is highly uncharacteristic for supposedly “completed” thiol ligand-exchange reaction with formation of fully covering SAM. As known, when alkanethiols absorb on clean Au surface, they will first cover the
surface within a few minutes to form a low grafting density monolayer and some densely packed islands, and in the next few hours the alkane chains will undergo an assembly process to form an highly ordered and uniform monolayer.\textsuperscript{221,255} Because hydrophilic or amphiphilic ligands have considerable solubility in ethanol solution, they should readily leave the surface during the thiol adsorption and assembly phase, thus leaving behind complete SAM after 24 hrs.\textsuperscript{255} If such is the case, the surface monolayer would conform to the underlying Au (111) crystallographic plane, and should be near atomically flat with occasional defects. Yet, the final surface morphology we observe after excessive adsorption time were still dominated by globular structures of 3 to 4 nm in height aggregated into random networks (Figure 4.2f).

To quantify the change in surface morphology, $R_{\text{rms}}$ was computed within 500 nm × 500 nm Au top surface area selected from each AFM topographical image (to ensure sampled region have the same geometrical dimension and includes only the top surface of the Au nanocrystal) and plotted against adsorption time in Figure 4.3a. The points representing 0 sec and 30 secs effectively overlap due to both the scale of the time axis and their near identical $R_{\text{rms}}$ values. As we observed, over the monitored time interval, the $R_{\text{rms}}$ of the nanoplate top surface increased dramatically during the first 8 hrs from 0.3 nm to 1.5 nm due to the initial rapid formation of globular surface structures. The micro-roughness subsequently stabilized at $1.5 \pm 0.1$ nm at longer times.

Before quantitative analysis of the height distribution data, we determined the thickness of PVP surfactant layer covering the Au nanocrystal by removing part of the coating in a selected surface area with the AFM tip (Figure 4.3c). The height distribution histogram from a 500 nm × 500 nm surface area of an Au nanoplate, with PVP removed at top right
corner of the image (Figure 4.3c, inset), shows two well separated Gaussian peaks, indicating the presence of two surfaces. The first peak corresponds to lower elevation of the bare Au surface cleaned from PVP coating and has a very narrow distribution with full width at half maximum (FWHM) of only 0.2 nm, common for atomically flat Au surfaces. The second peak corresponds to higher elevation of the PVP coated surface with much higher FWHM of 0.5 nm. Distance between the two peaks shows the average thickness of the PVP coating of 1.1 nm, close to commonly reported values in the literature (1~3 nm).251

Figure 4.3d, e and f show the height histograms of the AFM topographical images taken at 0, 300 and 90,000 secs respectively. The histogram peak representing the top surface was narrow (the FWHM of 0.5 nm) at the start of the reaction, suggesting a flat and uniform surface. As the reaction proceeds, the single peak initially broadens and could be deconvoluted into two overlapping peaks (bare surface and elevated surface features), reflecting the initial formation of the globular structures. The smaller deconvoluted peak represents the average height of the observed globular features. The horizontal peak separation indicates the globules are 0.7 nm above the underlying PVP surface. The two peaks have FWHMs of 1.2 and 1.3 nm respectively, and extensively overlap with each other, signaling a smooth and continuous transition.

As the surface reaction proceeds further, at 90,000 secs, the height distribution of the same surface area shows two distinct peaks (Figure 4.3f). The main peak representing the underlying nanoplate top surface largely maintains its shape and peak width (FWHM = 1.2 nm). In contrast, the secondary peak broadened considerably, with its FWHM more than doubled to 2.8 nm (Figure 4.3f). This change reflects evolution of the surface morphology as the globular structure’s irregular geometry started to appear (Figure 4.2c-f). The
structures were also much taller, as indicated by the increased peak separation to 2 nm, which corresponds to the ∼4 nm apex to base height difference shown in the cross-section profile (Figure 4.3a, inset).

4.3.3 Selective surface modification of PVP ligand layer

To understand the composition of these globular surface structures, we performed high force contact mode AFM local cleaning of Au nanoplates. Briefly, a sharp Si tip of 8 nm radius is moved in raster manner across a square area at very high force (200-700 nN) effectively shoveling any organic surface coating and leaving behind the exposed bare Au substrate (Figure 4.4a). To make sure the removal of PVP was indeed complete, we conducted double cleaning on a separate nanoplate within a 1 µm × 1 µm selected area at the center of a 2 µm × 2 µm previously cleaned pattern. No new debris accumulation was visible from the second cleaning, signaling bare Au surface was indeed obtained during the first cleaning scan (Figure A.5a). Moreover, while the entire cleaned area maintains a clear AFM phase contrast with the PVP covered region, no phase contrast was observed within the 1 µm × 1 µm double-cleaned region, suggesting the surface composition uniformity of the bare Au surface after sequential cleanings (Figure A.5b).

The Au nanoplate with the cleaned surface region was then immediately treated with 1 mM ODT ethanol solution for 24 hrs in order to directly observe the surface morphological evolution differences between the clean Au surface and PVP coated Au surface on the same nanocrystal (Figure 4.4b). Figure 4.4c, d are 1 µm × 1 µm scans corresponding to black and blue squares in Figure 4.4b, respectively. Remarkably, we only see the formation of characteristic globular surface structures outside of the pre-cleaned area. The outside
region (blue square) displayed similar networked 4 nm height curved structures as seen in Figure 4.2f. By comparison, the inside pre-cleaned region (black square) was much smoother (sub nanometer local height differences) and devoid of complex surface morphologies. In fact, the \( R_{\text{rms}} \) measured within 1 \( \mu \text{m} \times 1 \mu \text{m} \) area inside the cleaned region was only 0.5 nm whereas the \( R_{\text{rms}} \) measured within 1 \( \mu \text{m} \times 1 \mu \text{m} \) area from the PVP covered region was much higher (1.3 nm), similar to those discussed previously (Figure 4.4c, d).

![Figure 4.4 AFM topographical image of a Au nanoplate (a) immediately after 2 \( \mu \text{m} \times 2 \mu \text{m} \) AFM cleaning, (b) same area after 24 hrs exposure to 1 mM ODT ethanol solution. 1 \( \mu \text{m} \times 1 \mu \text{m} \) zoom-in AFM scan of (b), (c) inside AFM cleaned area (black box) and (d) outside AFM cleaned area (blue box). Scale bar: 1 \( \mu \text{m} \) (a,b), 200 nm (c,d); Z scale: 20 nm (a,b), 10 nm (c,d). (e) Schematics of AFM cleaning and subsequent ODT ligand-exchange process.](image)

It is clear that the presence of the PVP coating defined the eventual complex surface morphology after thiol adsorption. Furthermore, the fact that the thiol SAMs in the pre-cleaned surface region was of roughly the same height as the underlying surface (valleys)
of the outside regions strongly suggests that the regions between the globular features were in fact ODT monolayer. Consequently, the globular structures are likely to be the residual islands of initial polymer coating (Figure 4.4e).

Figure 4.5 High resolution AFM (a) topographical and (b) phase image of final Au nanoplate top surface after 25 hrs of ODT exposure obtained from tapping mode. Z scale: 10 nm (a), 10° (b). QNM characterization of thiol surface adsorption layers on Au nanoplate after 3 solution exchanges and 72 hrs of exposure to 1 mM ODT ethanol solution, (c) topographical image, Z scale: 10 nm; (d) Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT) modulus image, Z scale: 25-40 MPa; (e) adhesion image, Z scale: 0.5-2 nN. Scale bar for all subfigures: 100 nm

The different nature of materials within curved globular aggregates and surrounding regions was confirmed by contrast in AFM phase imaging (Figure 4.5a, b, Figure A.2, Figure A.3). However, due to the complex nature of the phase shift in the tapping mode. No definitive identifications can be made about the origin of these contrasts other than the two features are made of different materials.
To elucidate the composition of different surface regions, we applied surface force spectroscopy (SFS) mapping with AFM and full spectrum SIMS mapping. The chemical composition of the surface layer was first probed through SFS quantitative nanoscale mechanical (QNM) characterizations where the contact mechanics of the AFM tip and the sample can be evaluated with high spatial resolution (down to a few nanometers). In these high resolution mappings (1 pixel corresponds to 1 nm), the elevated surface structures can be distinctively resolved in topographical, modulus, and adhesive measurements (Figure 4.5c, d, e). These measurements indicated that globular aggregated features possess much higher apparent elastic modulus (roughly twofold) than surrounding regions in the tens of MPa region. On the other hand, they show much lower adhesion (about 50%) in the 1 nN region. Typical force distance curves and tip loading curve for globules and surrounding areas indicate that tip penetration is lower than 2 nm, suggesting the SFS mapping is indeed measuring the mechanical properties of the ligand layer rather than the underlying gold surface (Figure A.6).

Even though true quantification of absolute values of elastic modulus and adhesion can be ambiguous in QNM measurements, the relative variation of these characteristics in the same image can be used for the identification of different material compositions on the surface. Therefore, we can suggest that stiffer but less adhesive globular aggregates correspond to the PVP aggregates and softer but more adhesive surrounding reflects the presence of ODT SAM. Indeed, the PVP chain in this state is well below its glass transition point and is considered to be generally stiff with an elastic modulus from lower 1GPa up to 3 GPa, common for bulk glassy polymers. On the other hand, the elastic modulus of various organic monolayers were reported within the range from 200 MPa to 2 GPa with
trend of less densely grafted organic monolayers having much lower elastic modulus.\textsuperscript{260,261,262} Subsequently, the contact area between the tip and the PVP regions would be smaller compared with regions covered by low-grafted thiols due to higher apparent stiffness, resulting in lower effective adhesion or pull-off forces (Figure 4.5c).

Ideally, one would also like to conduct direct chemical characterization of the surface through molecular vibrational spectroscopy. However, the amount of PVP retained on the surface is way below the detection limit of standard spectroscopic measurement such as confocal Raman mapping (Figure A.7). For this reason, we employ highly surface sensitive SIMS analysis, which can yield chemistry dependent secondary ion information at the micrometer resolution.

SIMS maps in negative polarity were collected from an ODT exposed triangular Au nanoplate with 5 μm × 5 μm pre-cleaned surface area (Figure 4.6). The large patterning area was used to compensate for the limited (~ 0.5 μm) spatial resolution of SIMS.\textsuperscript{263} In Figure 4.6, the cleaned area is marked by square 2, while an outside region of identical dimension is marked by square 1. The respective AuS\textsuperscript{-} ion count ratio, which directly corresponds to the relative abundance of thiol component, of square 2 to square 1 is 14:11, suggesting that the cleaned area was enriched in thiols (Figure 4.6a).
The respective CN⁻ ion count ratio, which corresponds to the abundance of PVP repeating units, of square 2 to square 1 is 1:2, suggesting that cleaned area was depleted in PVP coating while the outside area still had detectable PVP presence (Figure 4.6b). This provides direct chemical evidence to our previous conclusions, strongly supporting that the globular structure observed were indeed aggregates of PVP coils. Thus, a combination of different results supports our suggestions that mixed surface morphology observed in this study is composed of phase separated nanoscale globular PVP aggregates surrounded by the grafted thiol SAM domains.

As a control experiment, we performed the identical ODT absorption on bare Au substrate made by physical vapor deposition (PVD). However, the polycrystalline nature of the PVD film at the nanoscale generates a roughness texture that makes it difficult to distinctively isolate and analyze the surface features. Nevertheless, the AFM topographical images collected before and after ODT treatment were very similar, and we do not conclusively observe the formation of defined surface structures (Figure A.8). In addition, when the
PVD Au film was initially coated with PVP by immersion into PVP ethylene glycol solution used in Au nanoplate synthesis (see EXPERIMENTAL), subsequent exposure to ODT resulted in surface morphology changes that were similar to those observed on the Au nanoplates (Figure A.9). Again, the uneven surface made it difficult to obtain the true physical dimension of the PVP globules, and therefore yield any quantitative results. This is also precisely the reason why single crystal flat Au surfaces was needed in this study. Further study on PVD Au film revealed that post hoc exposure to PVP ethylene glycol solution after initial formation of ODT monolayer resulted in globules with drastically different size and distribution, suggesting the observed morphology was not a result of simple surfactant re-adsorption (Figure A.10).

4.3.4 Thiol ligand-exchange dynamics and mixed surface morphology

Based on both the surface morphology, SIMS and SFS results, we propose the following evolution of the surface morphology during thiol functionalization of colloidal nanocrystals with ethanol mediated alkanethiol-polymer ligand-exchange (Scheme 4.2).

Scheme 4.2 Proposed thiol adsorption dynamics and formation of mixed surface morphology. (a) Au nanoplate surface with PVP surfactant from colloidal synthesis. (b) Initial surfactant displacement and thiol island formation (c) Final mixed surface morphology after 24 hrs of thiol solution exposure.

We suggest that when PVP coated Au nanocrystals are exposed to thiol solutions, thiol molecules start to replace the adsorbed PVP monolayer (1.1 nm thick) at random sites all
over the crystal surface to form nanoscale SAM thiol domains (Scheme 4.2b). Because thiol-Au bond (bond energy ~ 44 kcal/mol)\(^\text{168}\) is enthalpically more favorable than pyrrolidone oxygen/nitrogen Au coordination (coordination energy ~ 15 kcal/mol)\(^\text{264}\) initial displacement happens very fast (several seconds).\(^\text{255}\) These initial thiol domains are buried and surrounded by the native PVP surfactants. However, their existence does cause the initially uniform PVP coating to be disrupted into around 20 nm sized globules with apparent excessive height of 0.5 nm above the surrounding ODT SAM, which is itself 2.2 nm high (Figure 4.2c).\(^\text{265}\) As the reaction continues, the thiol domains grow laterally and horizontally compress the PVP globules to roughly 10 nm sizes and cause the globules to be squeezed and expand in the vertical direction to approximately 4 nm above the surrounding SAM. During this period, neighboring PVP globules merge and rearrange into longer and more curved networks (Figure 4.2f, Scheme 4.2c). Importantly, unlike commonly believed, this phase separated ligand layer turned out to be the final morphology even when the nanocrystals were exposed to thiol solutions for 50 hrs (Figure A.2g).

We suggest this dynamic surface phase separation and the formation of mixed surface morphology is likely caused by incomplete displacement of PVP chains during ligand-exchange followed by micro-phase separation of residual PVP materials into aggregated nanoscale domains. In the process, PVP chains are horizontally and vertically displaced by forming thiol SAM domains into globular like structures with the bottom segments of the chain still strongly bonded to the Au surface, confined by both pyrrolidone-Au coordination bonding and entropic displacement barrier for PVP random coils. A considerable amount of PVP coils remains in this phase separated state bound to bare Au surface to make the nanocrystal surface partially solvophilic, reducing its interface energy
with ethanol solution, balancing the unfavorable interactions of polar solvent and the methyl terminal groups of ODT SAM.

Figure 4.7 (a) AFM image of Au nanoplate after 50 hrs of consecutive ODT exposure (b) Surface profile reconstructed from (a) using a model tip with 8 nm apex radius and 20° tip slope. Only globular structures that falls completely inside the frame are selected (blue). Scale bar: 100 nm. Z scale: 10 nm. (c) Zero basis volume histogram from selected globules. Inset: schematics demonstrating the true vertical dimension of PVP globules.

To further understand the quantities of PVP chains remaining on the nanocrystal surface, true surface map of final equilibrated ligand layer was generated by deconvoluting the AFM topographical image of nanocrystal top surface after 50 hrs of ODT exposure (Figure 4.7a). All the globular features that were not edge touching were selected, and the height data was subsequently leveled by aligning minimum values for all globules selected (Figure 4.7b). True volume of individual globule was calculated by taking into account the Z location of the true Au (111) surface, which is 2.2 nm beneath the top surface of surrounding ODT SAM domains (Figure 4.7c, inset). Based on the bulk density (1.2 g/cm³) and molecular weight of PVP used, we roughly estimated that the number of remaining PVP chains in each of the globule feature is on the order of magnitude of 10 to 10² (Figure 4.7c). In fact, if we compute the total adjusted volume of all the globular features presented
in Figure 4.7b, the result (248,000 nm$^3$) is very close to the original PVP adlayer volume (275,000 nm$^3$, assuming 1.1 nm thickness) as if most of the PVP just deformed on the surface rather than being displaced into the solution. However, these values should not be taken literally, since the surface reconstruction is not exact, and the zero-basis calculation tends to overestimate the volume. Nevertheless, this is definitely a non-negligible amount. Since most thiol-functionalization or ligand-exchange processes for colloidal nanocrystals are conducted under the conditions tested here, both in terms of substrate exposure$^{266}$ and solution mixing,$^{178, 267}$ it is very likely that these ligand-exchange reactions previously perceived as “complete” are not actually complete.

![AFM images](image)

**Figure 4.8** AFM topographical image of thiol surface adsorption layers on Au nanoplate after (a) 24 hrs exposure to 1 mM ODT ethanol solution, (b) additional 24 hrs exposure to fresh 1 mM ODT ethanol solution following (a), (c) additional 24 hrs exposure to fresh 1 mM ODT ethanol solution following (b), totaling 72 hrs of consecutive exposure, (d) solution phase thiol ligand-exchange under rapid magnetic stirring for 72 hrs, (e) solution phase thiol ligand-exchange under 72 hrs of rapid
magnetic stirring followed by 5 mins of sonication. Scale bar: 200 nm. Z scale: 10 nm
(f) Surface coverage of globular structures in (a) to (e) calculated after tip deconvolution.

Then, we considered whether the remaining PVP domains can be completely removed after the formation of mixed morphology by refreshing ODT solution at each step, rapid magnetic stirring or sonication (Figure 4.8). After each AFM imaging, the substrate was put into a fresh vial of ODT solution to reduce PVP concentration in the solution. This approach resulted in the formation of larger 40-50 nm globules with 6-7 nm height (Figure 4.8a-c). The surface coverage of the PVP globules decreased from 49% ± 5% at 24 hrs to 28% ± 5% at 72 hrs with the overall character of mixed surface morphology remaining unchanged (Figure 4.8f). Similar minor changes were observed after external agitation but the mixed PVP-ODT surface morphology remained very similar to the morphologies observed in the basic procedure (Figure 4.8d-f). Additionally, consecutive AFM monitoring of individual globules has demonstrated that the PVP domains are mostly pinned on the Au surface with very limited surface mobility, suggesting strong interactions (Figure A.11).

In this regard, recognizing the true microstructure of the ligand layer can be extremely important. As surfactant still presenting on the surface may alter the chemical and physical behavior of functional ligand layer in significant ways. For instance, residual surfactant will almost certainly disrupt the chemical properties of the engineered surface, comprising the affinity or selectivity of active sensing surfaces, or it can introduce extra electrical or optical noises in molecular junctions. The incredible resilience of polymeric surfactant on colloidal nanocrystal surface demonstrated here shows that simple thiol replacement
chemistry can no longer be assumed from a theoretical point of view, but rather, formation of engineered SAM surfaces on nanocrystals need to be experimentally verified.

Ligand exchange performed with MCH yielded qualitatively similar results with a few noticeable differences. The globular features produced by MCH ligand-exchange on Au nanoplates were much smaller and denser than those observed for ODT, they consist of domes 10 nm in diameter and 1-2 nm in height (Figure 4.9a). The QNM images showed stiffness and adhesion contrast similar to those observed during ODT adsorption, suggesting analogous micro-phase separation behavior (Figure 4.9b, c). The same roughness contrast is also present for AFM cleaned nanoplates after MCH adsorption (Figure 4.9d, e). $R_{rms}$ inside the pre-cleaned area was 0.15 nm (200 nm × 200 nm, randomly sampled, standard deviation < 0.01 nm) whereas $R_{rms}$ of the un-patterned area was 0.24 nm (200 nm × 200 nm, randomly sampled, standard deviation < 0.01 nm).

Figure 4.9 QNM Characterization of thiol surface adsorption layers on Au nanoplate after 2 solution exchanges and 48 hrs of exposure to 1 mM MCH ethanol solution, (a) topographical image, Z scale: 10 nm; (b) DMT modulus image, Z scale: 1-20 MPa; (c)
adhesion image, Z scale: 0.5-1.2 nN. Scale bar: 100 nm. 3D AFM topography showing in initial formation of MCH adsorption layer on top of partially cleaned Au nanoplate: (d) as cleaned, (e) after 300 secs of solution exposure.

The difference in globular sizes can be understood by considering the structure integrity of the thiol monolayer and major energetic factors contributing to the formation of SAMs with polymethylene backbones. We consider two interactions, the S-Au bonding, which roughly contributes 44 kcal/mol, and inter-alkanechain hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions, which contributes about 1 kcal/mol per methylene group, for ODT and MCH molecules studied here. \[\text{Error! Bookmark not defined.}\] For this reason, the monolayer formed by MCH is significantly more disordered and less dense than those formed by ODT due to enthalpy,\[245,270,269\] meaning MCH SAMs will have less driving force compared to long-chain alkanethiols to horizontally displace PVP chains. Thus the PVP chains might intercalate more into the MCH SAM domains, degrading the monolayer integrity and resulting in significantly smaller and denser globular features. Also, MCH’s hydrophilic hydroxyl head groups has much higher affinity to pyrrolidone unit than ODT’s hydrophobic methyl head group.\[270\] Therefore, it would be favorable for PVP chains to surface migrate back onto the formed MCH SAM simply due to entropic reasons. In fact, we observed the surface migration of PVP globules back into the AFM cleaned areas during the later stages (>300 sec) of MCH ligand exchange (Figure A.12). In Addition, equimolar mixed ODT/MCH solution (total thiol concentration = 1 mM) was also tested and produced a surface morphology contrast similar to those observed in ODT study (Figure A.13).

As a control sample, we tested the exposure of AFM cleaned nanoplate to pure ethanol for 24 hrs (Figure A.14). Because bare Au surface is highly susceptible towards nonspecific
adsorption of organics,\textsuperscript{271} we expect the clean region to attract a lot more carbonaceous contaminites from solution and air than the regions protected by surfactants.\textsuperscript{272} Indeed, we see accumulation of particulates and a relative increase in roughness in the clean region, demonstrating that the opposite roughness change observed during thiol ligand-exchange was indeed due to the presence of thiols.

### 4.4 Conclusions

By studying the adsorption behavior of two types of representative linear thiol molecules on colloidal single crystalline Au substrate, we have demonstrated that, contrary to common belief, linear thiols do not completely replace polymeric surfactant (PVP) during ligand-exchange of colloidal nanocrystals to form uniform monolayers. Instead, the thiol molecules apparently nucleate on crystallographic surfaces to form small domains of SAMs that both horizontally and vertically displaces PVP coating into globular structures of several nanometers in height. Astonishingly, this network of residual PVP domains persists even after 72 hrs of exposure, as well as several rounds of solution replacement and sonication. The exact dimension of the polymeric globules and their distribution depends on the order and hydrophobicity of the formed SAM domains. Long-chain alkanethiols with hydrophobic head groups such as ODT can displace 1 nm thick native PVP surfactant layers into sparse network-like globules 3-4 nm in height, 10-15 nm in width and \( \sim 70 \) nm in length with AFM-measurable highly ordered SAM domains in between. Whereas short-chain alcohol-thiols such as MCH can only displace the same PVP surfactant layers into densely packed dome-like globules \( \sim 10 \) nm in diameter and 1-2 nm in height with SAM domains buried in between that are inaccessible to ordinary AFM tips.
In essence, this study offered some of the important answers to a critical question concerning thiol-based ligand-exchanges that has been difficult to address before and demonstrated the complex interplay between linear thiol domains and PVP surfactant on colloidal nanocrystals. The traditional view regarding thiol ligand-exchange on pre-coated Au surfaces is almost certainly flawed. Ethanol mediated exchange process between linear thiols and PVP surfactant produces nanoscale ligand layer phase separation patterns rather than uniform SAM on colloidal nanocrystals.
CHAPTER 5. DUAL-EXCITATION NANOCELLULOSE PLASMONIC MEMBRANES FOR MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR SERS DETECTION

5.1 Introduction

The free electrons in noble metal nanostructures can be resonantly excited by light in the visible-near infrared (vis-NIR) range to produce localized, high intensity electromagnetic (EM) fields through a phenomenon called localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). The high field enhancement can be utilized to significantly enhance the Raman scattering of nearby molecules in surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). However, getting plasmonic nanoparticles to efficiently interact with analytes in a quantifiable and predictable manner has always been an issue. Many attempts have been made to find suitable substrates that facilitates ideal nanoparticle-analyte interactions.

Porous substrates with large surface areas such as common filter papers, porous alumina membranes, and filter membranes have all been experimented as SERS platforms for both solutions and vapors. However, problems like high fluorescence/Raman background and poor retention of both nanoparticle and analytes often remain unsolved. Therefore, high loading density of metal nanostructures has often been required for acceptable performance. The high loading in return promotes high optical absorbance thus limiting the probing depth and volume. Moreover, the excessive loading of nanoparticles results in a mixture of nanoparticle clusters with varying degrees of
aggregation. Due to plasmonic coupling, each of these clusters will have different plasmonic responses, making it difficult to optimize excitation wavelengths for efficient SERS detection.

Here, we report a novel SERS substrate based on the incorporation of gold nanorods into nanoporous network of cellulose nanofibers that significantly improves the utilization efficiency of plasmonic nanostructures and effectively pre-concentrates the targeted analytes (Scheme 5.1). The AuNR/CNF membranes are fabricated via direct vacuum assisted filtration. First, CNF dispersion in water is filtrated through a polycarbonate (PC) filter with ~200 nm diameter holes. This allows the CNFs to assemble into a layered membrane with interdigitated fibers. Before the CNF membrane is completely dry, aqueous AuNR solution is added to form a nanocomposite membrane infiltrated with individual nanorods or nanorod clusters.

Scheme 5.1 (a) Fabrication of AuNR/CNF membrane, and its subsequent use in analyte solution filtration. (b) Schematics of the analyte (R6G) solution pre-concentration.
The plasmonic nanofiber membranes possess several exceptional optical properties, which includes high transmission in the vis-NIR range, low scattering, and near absence of both fluorescence and Raman backgrounds. The design also takes advantage of the nanoporous morphology of CNF matrix that helps retain and pre-concentrate the analyte for efficient SERS detection (Scheme 5.1b).

5.2 Experimental Details

5.2.1 Materials

CTAB (hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide \(\geq 99\%\)), NaBH\(_4\) (granular, 99.99\% trace metal basis), H\(\text{AuCl}_4\)-3\(\text{H}_2\text{O}\) (\(\geq 99.9\%\) trace metals basis), ascorbic acid (ACS reagent, \(\geq 99\%\)), silver nitrate (\(\geq 99.5\%\)), 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (98\%), Na\(\text{Br}\) (\(\geq 99\%\)), Na\(\text{ClO-H}_2\text{O}\) (\(\geq 98\%\)), NaOH(\(\geq 98\%\)), hydrochloric acid (36.5-38.0\% ACS, BDH Aristar), All chemicals beside hydrochloric acid were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and were used as-received without further purification.

5.2.2 Synthesis of CNFs

Cellulose nanofibers were prepared from never dried softwood pulp by 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl radical (TEMPO)-mediated oxidation and ultrasonication according to the previous report.\(^{292}\) Briefly, TEMPO (0.016 g, 0.1 mmol) and sodium bromide (0.1 g, 1 mmol) were added 0.3 wt% wood pulp (200 mL). TEMPO-mediated oxidation was started by adding the 6 ml 12\% Na\(\text{ClO}\) solution, and the pH was adjusted to pH 10 by the addition of 0.1 M HCl under continues stirring at room temperature. The pH was maintained at 10 by adding 0.5 M NaOH using a pH stat until no NaOH consumption
was observed. The TEMPO-oxidized cellulose was purified by centrifuge at 10000 rpm for 10 min. The final cellulose nanofibers were prepared by treating the TEMPO-oxidized cellulose in the ultrasonicator (QSonica, Q125) for 1h. The concentration of the as-prepared cellulose nanofibers was determined to be 1.8 wt%.

5.2.3 Fabrication of CNF/AuNR composite membranes

CNF/AuNR membranes are manufactured via vacuum assisted filtration at a pressure difference of ~1 bar. A track-etched polycarbonate membrane filter with 200 nm pore size was used. First, 5 mL of 1.8 wt% CNF dispersion was filtrated. 3 mL of AuNR solution is immediately added after the CNF dispersion is drained, AuNR/CNF composite membrane is formed at the end of the filtration. Additional filtration of analyte solution is completely by adding 20 mL of respective solution to the filtration feed after the AuNR/CNF membrane formation.

5.2.4 E. Coli. cultivation

Escherichia coli (E. Coli.) was cultured in Luria-Bertani Broth for 24 hr at 37°C under shaking at 180 rpm until they reached their stationary growth stage. This corresponds to a concentration of approximately $10^7$ ~ $10^8$ CFU/mL ($OD_{600} = 0.97$). $^{293}$ 40 mL of the original culture is pelleted at 3400 RCF for 10 min, and re-dispersed in the same amount of PBS solutions for SERS detection.

5.2.5 Characterization
Tensile properties of CNF membranes were measured at a gauge length of 10 mm and at a cross-head speed of 0.0254 mm/s (strain rate: 0.15%/min), using a RSA III solids analyzer (Rheometric Scientific Co.).

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Morphology and Properties of materials and membranes

The AuNRs used in this study have aspect ratio of 3.5:1, and are hemi-spherically shaped at both ends (Figure 5.1a). The UV-vis spectrum of the native AuNR solution shows two distinct peaks at 798 nm and 510 nm, corresponding to the longitudinal and transverse LSPR modes (Figure 5.1b). As the AuNR are filtrated into the CNF network, a visible red-shift in both peaks is observed due to transferring to an environment with higher refractive index.

Figure 5.1 (a) TEM images of the AuNRs used in this study. (b) Extinction spectra of AuNR solution and AuNR/CNF membrane. Inset: optical image of AuNR solution (c) Calculated extinction spectrum of single AuNR (in water) and single AuNR on CNF (in air) from FDTD simulation. Inset: respective cross-section showing the geometrical setup used for the simulation, color maps the real part refractive indices of the components.
The calculated extinction spectrum with AuNR suspended in H₂O showed corresponding peaks at 514 nm and 801 nm, albeit with much sharper profile, which is due to the fact that only a single nanorod is simulated (Figure 5.1c). The calculated single nanorod extinction curve also shifts to the red when AuNR is transferred to the CNF/air interface.

CNF used in this study are made by TEMPO oxidation treatment followed by direct mechanical exfoliation, which yields much thinner and more uniform fibers than those produced by acid hydrolysis or bacterial synthesis. The nanofibers are on average longer than 1 µm, and are very uniform both in terms of size distribution and diameter variation (4 ± 0.8 nm) (Figure 5.2a). The resulting CNF membranes are colorless and optically uniform (Figure 5.2b). Figure 5.2c shows the SEM image of AuNR/CNF membrane slightly separated from the underlying PC filter membrane with total thickness close to 1 µm.
Figure 5.2 (a) AFM topographical image of individual CNF fibers. Inset: height histogram of (a), indicating the fibers are on average ~4 nm in diameter. (b) Optical micrograph of AuNR/CNF membrane. (c) Side-view SEM image of AuNR/CNF membrane on top of PC filter. (d) Transmittance of pure CNF membrane, AuNR/CNF membrane, and common filter paper. (e) Stress-strain curves of CNF membrane and common filter paper.

The uniformity of CNF fibers allows the fabrication of highly transparent membranes with minimum scattering. Neat CNF membrane has ~ 87% and ~ 89% transmission at the 532 nm and 785 nm Raman excitation wavelengths. Even after loading with gold nanorods, the transmission remains high at ~ 85% and ~ 80%, respectively (Figure 5.2d). In contrast, ordinary lab filter papers frequently used as SERS substrate shows very low transmittance (< 0.2%) in the Vis-NIR range even before the loading of plasmonic nanocrystals (Figure 5.2d).
Figure 5.3 (a) AFM topographical image of AuNR/CNF membrane, individual AuNRs and their aggregates are marked out by open white circles. Z scale: 50 nm. Inset: High resolution AFM scan of the area marked by open square. Z scale: 40 nm. (b) Photoluminescence spectrum of $10^{-7}$ M R6G analyte feed (black) and filtrate from filter paper (red) and AuNR/CNF membrane (blue). (c) Molecular rejection rates of R6G molecules. (d) Raman spectrum of PC/AuNR membrane after $10^{-7}$ M R6G analyte solution filtration excited at 532 nm (black) and 785 nm (red); pure PC membrane excited at 785 nm (green); AuNR/CNF membrane after $10^{-9}$ M R6G solution filtration at 532 nm (blue). (e) Raw spectra collected from AuNR/filter paper and AuNR/CNF membrane after $10^{-9}$ M (black/green) and 0 M (red/blue) R6G solution filtration respectively. (f) Spectral region between 1000 cm$^{-1}$ and 2000 cm$^{-1}$ in (e) after smoothing and background subtraction, spectra from different substrates are offset for clarity, color code same as in (e).

Other cellulose based SERS substrates reported in the literature often have significantly reduced transmission due to the high loading of plasmonic nanocrystals, and the membrane usually appears black due to broadband absorptions.$^{299}$ For SERS membrane that have thickness less than the focal depth of confocal Raman microscope (~ 1 µm), high optical transparency means that the entire membrane, rather than just the surface region, can contribute to the generation of the Raman signal. Additionally, the AuNR/CNF membrane
fabricated here is mechanically robust, with ultimate tensile strength measured at ~ 200 MPa, an order of magnitude higher than that of regular filter paper (Figure 5.2e). This mechanical strength allows the membrane, which is less than 1µm thick, to be free-standing and easily transferable to other surfaces for Raman analysis. AFM topographical image of the AuNR/CNF membrane shows densely packed cellulose nanofiber network with embedded individual AuNRs and their aggregates (Figure 5.3a, white circles). Many AuNRs are in the clustered form with two or three AuNR packed together. There are approximately 20 discernable AuNR in this 5 µm × 5 µm scan, giving a low loading density estimation of 0.8 nanorods/µm². The volume density of AuNR in the membrane can also be estimated from the concentration of AuNR in the feed solution to be approximately 8.5 nanorods/µm³ (see Figure B.1 and relevant discussion in Appendix B). In comparison, typical loading densities of nanoparticle based SERS substrates are at least tens of nanoparticles per µm² or hundreds of nanoparticles per µm³.280, 299

Structurally, the network of randomly packed CNFs acts like ~ nm sized sieves that serves as efficient pre-concentrators for the analytes. Figure 5.3b shows the photoluminescence spectra of 10⁻⁷ M R6G aqueous solution feed and filtrates by AuNR/CNF membrane in comparison with standard Whatman No.1 filter paper. The fluorescence peak at ~ 550 nm originates from R6G molecules and can be linearly correlated with R6G concentration. Filtration by regular filter paper resulted in 63% retention of the original fluorescence intensity, signifying a molecular rejection rate of 37% (Figure 5.3c). In contrast, after filtration with the AuNR/CNF membrane, which has ~0.6% of the thickness of the regular filter paper, the fluorescence intensity in the filtrate is only 5% of the original solution, signifying a much higher molecular rejection rate of 95%. Such high rejection rate means
the membrane is performing actual nanofiltration, as most of the analyte molecules are effectively retained on the membrane for subsequent detection.

The main advantage of using CNF network in comparison with traditional porous materials such as PC, PTFE, nylon or filter paper, is its synergic quality of excellent molecular rejection rate and the lack of fluorescence and Raman backgrounds. This is hard to achieve with polymer films, as the most of them contain functional groups with strong fluorescence and Raman activity. For example, direct combination of track-etched PC filter with plasmonic nanocrystals results in poor SERS performance because the PC substrate produces a very strong fluorescence background that drowns out all the Raman signals and prevents sensitive measurements (Figure 5.3d, solid black curve). The problem of high fluorescence background can be mediated by using long wavelength 785 nm excitation. However, PC itself will produce multiple Raman band that convolutes with those of the analytes (Figure 5.3d). This greatly reduces the sensitivity of the SERS substrate, making the analyte hard to identify even at relatively high concentration in analyte solution. In contrast, the AuNR/CNF membrane is almost free from fluorescence and Raman backgrounds, and produces detectable Raman spectra with all the characteristic peaks of the R6G analyte even at 1/100th (1 nM) of the detection limit (100 nM) for PC based substrates (Figure 5.3d solid blue curve).

Similarly, when substrates made of PTFE, Nylon 6,6, or carbon nanotube matrix are used for plasmonic nanoparticle immobilization and SERS detection, Raman backgrounds must be separately measured and subtracted using a blank sample. However, such background subtraction is fundamentally limited by the statistical fluctuations of the
background itself. This means the method will only work at fairly high analyte concentrations, leading to poor sensitivity despite the excellent filtration properties.\textsuperscript{283}

Filter paper, being mostly composed of natural cellulose, is largely free of Raman backgrounds, but instead has considerable fluorescence backgrounds due to manufacturing additives.\textsuperscript{303} Figure 5.3e shows the raw Raman spectra obtained from both AuNR/filter paper and AuNR/CNF before and after R6G filtration. It is immediately evident from the control sample in the graph that filter paper based SERS substrate showed significant fluorescence background, and weak interfering broad impurity Raman peaks at 1356 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, 1433 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and 2441 cm\textsuperscript{-1} whereas CNF membrane has a very low fluorescence background and almost featureless background in a window from 250 cm\textsuperscript{-1} to 2570 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (Figure 5.3e).

Figure 5.3f shows the spectra of the four samples in Figure 5.3e in the region between 1000 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and 2000 cm\textsuperscript{-1} after background subtraction and 10 point 2\textsuperscript{nd} order Savitzky–Golay smoothing. Using the control sample as baseline, 6 characteristic R6G Raman peaks can be easily distinguished in the case of CNF based substrate. However, in the case of filter paper substrate, even though a lot of spectral features are present, none of the distinctive R6G Raman peaks can be observed (Figure 5.3f).

We also tested the SERS performance of pure AuNR film on two rigid substrates: Si wafer, which produces a low fluorescence background, and glass slide, which has similar refractive index to cellulose (Figure B.2). The analyte solutions were introduced either through dropcasting or dip and dry. Both substrates exhibited significantly poorer performance compared to AuNR/CNF, unable to resolve even the strongest Raman signatures of R6G molecules at 1 nM concentration (see Supporting Information for
detailed discussion). This means the excellent performance of AuNR/CNF cannot simply be attributed to the intrinsic properties of the AuNR, but rather involves both their favorable distribution in the CNF matrix and the analyte preconcentration facilitated by the nanofiltration.

5.3.2 Dual mode plasmonic response of AuNR/CNF film at different excitations

The high loading rate in traditional filtration based SERS substrate inevitably leads to clustering and broad band optical response, meaning most of the plasmonic nanostructures are not driven resonantly. In this case, most of the Raman enhancement actually comes from the few nm sized gaps between coupled nanoparticles, these nano-gaps can support much higher EM field amplification than isolated nanoparticles, and are usually referred to as SERS hotspots. Therefore, even though the optical absorbance of the substrate might be dominated by individual nanoparticles, they contribute little to the actual SERS enhancement. In addition, the optimal excitation wavelength may not be at the maxima of the optical absorbance.

However, in our system, the optical properties of CNF membrane allow much lower nanoparticle loading rates to be used, leading to isolated nanorods and their small clusters (Figure 5.3a). The sparse distribution likely represents the natural state of AuNR in the feed solution, meaning the dimers or trimers probably originated from the solution and just got deposited into the CNF matrix. In this sense, the deposition is much more predictable than the high loading cases, where AuNRs interact with each other through capillary forces to form random large aggregates upon immobilization. We suspect, as long as the AuNR solution fed into the CNF membrane remains in the dilute regime, the relative distribution
of AuNR in the CNF matrix (dimers vs monomers etc.) will remain the same, because it is
directly transferred from the solution. Thus, we did not further optimize the loading
density, as the existing concentration already produces good results.

AFM topographical images of the AuNR/CNF membranes show monomer, dimer and
imbedded monomer (Figure 5.4a, insets). Figure 5.4a shows the comparison between the
experimentally measured extinction spectrum of AuNR/CNF membrane and those
calculated by FDTD simulation for the three most representative AuNR arrangements. The
broadening of the longitudinal mode peak can be readily explained by the formation of
parallel AuNR dimers and the formation of completely imbedded AuNRs. More
importantly, we observed a shift in transverse mode from 510 nm to 548 nm when AuNRs
are transferred from solution to the CNF substrate (Figure 5.1b). Such a large shift cannot
be explained by changes in refractive index environment alone, as even completely
embedded nanorods show transverse mode at 518 nm (Figure 5.4a). Instead, this shift is
largely due to nanorod side-to-side packing, as both our simulations and the literature data
show such clustering leads to significant red shift of the transverse mode.306, 307

We mostly focus on dimers not only because it is the most abundant geometry in the
observed clusters, but also because it is the only structure that is almost exactly resonantly
driven at the 532 nm laser excitation wavelength (Figure 5.4a). In addition, the longitudinal
mode of the dimer can still be efficiently driven at 785 nm, even though it is slightly off
resonance. Figure 5.4b shows the field distribution of parallel AuNR dimers at the two
laser wavelengths.
At 532 nm, the transverse modes of the AuNRs hybridizes to form a low energy (red shift) bonding plasmon mode, and regions of high E-field strengths (hotspots) appears inside the gap. At 785 nm, the longitudinal modes of the AuNRs hybridizes to form a high energy (blue shift) antibonding plasmon mode, and E-field hotspots are produced at the ends of the dimer.\textsuperscript{306, 307} Such effective field-enhancement at both excitation wavelengths allows the AuNR/CNF membrane to be operated in dual excitation mode. Such a unique ability allows the AuNR/CNF membrane to utilize the high excitation efficiency of the 532 nm laser when detecting small molecules, and the fluorescence suppression of 785 nm laser when detecting biological cells and micro-organisms.

5.3.3 SERS detection of small molecules at 532 nm

The further SERS detection was evaluated by filtrating 20 mL of R6G solutions of different concentrations (Figure 5.5a). The inset of Figure 5.5a shows the detailed spectra between
1000 – 2000 cm\(^{-1}\) from 10\(^{-11}\) M concentration run (blue) and 10\(^{-12}\) M concentration run (brown) after background subtraction and smoothing. As expected, with decreasing concentration, the prominence of the R6G Raman peaks steadily decreased. The switch between the presence and the absence of six characteristic peaks in these two runs suggests a limit of detection (LoD) below 10 pM (S/N>3).\(^{308}\)

Figure 5.5 (a) Raman spectra collected from AuNR/CNF membrane after filtration of R6G solutions of various concentrations. Inset: Spectra region marked by the open black box after smoothing and background subtraction. (b) S/N ratio of three characteristic R6G Raman peaks as a function of R6G concentration, numbers at each point denotes the average S/N ratio of the three peaks.

It is important to note here that unlike common report of “theoretical LoD” where only one single strongest peak has S/N ratio larger than 3, the LoD we report here is the practical limit where the analyte can be identified from characteristic fingerprint.\(^{276}\) At 10 pM concentration, all six characteristic Raman peaks in the window have S/N ratio larger than 3 and three of the strongest Raman peaks corresponding to R6G xanthene ring stretch mode at 1374 cm\(^{-1}\), 1523 cm\(^{-1}\), and 1663 cm\(^{-1}\) are quantifiable, leading to direct, unambiguous chemical identification.\(^{309}\) In terms of such unambiguous organic molecule identification,
most SERS substrates reported in the literature are still limited in the µM range, while our sample is able to reliably perform in the pM - nM range.\textsuperscript{283, 310, 311, 312}

Furthermore, the S/N ratios of the three characteristic peaks with the highest intensities at different R6G concentrations are plotted in Figure 5.5b. At the high concentration end (0.1 µM), the S/N ratio of the peaks at 1374 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, 1523 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, and 1663 cm\textsuperscript{-1} are 45.1, 39.5, and 42.7, respectively, corresponding to the relative intensity of the three Raman modes. As the analyte concentration lowers, the S/N ratio of the three peaks converge due to the relative increase in noise intensity. However, their intensity order (1374>1663>1523) remains the same, even down to 10 pM concentration (S/N ratio at 4.3, 3.5, and 4.0 respectively), meaning the target-identifying Raman fingerprint “shape” is preserved.

It is worth to note that unreliable quantification of analyte concentration, particularly at sub nM levels, has frequently plagued traditional SERS substrates that are not precisely defined, because of the random distribution of extremely sensitive SERS hotspots created by arbitrary interparticle coupling.\textsuperscript{276} This issue is usually tackled by lithographically defined patterns or carefully controlled colloidal assembly.\textsuperscript{313, 314} However, we can relax such requirements due to the uniform, predictable, and sparse distribution of AuNR in our CNF substrate. The data in Figure 5.5b shows a strict monotonic relation between analyte concentration and S/N ratio, meaning simple linear extrapolation will be able to yield semi-quantitative (order of magnitude) estimate on the R6G concentration of any unknown sample.

Moreover, we also tested the performance of AuNR/CNF membrane in detecting methylene blue (MB), which is non-resonant at 532 nm. Compared to R6G, MB has
significantly smaller Raman cross-sections. Non-resonant SERS detection limits in the $10^{-3}$ to $10^{-5}$ M range are commonly reported in literature.\textsuperscript{315, 316} However, with our AuNR/CNF membrane, the strongest peak at 1632 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, which corresponds to C-C ring stretching, can still be detected down to the $10^{-7}$ M concentration (Figure B.3).\textsuperscript{315} This is noteworthy especially considering such results are obtained by an Au-based system at fluorescence-inducing blue-shifted off-resonance excitation. Thus, AuNR/CNF membrane not only demonstrates excellent performance of detection of resonantly excited R6G Raman markers but also displays great utility in detecting non-resonant organic molecules with relatively weak Raman scattering.

5.3.4 \textit{SERS detection of cells at 785 nm}

Next, we tested the capability of AuNR/CNF membrane to detect waterborne bacteria at NIR excitation conditions. Raman identification of biological cells has always been problematic due to two reasons. First, Raman active molecules in living cells exist in a complex mixture and have very low individual concentrations, meaning extremely long integration times ranging from tens of minutes to even hours are required.\textsuperscript{317, 318} Second, many cellular components are autofluorescent, laser excitation at short wavelengths can easily cause fluorescence background that drowns out whatever weak Raman signal the cell might produce.\textsuperscript{319, 320} This can be mitigated by increasing the laser excitation wavelength. However, as mentioned, long wavelength lasers have low Raman scattering efficiency, thus requiring even longer integration times. Here, we address this problem by utilizing the large EM enhancement from the longitudinal mode of nanorods to compensate for the loss in Raman scattering cross-sections caused by the long wavelength excitation.
We filtrated *E. Coli.* spiked solution through the AuNR/CNF membrane and performed Raman spectroscopy using both 532 nm and 785 nm excitations (Figure 5.6). When 532 nm excitation is used, significant fluorescence is induced (Figure 5.6a). After background subtraction, two very weak broad peaks in the 800 cm\(^{-1}\) to 2000 cm\(^{-1}\) region can be observed (Figure 5.6b). However, there is almost perfect spectra overlap with the control sample (red curve, only pure H\(_2\)O is filtrated) in this region, meaning these two peaks originated from the membrane itself. In fact, they can all be assigned to vibrational bands in cellulose: the peak at 1112 cm\(^{-1}\) can be assigned to the C–O–C glycosidic ring stretch,\(^ {321}\) while the peak at 1395 cm\(^{-1}\) can be assigned to H-C-C, H-C-O, H-O-C bending.\(^ {322, 323}\) No additional Raman peaks are observed that can be assigned to *E. Coli.* This likely means the strong autofluorescence induced by the 532 nm completely masks the weak Raman scattering from the cell.
Figure 5.6 (a) Raw spectra collected from AuNR/CNF membrane after filtration of 
E.Coli spiked solution (black) and H₂O (red), excited at 532 nm. (b) Spectral region 
between 800 cm⁻¹ and 2000 cm⁻¹ after background subtraction from (a). (c) Raw 
spectra collected from AuNR/CNF membrane after filtration of E.Coli spiked 
solution (black) and H₂O (red), excited at 785 nm. (d) Spectral region between 800 
cm⁻¹ and 2000 cm⁻¹ after background subtraction from (c). Inset: spectra difference 
obtained by subtracting the red curve from the black curve; dashed lines correspond 
to the same spectral locations in (d).

However, when the same sample was tested with 785 nm excitation, no fluorescence 
background increase was observed compared to the control sample, signifying successful 
fluorescence suppression (Figure 5.6c). Further examination of detailed spectra between 
800 cm⁻¹ and 2000 cm⁻¹ shows several characteristic peaks above the red control baseline 
(Figure 5.6d). By subtracting the baseline red curve from the black curve, three distinctive 
peaks can be identified that are in accordance with reported E. Coli. Raman spectra in the 
literature (Figure 5.6d, inset). The peak at 1214 cm⁻¹ has been traditionally assigned to
the amino acid tyrosine, but assignments to phenylalanine and tryptophan have also been suggested. The peak at 1322 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1527 cm\(^{-1}\) can be assigned to guanine.

It is important to note that in our experiment, only 100-200 seconds integration time is needed to produce identifiable signal, instead of hours as required by traditional Raman. The CNF matrix will produce some broad spectral features, but because of the low background noise, such features do not interfere with the identification of unique Raman bands. Additionally, the bacteria are directly captured by the porous membrane, drastically simplifying sample collection process. Such capabilities can be immensely useful for fast in-field sample collection.

5.4 Conclusions

In summary, we fabricated a novel CNF based molecular filtration and SERS detection platform. The nanofiltration capabilities of the CNF matrix allows for effective pre-concentration of the analyte molecules. Combined with the optical properties of CNF, such as high transparency, low light scattering, low fluorescence background, and cellulose’s low Raman background, excellent sensing performance can be achieved with low loading density of plasmonic nanocrystals. The limited nanorod aggregation also allows the unique dual mode near resonate excitation of nanorod dimers for high E-field enhancement at two common Raman wavelengths, which facilitates the versatile detection of different analytes, ranging from molecules to biological cells. To the best of our knowledge, SERS performance is at least 2 orders of magnitude better than traditional porous SERS substrates.
CHAPTER 6. HETEROGENEOUS FORWARD AND BACKWARD SCATTERING MODULATION BY POLYMER-INFUSED PLASMONIC NANOHOLE ARRAYS

6.1 Introduction

Controlled light transmission through sub-wavelength orifices in thin metallic films has been well documented.\textsuperscript{328, 329, 330} This intriguing phenomenon is due to the excitation of a special kind of light coupled electron resonances at the metal-dielectric interface known as surface plasmonic polaritons (SPP).\textsuperscript{331} By arranging plasmonic nanoholes of varying dimensions into large arrays of different periodicity and symmetry, different plasmon resonances can be excited by incident light, thus different light transmission properties can be achieved.\textsuperscript{332, 333} Several pioneering papers have already examined in detail the theoretical aspects of such optical element.\textsuperscript{334} Some even explored more advanced geometries such as aligned multilayered nanohole array (NHA), where the intercoupling between SPPs at different interfaces can modulate the transmission peak or even lead to new resonant modes;\textsuperscript{335} or air gap coupled NHA, where the width of the air gap can be used to induce constructive or destructive interference.\textsuperscript{336}

Because transmission spectra can be modified by changing the nanohole array geometry, there has been great interest to utilize them as pre-programmed color filters for advanced imaging and display technologies.\textsuperscript{337, 338, 339, 340, 341} Multiple studies have been conducted on the use of diverse NHAs coupled with nematic liquid crystals, electrochromic polymers, and Fabry–Pérot devices as plasmonic filters that can be turned on and off by electrical
signals. Recent explorations in novel NHA structures, such as asymmetric nanoholes, demonstrated polarization dependent colors. Fabricated metal-insulator-metal multilayered nanoholes have demonstrated the ability to support Fano resonances with enhanced sensitivity to refractive index changes of the surrounding media.

However, while these studies focused on the forward scattering properties of NHAs, which are immediately relevant to backlit color displays, little attention has been paid to their backward scattering properties, especially when illuminated at oblique angles. In fact, there is a good reason to expect the optical response of periodic plasmonic nanoarrays to be drastically different when they are used as backward scatterers, since it is already known that the transmission profiles of plasmonic NHAs are angle dependent. However, monitoring of both forward and backward scattering under variable refractive conditions is rarely conducted due to experimental challenges.

In this study, we investigate both the forward and backward scattering of NHAs infused with a redox active electrochromic polymer (ECP), poly(2,2'-bis(2-ethyl-hexyloxymethyl)-3,4-propylenedioxythiophene) (ECP-M), which switches between a purple/magenta neutral state and a highly transmissive oxidized state, with modulated refractive index (Figure 6.1). The modulation of the dielectric environment is accomplished conveniently and reversibly via applied electrochemical potential in an electrolyte. It was found that there are indeed significant differences in backward and forward scattering characteristics, especially in their relative sensitivity to refractive index modulations. When subjected to an applied potential, spectra measured in the forward scattering mode shows selective attenuation, while spectra measured in the backward scattering mode shows single-peak red-shifting. Electrodynamic simulations show that
these differences are due to the highly oblique illumination used for backward scattering, exciting multiple complex plasmon resonances that collectively influence the integrated optical output.

Figure 6.1 (a) The experimental setup of ECP-M infused Au NHA on glass slides. In forward scattering measurement, light comes in from the bottom (incident light 1) and is collected at the top (blue dashed arrow). In backward scattering measurement, light comes from the top at 73° incidence angle (incident light 2) and is collected at the top (grey dashed arrow). (b) Molecular structure and electrochemical switching of ECP-M. (c) UV-vis spectra of ECP-M in neutral (blue) and oxidized (green) states.

6.2 Experimental Details

6.2.1 Materials

Tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF₆) acetonitrile (ACN) and propylene carbonate (PC) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used without further purification. The ECP-M electrochromic polymer was synthesized as described previously from the corresponding alkoxy-substituted 3,4-propylenedioxythiophene monomer by oxidative polymerization with iron(III)chloride. The molecular mass of the polymer is 12.4 kDa.
with a dispersity (Đ) of 1.8 as determined by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) in tetrahydrofuran (THF) versus polystyrene (PS) standards.166

6.2.2 Fabrication of NHA

The plasmonic NHA was manufactured via focused ion beam direct writing lithography. First, 150 nm thick of Au film is evaporated onto glass slides using Denton Explorer E-beam evaporator at a rate of 0.5 Å/s at 10⁻⁶ Torr. The deposition is monitored by a quartz microbalance mass sensor. Next, the substrate is transferred to the FIB for patterning. After initial optical characterization of the pristine nanoholes. 20 µL of concentrated ECP-M toluene solution was spincoated onto the NHA substrate at 2000 rpm, resulting in a 150-nm thick film.

6.2.3 Electrochemical switching

Electrochemical measurements were carried out using a VersaSTAT3-200 (Princeton Applied Research) with Versastudio software in a three-electrode cell with a Ag/Ag⁺ reference electrode (10 mM AgNO₃ in 0.5 M TBAPF₆/ACN, E₁/₂ is 76 mV for ferrocene), a Pt wire as the counter electrode, and Au coated substrate with patterned NHAs as the working electrode.356 The electrolyte is 0.5 M TBAPF₆ in PC, individual switching is done using chronoamperometry setting holding the working electrode at designated potential against reference electrode for 10 s. Cycling experiment was performed using cyclovoltammetry setting at scan speed of 0.2 V/s.

6.2.4 Optical characterization
All optical measurements done in air, the oxidative state of the substrate is switched in an electrochemical cell between measurements in electrolyte and systems were completely dried before optical measurements. The extinction spectra of ECP-M are collected using 150 nm pure ECP-M film on ITO substrate with extinction from the blank ITO subtracted. The substrate is then placed into the electrochemical cell, switched to another oxidation state, dried, and measured again.

6.2.5 FDTD simulations

An array of 9 nanoholes (3 holes each in two primary axis) of specified periodicity, diameter and symmetry were modeled as through holes in a 150-nm thick Au film on top of 1-micron thick SiO$_2$ and filled with respective dielectric materials (air, ECP-ox, ECP-neu). An additional 150-nm thick ECP film of respective oxidative states is constructed on top of the Au film when simulating ECP coated NHAs. The refractive index values of ECP-M at oxidized and neutral states were taken from previous work where they were measured for thin films with spectroscopic ellipsometry.$^{166}$

The simulation region was restricted to the center unit cell defined in the x,y Cartesian coordinates with 1 micron z span. A mesh override was applied to the nanoholes with a 10 nm mesh size and 10 nm buffer in the x-, y-, and z-directions. For simulation of forward scattering, a broadband Bloch planewave source with 400-1000 nm wavelength span was used for illumination. The injection plane was placed inside the SiO$_2$ substrate with propagation direction pointing upward at normal incidence angle. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in both x and y directions. Anti-symmetric and symmetric symmetries are applied to reduce simulation time. 12-layer perfect matched layer (PML)
boundary condition was applied in the z direction to absorb radiation energy with minimum scattering. For simulation of backward scattering, a narrowband (band width: 8.825 THz) Bloch planewave source defined in the time domain with 50 fs pulse length and 100 fs offset is used for illumination. The injection plane was placed above the structures in air with propagation direction pointing downward at 73° incidence angle. Bloch boundary conditions were applied in both x and y directions. Anti-symmetric symmetry was applied to reduce simulation time. 36-layer PML boundary condition was applied in the z direction to absorb radiation energy with minimum scattering. The source frequency was swept from 300 THz to 750 THz in 200 individual simulations data at center frequency was recorded and complied to yield a full spectrum.

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 NHA, ECP-M, and illumination setup

NHAs with different diameter, periodicity, and symmetry are fabricated on 150 nm thick E-beam evaporated Au on glass substrates using focused ion beam milling. Four different arrays were fabricated: p250s, p350s, p340h, and p420h. The arrays were identified by their periodicity and symmetry as demonstrated in Figure 6.2a and Table 1. For example, p250s is a square (s) array with 250 nm periodicity, while p420h is a hexagonal (h) array with 420 nm periodicity. These geometric parameters of the NHAs are arbitrarily chosen based on previous research to test the universality of the ECP tuning effect.337

Table 1 Geometries of NHAs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NHA Designation</th>
<th>Periodicity (P)</th>
<th>Diameter (D)</th>
<th>Symmetry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p250s</td>
<td>$P_x=P_y=250$ nm</td>
<td>125 nm</td>
<td>Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p350s</td>
<td>$P_x=P_y=350$ nm</td>
<td>175 nm</td>
<td>Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p340h</td>
<td>340 nm</td>
<td>180 nm</td>
<td>Hexagonal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p420h</td>
<td>420 nm</td>
<td>240 nm</td>
<td>Hexagonal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.2 (a) The geometries and dimensions of the nanohole arrays. (b) AFM image of scratched ECP-Au-Glass structure, (Z scale: 500 nm) and cross-section profile along the dotted line, clearly showing the 3-layer structure.

After initial hyperspectral characterization of the as-fabricated NHAs, the entire substrate was coated with an additional ~150 nm ECP film. Figure 6.2b shows the AFM image and
the corresponding cross-sectional profile of a scratched line test on the pristine area of the substrate. A wide strip of ECP film cleanly separated at the ECP-Au interface upon incision and drag of the blade and reveals the Au film underneath. In the middle of the scratch line, where the tip of the blade sits, a narrow strip of Au is also scratched away, revealing the glass base.

Two illumination schemes are used to study the directional optical response of the ECP-M coated NHAs with all measurements conducted in air after film drying (Figure 6.1, see Experimental). In the forward scattering setup, broadband light from a halogen lamp illuminates the NHA at zero incidence through a glass substrate from beneath (Figure 6.1a, solid blue arrow). This essentially corresponds to the brightfield transmission mode in microscopy. The light is transmitted/forward scattered by the NHA and collected from above by an objective (Figure 6.1a, open blue arrow). In the backward scattering setup, light from the same source is introduced to the NHA at ~73° (fixed by dark field objective) incidence through air from above (two solid gray arrows), scattered by the NHA, and collected by the same objective from above (Figure 6.1a, open gray arrow). This corresponds to the darkfield reflection mode in microscopy.

Figure 6.3 shows the SEM and corresponding hyperspectral images of the as-fabricated NHAs (without ECP coating) at the two illumination conditions described above. Upon illumination, NHAs of different structural geometries display different colors, a clear indication of plasmonic effects. As the illumination condition changes, the observed color also changes correspondingly for each NHA. The colors are fairly consistent within each NHA. However, brightness non-uniformities and small color variations are present. These are mainly caused by defects and inhomogeneities during FIB milling. Unlike other finely
grained metals like Al, E-beam evaporated Au films have grain size on the order of ~30 nm (Figure C.1a), ion milling of structures on a similar scale will inevitably yield less well-defined structures as the sputtering rate depends on the crystallographic orientation of the grain. As shown in Figure 6.3a, this nonuniformity in milling efficiency directly translates to some limited areas having blind holes instead of through holes, especially for arrays with smallest periodicity. Since plasmon resonances are dictated by structure geometry, such nonuniformity leads to the observed color/brightness differences. The effect is mitigated with larger hole diameter, causing p420h to have the highest brightness/color uniformity (Figure 6.3b, c).

In the backward scattering setup, we see another effect of imperfect FIB milling, the NHAs are surrounding by bright edges. This is due to the fact that despite the primary ion beam being blanked, the “un-milled” areas inside the arrays will still be partially etched from secondary sputtering, resulting in NHAs having lower elevations than the rest of the Au film (Figure C.2b-c). The elevation difference creates a step at the edge, which specularly reflects the oblique illumination into the collection objective. In addition, point like particulate contamination on Au surface can also be seen (Figure 6.3c). However, these contaminates do not appear to interfere with the NHA structures. These defects can all be eliminated by using single crystalline gold substrates in clean packaged environment, or by switching to other non-sticking, small grained plasmonic metals such as aluminum, should practical needs arise.
Figure 6.3 SEM image of NHAs with different geometries (see Figure 6.2a) (a). Hyperspectral image of the corresponding pristine arrays under forward (b) and backward (c) scattering illumination conditions.

The electron-rich alkoxy-substituted ECP-M was chosen as the electrochemically-controlled medium due to its excellent solvent compatibility, electrochemical stability, and low oxidation potential as was demonstrated earlier (see chemical structures in Figure 6.1b). The polymer appears magenta/purple in its charge neutral state and, therefore, is termed ECP-Magenta (ECP-M). ECP-M can be switched between neutral and oxidized states by applying an electrochemical potential at 0.05 V and 0.5 V vs. Ag/Ag⁺, respectively (Figure C.2). In the neutral state, ECP-M has a broad absorption band from 410~620 nm with two absorption peaks at 547 nm and 588 nm (Figure 6.1c). Upon removal of electrons from the conjugated backbone, ECP-M transitions into a colorless and transmissive oxidized state at 0.5 V (Figure 6.1c). A low residual absorption remains across the visible spectrum, resulting in near-complete visual transparency under these conditions (Figure 6.1c).

6.3.2 Electrochemical switching of ECP-M infused NHA
Figure 6.4 shows the hyperspectral spectra and corresponding image from two different NHAs with the smallest (p250s) and the largest (p420h) hole diameters collected at two different illumination conditions and different dielectric environments: bare nanoholes and nanoholes covered by ECP coating in the oxidized state (ECP-ox) and in the neutral state (ECP-neu). Before coating with the ECP, the forward scattering spectrum of p250s NHA shows two broad plasmon resonances at ~510 nm and ~720 nm due to the excitation of surface plasmon resonances at the metal/air and at the metal/glass interface, respectively (Figure 6.4a).\(^{338}\) ECP-M in its oxidized state does not affect these two peaks besides overall modest intensity damping due to non-specific light absorption (Figure 6.4a). The lack of modulation is also evident from the absence of color change between the forward scattering images of the respective array in Figure 6.3b and Figure 6.4b.

Figure 6.4 (a) Forward (Fw) and backward (Bw) scattering spectra of the p250s array in different dielectric environments: air, ECP-M in oxidized state (ECP-ox), and ECP-M in reduced state (ECP-neu). (b) Color image of p250s and p420h arrays under...
different ECP oxidation states: 0.5V (oxidized), 0.05 V (reduced). Scale bar: 5 µm. (c) Fw and Bw scattering spectra of the p420h array in different dielectric environments.

In contrast, when the ECP-M coating is switched to the neutral state by applying an electrical potential of 0.05 V, the plasmon peak at ~510 nm became severely attenuated while the peak at ~720 nm remained largely unaffected (Figure 6.4a). The selective damping of the ~510 nm peak occurs because the presence of ECP-M’s absorption band is in this wavelength range (Figure 6.1c). Such selective damping causes the substantial changes in the color of the NHA, changing it from brown to red (Figure 6.4b).

When the illumination conditions are switched to those in backward scattering measurements (Figure 6.1a, incident light 2), completely different optical responses are observed (Figure 6.4a). Backward scattering showed a single plasmon peak with sequential redshift from initial 548 nm for bare NHA to ~611 nm for ECP-oxidized state, and further to ~664 nm for ECP-neutral state (Figure 6.4a). The oxidized/neutral state switching of the ECP media also resulted in significant visual color change (from red to brown color, Figure 6.4b bottom two figures).

The same trends are even more pronounced in the optical responses of the p420h array with larger spacing and hole diameter of 240 nm (Figure 6.4c). In the forward scattering spectrum, we again see damping in the 450-600 nm range caused by increasing light absorption by the ECP coating. The intensity ratio between the two plasmon peaks at ~530 nm and ~765 nm changed about twofold, from 0.85 in the oxidized state to 0.40 in the neutral state. In the backward scattering, a single peak also sequentially redshifted to ~561 nm and ~633 nm after covering with ECP-ox and ECP-neu coatings (Figure 6.4c).
Figure 6.5 shows the forwarding and backward scattering spectra of all 4 NHAs of different periodicities, hole diameters and symmetries. All of them showed similar behavior, mainly peak attenuation in the 450-600 nm range for forward scattering (arrows in Figure 6.5a-d), and peak attenuation plus significant red-shifting in backward scattering (arrows in Figure 6.5e-h), suggesting such trends are a general property of polymer-infused NHAs and not restricted to a specific array configuration.

It is known that, because plasmon polaritons exist at metal surfaces, the mode frequency in any plasmonic system will necessarily depend on its dielectric environment. As shown in our previous work with plasmonic nanostructures embedded in ECP coatings, this property can be exploited to electrically tune the wavelength of the extinction plasmonic peaks of nanoparticles. By changing the refractive index of the medium the plasmonic nanoparticles are dispersed in, their localized surface plasmonic resonance (LSPR) peak can be shifted to higher or lower wavelengths depending on the changes in refractive index in the spectral region of interest and the geometry of the nanoparticle. For instance, previous results employing Au nanorods coated by ECP-M shells showed plasmonic peak shifts of up to 30 nm.
Figure 6.5 Forward scattering spectra of (a) p350s, (b) p250s, (c) p340h, (d) p420h arrays in air (blue), ECPox (green), and ECPrd (red). Backward scattering spectra of (e) p350s, (f) p250s, (g) p340h, (h) p420h arrays in air (blue), ECPox (green), and ECPrd (red).

Considering the present results, the NHA’s response to changes in the dielectric environment is unexpected and cannot be explained by simple unidirectional radiation model that applies well to the individual randomly-oriented nanoparticles. In contrast, the spectral responses of the uniformly ordered NHAs are found to be highly dependent on the illumination conditions. For forward scattering, the lack of peak shifts means the plasmon resonance modes excited have low sensitivity towards the refractive index change, instead, the spectral changes are mainly produced by the attenuation by the ECP-M absorption. Yet, for backward scattering, the same ECP modulation produced very large red-shifts of the plasmon peak (70-120 nm), suggesting the plasmon modes excited in this illumination configuration are extremely sensitive to refractive index modulation.

For reference, we also calculated the color coordinates from the normalized spectrum of all the ECP infused NHAs in CIE 1931 color space (Figure C.3). As expected, when ECP
is switched from oxidized form to neutral form, the color coordinates shifted correspondingly. It is interesting to note that the shifts in color space are much larger in the backward scattering configuration as large spectral shifts are induced in addition to total intensity attenuation. The color range presented here are somewhat limited as we are primarily focused on the optical response of NHA under oblique illumination. For a wide range color palettes from plasmonic structures see several excellent examples.\cite{341, 358, 359, 360}

6.3.3 Theoretical aspects

To better understand the possible electrodynamics behind such behaviors, we further performed finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations on the representative p250s NHA array. The simulation of forward scattering is straightforward, as light is injected and collected at the normal angle (Figure 6.6)\cite{361, 362}.

![Figure 6.6 Measured forward scattering spectra (blue) of p250s array compared with FDTD results (green) for ECP oxidized (a) and reduced (b) states. (c) FDTD backward scattering results of 150 nm thick Au film at different angles and](image)
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polarizations. Measured backward scattering spectra (blue) of p250s array compared with FDTD results (green) for ECP oxidized (d) and reduced (e) states. (f) Trends in experimental data and FDTD simulations in terms of peak intensity ratio for forward scattering and in terms of peak position for backward scattering.

Because the angle of incidence is 0°, there will be no phase difference on the incident light both spatially and temporally. In comparison, simulation of backward scattering is significantly more complex due to both interference from specular reflection and the phase difference build up among the frequency components at high incidence angle (see Figure C.4 and relevant discussion in Appendix C).

Furthermore, Figure 6.6 a, b shows the comparison between the FDTD simulations and measured results of the forward scattering of NHAs at different ECP oxidation states. As we can see from this comparison, the general spectral features, such as the existence of two plasmonic peaks and their relative intensities are well reproduced by FDTD. The simulation clearly showed the attenuation in the 450-600 nm range as the ECP coating is switched from ECP-ox to ECP-neu state. However, there is a blue-shift in the peaks and the measured spectra are broader than those simulated. These differences can be mainly attributed to defects in the NHAs with the holes being slightly larger than specified, causing a red shift from the ideal structures. In addition, the relatively large grain sizes of the evaporated Au film and resulting variations in hole dimensions broaden the plasmonic peak (Figure 6.3a).

On the other hand, in backwards scattering simulation, due to the periodic nature of the setup, light from specular reflection is included in simulated spectra (see discussion in SI). Thus, the spectra simulated all bear the hallmark, such as skewed high intensity in the infrared, of the reflection spectrum of bulk Au (Figure 6.6c red curve). In addition, because
TE and TM polarized modes behave differently, we averaged simulation results from both modes to generate un-polarized spectra (Figure 6.6c blue and green curves). Un-polarized backward scattering spectra of NHAs were simulated for both ECP-ox and ECP-neu states of the polymer coating (Figure 6.6d,e). It is clear from direct comparison, a general fair match in the main peak locations is observed for both states with excessive reflection at longer wavelength as discussed above. In addition, the simulated spectra showed multiple secondary modes underlying a single peak not detected in experimental spectra due probably to preferential source polarization (as discussed later), limited spectral resolution, and NHA fabrication imperfections.

Despite these complications, the calculated spectra are broadly in agreement with our experimental observation of significant differences in the modulation behavior of forward vs. backward scattering of polymer infused NHAs under variable electrochemical potential. Both the relative ratio between the two peaks (as a measurement of attenuation) in the forward scattering, and the peak position (as a measurement of refractive index induced plasmonic peak shifting) in the backward scattering, are replicated and suggest that plasmon modes excited in the backscattering setup are more sensitive towards changes in the refractive index compared to those excited in the forward scattering (Figure 6.6f).
Figure 6.7 Decomposition of FDTD simulated unpolarized back scattering spectra of p250s array into TE and TM polarized components for ECP oxidized (a) and neutral (b) states. Measured backward scattering spectra (blue) of p250s array compared with FDTD results of pure TM polarized light (green) for ECP oxidized (c) and neutral (d) states.

In addition, the simulation suggests the plasmonic resonances excited by TE and TM polarization modes behave very differently from each other (Figure 6.7a, b). Changes in refractive index also prompted much larger response when the two modes are individually considered. It is possible that at highly oblique angle of illumination, slight changes in the permittivity of the infused polymer can cause totally different plasmonic modes to be excited in the NHA. Interestingly, further comparison of the simulated spectrum with experimental results indicated sources with pure TM polarization produced a better fit than unpolarized sources, suggesting preferential TM polarized illumination. This is expected, as in our reflected darkfield setup, the illumination light column goes through a reflector lens assembly that partially polarizes the illuminating light. However, quantitative ratio of
this polarization is unknown, so simulations using unpolarized sources are still presented here for demonstration of the universality.

A natural supplement to this work would be to investigate the optical properties of NHAs under transmission darkfield setup, in which light is coming from beneath the substrate at a highly oblique angle and the spectrum is collected by objectives lens above the substrate (Figure C.5a). Due to limitations in our hyperspectral system setup, we cannot conduct such an experiment. However, we did simulate the response of p250s array under such conditions (Figure C.5). The results suggest the transmission intensities are very low (<1%), and there exist a cut-off frequency where almost no light is transmitted. ECP modulations do seem to produce large spectral variations and have some interesting characteristics of interest for future research (see Figure C.5 and relevant discussion in Appendix C).

6.4 Conclusions

In summary, we have observed dramatic differences in the forward and backward scattering properties of polymer-infused plasmonic NHAs under variable matrix permittivity modulated by electrochemical potential. The modulation of backward scattering is significantly different compared to scattering in the forward direction. Although for forward scattering, the effect of ECP modulation is mostly dominated by attenuation of plasmonic peaks, the backward scattering of NHAs show large peak shifts due to the changes in plasmon resonance conditions. These asymmetrical optical response of polymer-metal NHA structures can be useful for various prospective applications, such as logic operations in photonic circuits.\textsuperscript{363, 364, 365} The polarization and angle dependent
backscattering response might find use in configuring plasmonic-based color filter with novel illumination geometries. Finally, the extreme refractive index sensitivity of polymer-metal NHAs in the backward scattering setup could be further extended to SPR-type molecular sensors with improved performance in the detection of subtle refractive index modulation caused by absorption events.
CHAPTER 7. MODULATION OF PHOTONIC CAVITY MODES BY NANOSTRUCTURED PLASMONIC RESONATOR

7.1 Introduction

Due to their capability to confine light to deep subwavelength volumes, plasmonic nanostructures have important application in nanophotonics. Briefly, when metallic nanoparticles are excited by electromagnetic wave of optical frequency, their conduction electrons, being confined in nanoscale space by the physical volume of the nanoparticle, can oscillate collectively to produce localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). This phenomena is especially evident in noble metal nanoparticles due to their relative low damping loss. Such resonance are extremely useful, as they can produce very high E-field around the nanoparticle that greatly promotes light-matter interactions. For this reason, the field of plasmonics mostly has found applications in colorimetric sensing, energy conversion, and near field imaging. Photonic cavities, on the other hand, has been the foundation of modern optics, and a major component of lasers. They operate based on the principle of standing wave resonance and is capable of providing amplified modes of very narrow spectral spread.

Similar to the trend seen in microelectronics, the miniaturization of optical components has also been aggressively pursued, as smaller components offer higher energy confinement and faster response. Therefore, there has been great interest to combine plasmonic nanostructures with photonic cavities to produce both strong optical confinement and high-quality select amplified modes. For instance, 2D crystal cavities has been
coupled with Au nanorods, Au bowties, and Pt/Au wire to achieve field localization. Extensive works have also been done on incorporating plasmonic components with Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavities to achieve mode splitting, enhanced refractive index sensing, and spontaneous emission enhancement. Turns out, these hybrid systems are capable of supporting a wide variety of resonances depending on where the plasmonic nanostructure is positioned and its coupling strength with the standing waves. However, a lot remains to be explored in this field, and a system that is capable of tunable localized output is yet to be demonstrated.

In this study, we propose a novel scheme that uses the geometrical arrangement of a simple plasmonic resonator, AuNS, to efficiently modulate the output modes of a FP photonic cavity by controlling the plasmonic near-field coupling. The individual or coupled AuNS are deposited on top of a FP cavity ~2 µm in length to form a hybrid cavity whose modes are distinctively different than the original pure FP cavity (Figure 1). Output of this hybrid cavity is then selected by selecting different plasmonic resonator configurations such as monomers and dimers. This approach is different than other studies that focuses on ensemble properties with plasmonic active layers, as we focus on output enabled by individual nanoscale plasmonic resonators. By isolating individual/paired nanoparticles, we are not only able to eliminate spectral broadening caused by statistical variation, but also localize the output of the hybrid cavity to nanometer precision. In our system, different localized output from the same cavity can be simply achieved by altering the positioning, and hence the plasmonic coupling between AuNSs. Such unique capability allows for ultra-compact microcavities with separate, localized, and tunable output, which is crucial for their integration into nanophotonic chips.
Figure 7.1 (a) Schematics showing individual AuNS monomers and a dimer on FP photonic cavity. Light cone of different color represents different optical outputs by monomers and dimers. (b) Cross-sectional view of (a).

7.2 Experimental Details

7.2.1 Materials

CTAB (hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide $\geq 99\%$), NaBH$_4$ (granular, 99.99\% trace metal basis), HAuCl$_4$ - 3H$_2$O ($\geq 99.9\%$ trace metals basis), ascorbic acid (ACS reagent, $\geq 99\%$), Rhodamine 6G (Dye content 99\%). All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and were used as-received without further purification. 4-inch Si wafers with 2.2 um thermal oxide were purchased from University Wafer, Inc. (thickness variation: $\pm 3\%$ wiw, $\pm 5\%$ wtw.)

7.2.2 Fabrication of AuNS-FP Resonator and AuNS-glass Reference

Thermo oxide wafers were first cut into 1 cm by 1 cm pieces, cleaned in piranha solution for 1 hr, rinsed, and stored. When needed, individual wafers were retrieved and treated by UV-Ozone (Novascan PSD-UV) for 30 min to make their surface hydrophilic. 20 $\mu$L
aqueous AuNS solution of appropriate concentration (OD = 2.0 for 1 cm path length at resonance wavelength) were then spin-coated onto the SiO₂ wafer at 3000 rpm till dry (this typically takes less than 20 sec). The same spin-coat procedure was used for cover glass to make the AuNS-glass reference samples. R6G incorporated AuNS-FP resonator was fabricated by spin-coating 20 µL 10⁻³ M aqueous R6G solution onto the SiO₂ wafer before the spin-coating of AuNS dispersion.

7.3 Results and Discussion

The colloidally synthesized AuNS used in this study has a mean diameter of 52 ± 2 nm as determined by TEM (Figure 2a, Figure D.1). The UV-vis spectrum of AuNS suspended in aqueous solution is shown in Figure 2b and clearly shows a LSPR peak at 531 nm. Similarly, in our FDTD simulation, 52 nm sized AuNS capped with 2 nm thick CTAB layers yielded a calculated extinction cross section maximum at 536 nm, which is in good agreement with the experimental data (Figure 2b). An examination of the E-field distribution profile (Figure 2b, inset) at the spectral maximum reveals the peak observed is a simple dipole resonance induced in AuNS as expected from theory.

The FP micro-cavity is formed by having an optically transparently medium sandwiched in between two parallel reflective surfaces. In our case, an amorphous 2 µm thick SiO₂ layer is sandwiched in between the SiO₂/Si interface and the Air/SiO₂ (later Au-Air/SiO₂) interface. Precise thickness of this SiO₂ layer is determined via spectroscopic ellipsometry to be 2170 ± 70 nm (See Methods, Figure D.2).
Figure 7.2 (a) TEM image of a typical AuNS. Inset: Optical photograph of AuNS solution. (b) Measured extinction spectrum of AuNS solution (blue curve) and FDTD calculation of the extinction cross section (green curve). Inset: E-field profile around the AuNS at resonance wavelength. Scale bar: 20 nm. Polarization of incident light indicated by white arrow.

The darkfield microscopic image of the AuNS-FP substrate and an AuNS-glass slide reference after assembly show densely coated nanoparticles, which acts as scattering centers (Figure 3a, b). While most of the scattering centers appear green, we see red colored ones sparsely distributed in the mix. AFM scan of the same select area shows spherical nanoparticles ~50 nm in height, confirming these are indeed individual AuNSs (Figure 3f, Figure D.3).
From both optical and AFM image, we can clearly see most of the AuNSs are optically isolated from each other; in the optical image, they each possesses point-like scattering signatures of a single particle dipole resonance at around 530 nm close to the solution extinction peak (Figure 3a-b, 2b). Therefore, they appear green. We refer to these isolated AuNSs as monomers (Green circles in Figure 3d-f).

The second most common species are AuNS-AuNS dimers with characteristic red scattering centers, which originates from them being excited by light polarized along the axis of contact (Figure 3d, e red circle). This is further confirmed by the AFM scan of the select surface areas identified in optical images with clear identification of nanosphere
dimers (Figure 3f red circle, Figure D.3). Furthermore, in the optical images, we do not see scattering centers of any other color, and throughout all the AFM images we randomly collected on the surface, we have yet to find a trimer or any assemblies with more than two AuNSs.

Figure 7.4 (a) TOP: Spectra from individual monomer on glass (green curve), dimer on glass (purple curve), monomer on FP (blue curve), and dimer on FP (red curve). BOTTOM: Spectrum of pure FP cavity without AuNS. The vertical dashed lines represent theoretically calculated mode positions. TEM image of (b) a typical monomer and (c) a typical dimer, with arrows marking their symmetry.

Having successfully assembled monomers and dimers with FP cavity and glass substrate, we performed hyperspectral mapping on the two samples and obtained spectra for individual monomer and dimer on both substrates (Figure 4a). For AuNS-glass reference sample, we see a single LSPR peak for the monomer at 538 nm corresponding to the dipole
resonance we observed in the UV-vis spectrum of the solution; unlike dimers, the spectra of monomers are polarization independent due to their isotropic symmetry (Figure 4b).

On the other hand, for dimers, we see two peaks, one at 534 nm corresponding to the transverse mode excited by light polarized along the minor axis, and a much more prominent new peak at 630 nm corresponding to the longitudinal mode excited by light polarized along the major axis, just as predicted by theory (Figure 4c). The tilted backgrounds are due to fluorescence background from the substrate.

For monomer and dimers assembled onto the FP cavity, discretized peaks of regular periodicity arise due to the standing wave resonance condition imposed by the FP cavity (Figure 4a). However, when compared to the spectra of FP cavity without the AuNS (Figure 4a, yellow curve), these modes are heavily modulated by the coupling between the photonic cavity and the plasmonic resonators. Both the monomer and the dimer appear to have modes at same spectral positions, albeit with different intensities. We see relative enhancement of the modes at wavelength close to the original LSPR, and relative suppression of modes away from the original LSPR. For monomers, modes at 470 nm, 518 nm, and 572 nm are selected, with the one at 518 nm having the highest intensity. All other modes are almost completely suppressed. For dimers, an additional mode at 646 nm is also selected as the longitudinal LSPR mode of the dimer envelopes this spectral region.

The intensity of the modes is also directly correlated to the intensity of the LSPR peaks, with the mode at 646 nm having much higher intensity than the rest of the modes (Figure 4a, red and purple curve). These modes have significantly reduced peak width with FWHM at ~28 nm compared to those of pure LSPR, which have FWHM at ~61 nm. Even so, the
finesse of these modes is still relatively low compared to high quality laser etalons. This is mainly due to the low reflectance at the SiO2/Si dielectric interface. As shown in Figure D.4, even for perfectly flat SiO2/Si interface the reflectance is around 0.27 at 450 nm and monotonically decreases to 0.18 at 800 nm. However, higher finesse can be easily achieved by employing dielectric materials with higher refractive index contrast.407

The positions of the modes are also modified. From Figure 4 and Figure D.5, we can see there is apparent misalignment between the pure FP modes and the hybrid modes as well as changes in the free spectral range (FSR). If we convert the spectrum to wavenumber space where the FSR is constant (ignoring variable dispersion), the FSR of the pure FP modes can be measured to be around 1550 cm⁻¹, whereas the FSR of the hybrid modes are around 1950 cm⁻¹ (Figure D.5). This conclusively establishes that strong coupling between the plasmonic resonator and the photonic cavity has taken place.401 The modulation is not due to simple spectra addition (which will not modify FSR or mode position), but rather due to introductions of additional phase shifts by AuNS that directly change the standing-wave resonance condition of the cavity, resulting in hybrid modes that are distinctively different than the original FP modes.401 Interestingly, the spectral position of the hybrid modes does not seem to be affected by lateral plasmonic coupling between the AuNSs (Figure 4a, red and blue curves). Thus, by simply arranging the coupling between plasmonic resonators, different output can be selected from the same set of hybrid modes. Such a property is very useful, it essentially means internal mode selectivity for the microcavity can be achieved in an extremely localized fashion that is not possible with traditional interferometer-based methods.408
Furthermore, we performed detailed FDTD simulation of individual monomer and dimer on the two substrates (Figure 5). The resulting trends agree well with the experiments. Figure 5a shows the simulated scattering cross sections for single monomer and dimer on semi-infinite glass substrates. As expected, the monomer shows a single LSPR peak at 524 nm from dipole resonance (Figure 5a, blue curve). The blueshift from 537 nm in the experimental spectra is likely due to the particular AuNS measured being smaller than the mean size of the AuNS ensemble used for simulation setup.

Simulation of the dimer is conducted separately for incident lights polarized along the two axes of symmetry (Figure 4c). In this figure, 90° denotes polarization parallel to the minor axis while 0° denotes polarization parallel to the major axis. For 90° polarization, there is minimum coupling between the two nanospheres, and the same kind of dipole resonance similar to those seen in monomers can be excited in the transverse direction at 522 nm (Figure 5a, red curve). The slight blueshift compared to 524 nm of the monomer is due to the weak repulsive coupling between the two dipoles oscillating in parallel pushing the resonance to a higher energy level. In a dimer, the scattering cross section is approximately double that of the monomer. For 0° polarization, strong dipole-dipole coupling of the plasmons of the two AuNS can be excited in the longitudinal direction, and since the dipoles interact attractively in this direction (oscillating in tandem), the resonance condition is pulled to a lower energy level, causing the LSPR to red-shift to 577 nm. The coupling also causes the system to have much larger polarizability in this direction, which in return yields a much larger scattering cross section (Figure 5a, green curve). We also see a blueshift in the simulated longitudinal mode compared to experimental spectrum, this is likely caused by two factors, the size variation we mentioned before, and the closer
separation between the AuNSs in the experiment. In analyzing the TEM and AFM images, we noticed when AuNSs assemble into dimers, the CTAB surfactant layer often intermingled and deformed at the point of contact, resulting in much closer gap (< 2 nm) than the total thickness of two CTAB surfactant layers (2+2 nm) that we assume in the simulation.

Figure 7.5 (a) FDTD simulated scattering spectra of AuNS on glass substrate: monomer (blue curve), dimer at 0° polarization angle (green curve), and dimer at 90° polarization angle. (b) FDTD simulated spectra of AuNS on FP substrate: monomer (blue curve), dimer at 0° polarization angle (green curve), and dimer at 90° polarization angle. (c) E-field profile around AuNS monomer at max intensity resonance wavelength. Scale bar: 20 nm (d,e) E-field profile around AuNS dimer at respective max intensity resonance wavelength for 90° and 0° polarization.

For monomer and dimer nanospheres coupled to FP, the same dipole resonances are happening, except here, the resonances are also regulated by the photonic modes of FP cavity. Figure 5b shows the simulated spectra for single monomer and dimer coupled to
the FP cavity of 2170 nm thickness. As expected, the spectra look very similar to those observed in experiment, the board LSPR peaks are discretized into fringes through coupling with the photonic cavity, forming hybrid modes that reduces the FWHM from ~45 nm to ~ 25 nm. Again, monomer and dimers have identical mode positions, only the intensity of the modes are modulated differently. Mode intensity is proportional to the intensity of pure LSPR peak calculated for AuNS-glass reference, with modes closer to the LSPR peak being selectively enhanced, and modes away from it being selectively suppressed. As a result, the monomer selects a primary mode at 514 nm and the dimer selects a primary mode at 603 nm (Figure 5b).

A further look at the field distribution profile in the horizontal plane cutting through the center of the AuNSs can yield more insight on the operation of such hybrid cavities. Essentially, the plasmonic resonator act as an optical antenna that out-couples the standing waves in the FP cavity to the far-field.\textsuperscript{411, 412, 413} In Figure 5c, we can directly observe the radiating dipole moments from E-field visualization. As mentioned earlier, due the symmetry of the AuNS, the response of monomer is polarization independent; the dimer, on the other hand, can support two different resonances depending on polarization direction (Figure 5d, e).
Figure 7.6 (a) Schematics showing the insertion of a gain medium into the photonic-plasmonic hybrid resonator. (b) Normalized emission spectra of R6G at 532 nm excitation with (blue curve) and without (green curve) hybrid resonator. Inset: approximate laser spot size (white circle) superimposed on dark field image taken using x50 objective.

Considering the most relevant practical applications for optical resonator systems are lasers, we investigated the effect of incorporation of gain medium into our plasmonic-FP hybrid cavity. As shown by the schematics in Figure 6a, an optically transparent layer of Rhodamine 6G (R6G) few nanometers thick is introduced between AuNS and the SiO₂. A confocal Raman system coupled with a 532 nm laser is then used to excite the R6G at its absorption peak. Since the system is incapable of darkfield imaging, we positioned the beam on the surface and identified statistically the relative amount of monomer and dimers (Figure 6 inset). The signal collected almost certainly originated from one or several monomers. Indeed, we see a high intensity mode at 548 nm, agreeing with the spectra of monomers. The slight shift in mode position compared to previous result is likely due to wafer-to-wafer oxide thickness non-uniformity (±5%). Nevertheless, the spectral narrowing is obvious, the FWHM decreased from ~104 nm for R6G film without cavity to
~22 nm for R6G film coupled to cavity. Unfortunately, we are not able to achieve high intensity lasing with the system due to the fast photobleaching of R6G. However, the system clearly demonstrates potential to be integrated with gain mediums. In future studies, it should be relatively easy to introduce a quantum well emission layer made of inorganic semiconductors using physical deposition at the SiO$_2$/Au interface, making a true nanolaser.

7.4 Conclusions

In summary, we have reported the fabrication of a hybrid nanostructured AuNS-FP optical cavity whose output mode can be selected by altering the plasmonic near-field coupling between nanospheres. The introduction of AuNS at one end of the FP cavity was able to alter the standing wave resonance condition inside the FP cavity, forming highly localized hybrid modes with distinctively different resonances and spectral positions compared to the original pure FP photonic modes. The AuNS act as a radiating optical antenna that out-couples the standing wave inside the cavity to the far-field.

Moreover, the behavior of this antenna can be changed by laterally coupling two AuNS together to form a dimer. The monomer and dimer have identical hybrid mode positions. However, the relative intensity of the modes is modulated by their respective LSPR intensities, which roughly translates to the efficiency at which they can radiate at specific wavelengths, causing different primary mode to be selected from the same set of modes. It is worth noting that such modulation mechanism is not limited to monomers and dimers but applies to all sorts of plasmonic nanostructures, offering virtually limitless tunability. We also demonstrate the potential to incorporate gain medium into the cavity for lasing.
For better performance, dielectric interface with higher reflectivity and high quality plasmonic nanocrystals with narrow LSPR such as gold nanorods can be used.\textsuperscript{417} It’s easy to envision, when combined with robust gain medium and nanocrystal patterning capabilities such as those enabled by template assisted assembly and substrate-to-substrate nanoparticle transfer, an extremely compact tunable nano-laser can be constructed.\textsuperscript{195} System like this is immensely useful. Instead of bulky distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) which are several microns in thickness, compact plasmonic nanocrystals can be used to select different mode output from the same optical microcavity.

By varying the lateral coupling between the plasmonic nanocrystals, different laser modes can be selected at different locations from the same cavity layer. The plasmonic nature of the AuNS can even allow localized near field output to plasmonic waveguides such as single crystalline Ag nanowires in the deep subwavelength regime. Such ultra-compact tunable lasing system is bound to find abundant applications in optical interconnects, near-field spectroscopy, and other nanophotonic related engineering fields.
CHAPTER 8. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND BROADER IMPACT

8.1 General Conclusions

In summary, the research presented in this thesis focused on advancing the understanding on utilizing plasmonic hybrid nanoconstruct for controlling light-matter interaction in the subwavelength regime. Detailed studies are conducted on all levels of organization: controlled synthesis of individual plasmonic nanostructure or functional organics, organic-inorganic assembly behavior and interface chemistry, and localized coupling of plasmonic nanostructure with elements such as photonic microcavity and electrochromic polymers.

Major areas focused on were:

- Surface chemistry on the functionalization of colloidally synthesized nanocrystals with organic ligands in aqueous solutions.
- Rational design of organic matrices that immobilize and support the plasmonic nanocrystals to facilitate their efficient utilization.
- Changes in angular dependent optical output of plasmonic nanostructures upon modulation of their immediate dielectric environment.
- Coupling of plasmonically active nanocrystals to dielectric nanophotonic components such as optical microcavities.

Specific techniques used to investigate these areas include:
• AFM based temporally resolved stop-and-go nanoscale morphology monitoring that directly visualizes the changes in surface morphology with nm-precision as chemical reactions take place.

• Combination of AFM based mechanical processing and SIMS characterization to achieve super-resolution surface composition analysis that is beyond the capability of ordinary SIMS.

• Thorough 3D characterization on the structural properties of plasmonically active nanostructures and their placement in organic matrices using AFM, SEM and TEM.

• High-resolution hyperspectral mapping of output spectrum from single plasmonic nanostructures under various conditions.

• Further theoretical analysis of experimental result aided by FDTD modeling that reveals the electrodynamic process happening within the system with sub-fs resolution and provides frequency domain information such as optical field (E, H, and P) distributions with sub-nm resolution.

First, we examined the ligand exchange process happening on colloidally synthesized plasmonically active nanocrystals, PVP capped single crystalline triangular gold nanoplates with (111) top surface was used as a model system to investigate the absorption of thiols, which is a commonly used anchoring group for functional organics, on plasmonic nanostructures. Using temporally resolved stop-and-go high resolution AFM microscopy, we observed that during ligand exchange with linear thiol, the nanocrystal surface evolved from an initial 1 nm uniform PVP coating into a remarkably stable network of globular PVP domains 20–100 nm in size and ~4 nm in height surrounded by thiol self-assembled monolayers. The final stability of such a mixed thiol–PVP surface
morphology can possibly be attributed to the interfacial energy reduction from partially solvophilic surfaces and the entropic gain from mixed ligand surface layers. The ligand-exchange dynamics and the unusual equilibrium morphology revealed provided important insights into displacement dynamics of surface-bound molecules on colloidal metal substrates.

Next, we investigated how plasmonic nanocrystals can be efficiently integrated with functional organic matrices. By carefully controlling inorganic-organic interactions and the assembly methods, we successfully demonstrated a hybrid CNF based multifunctional porous membrane that hosts AuNR dimers and enables their efficient use for dual-mode SERS detection of both small molecules and cells.

The nanoporous nature of the nanofiber membranes allows for effective molecular filtration and preconcentration of the analytes, further boosting the SERS performance. Specifically, because of the low fluorescence and Raman background of the CNF matrix, extremely low loading density of AuNRs can be used. The nanorod assemblies within the CNF network can be resonantly driven by a 532 nm laser (transverse plasmonic mode) and near resonantly driven at by a 785 nm laser (longitudinal mode), facilitating dual operational modes at two excitation wavelengths. The shorter wavelength excitation mode yields better Raman scattering efficiency and has been demonstrated to be capable of detecting rhodamine 6G (R6G) dyes down to picomolar concentrations. On the other hand, the longer wavelength excitation mode provides autofluorescence suppression for the better detection of microorganisms such as Escherichia coli, shortening the required integration time from hours to minutes. The hybrid plasmonic CNF membranes reported show significantly improved SERS sensitivity and detection fidelity as compared to
traditional SERS substrates, demonstrating the importance of optimizing the cooperative effects between plasmonic nanoparticles and organic matrix.

We then focused on understanding the optical response of plasmonic nanostructure upon modulation of its immediate dielectric environment. For this task we combined ECP with NHAs of different geometry and observed drastically different forward and backward scattering behavior of polymer-infused NHAs when the surrounding electrochromic polymer matrix was subjected to electrical potential, thereby changing the effective permittivity of the environment. Our experiments show forward scattering at normal incidence angle of the NHAs is mostly controlled by ECP attenuation, while the backward scattering at a highly oblique angle show significant red-shifting in addition to attenuation upon switching of ECP states. We are able to systematically understand the origin of this interesting asymmetric optical modulation through detailed FDTD simulation, which revealed highly oblique illumination can excite polarization dependent complex plasmon resonances that are highly sensitive to the modulation of the refractive index of the surrounding media.

Finally, we report the integration of colloidally synthesized highly monodisperse AuNS with a FP-type photonic cavity. Upon assembly, the plasmonic peaks of the AuNSs are discretized by the photonic cavity, forming hybrid modes that are distinctively different from the original modes supported by the FP cavity. In this configuration, the plasmonic nanocrystal essentially act as an optical antenna that out-couples the new hybrid modes inside the cavity to the far-field. Different modes can therefore be selected by utilizing plasmonic near-field coupling between two nanocrystals by placing them closely to each other to form a dimer. The exact output mode selected is based on the spectral envelope.
imposed by the plasmonic oscillation from respective AuNS assemblies (monomer or dimer). The ability to integrate gain mediums into such a hybrid system is also demonstrated, showing great promise for the application of hybrid plasmonic-photonic cavity in the realization of ultra-efficient nanolasers.

8.2 Significance and Broader Impact

The combination of crystalline inorganic plasmonic nanostructures with soft organic macromolecules has tremendous potential in the miniaturization and improvement of molecular sensors, displays, and nanophotonic circuitry. This research is therefore attempting to answer some of the critical questions involving the fabrication, assembly, and integration of these devices. It is only when these fundamental issues are addressed properly, can the true potential of hybrid plasmonic nanoconstructs and their ability to control optical field at nanometer precision be unlocked.

One could argue, the most fundamental aspect of building the hybrid nanostructure is understanding the interface at the organic-inorganic interface. Before our study on the ligand replacement dynamics, there is very little information available on the exact morphologies of ligand structure and the completeness of ligand replacement reaction. Frequently, the ideal case of complete ligand replacement is assumed and presented in simple schematics. However, by systematically investigating the replacement of original polymeric surfactant by linear thiols, we have shown the actual reaction dynamics on the surface of these nanocrystals to be significantly more complicated, and the ligand replacement reaction is far from complete even after reaching equilibrium. This finding can potentially address many discrepancies reported in literature and offer explanation
on the performance deviations observed from ideal ligand layers. More importantly, it calls into question the long-held belief that solution-based ligand replacement is a fast, clean, and simple reaction. It suggests existing capping agent must be taken into consideration when functionalizing colloidally synthesized nanoparticles. In general, the formation of self-assembled ligand monolayer on metallic surface is not nearly as robust as believed, thus any pre-existing surface contaminates is likely to have an impact on the functionalization process.

Besides the conclusion from the experiment, the techniques we developed during the study also has broader applications. For example, the AFM based mechanical cleaning procedure and the single flake reaction monitoring technique can be easily applied to the investigation of other surface chemistry dynamics. The combination of the creation of nanoscale cleaned pattern by AFM and SIMS provide a powerful technique to investigate the chemical nature of nanoscale features resulting from any reactions. In the field of hybrid plasmonic nanostructure based biomolecular sensing, these advanced characterization techniques will help establish a better understanding of the morphology, mobility, stability, and specific activity of nanostructure surface-bound biomolecules. More importantly, they will allow a better understanding of some of the crucial mechanistic aspects of biomolecular reactions as well as biofouling on nanostructured surfaces and its prevention. Such fundamental understanding is the key to break through the critical barriers of current nanoscale biosensing and to deliver high device robustness under complex environment and signal reproducibility.

Our second study on the integration of high quality CNF network with near monodisperse AuNR produced a molecular filtration based SERS detection platform that has
significantly better performance (2 orders of magnitude lower LoD) than traditional porous SERS substrates. More importantly, our study demonstrated that rationally optimizing the material and the organization of polymer networks and the nanocrystal loading method can be much more effective than simply increasing the loading density of the plasmonic nanocrystals. By utilizing the CNF network’s nanofiltration capability and loading sparsely distributed AuNR dimers on the surface, much more efficient utilization of AuNR was achieved with unique dual-mode near resonant operation. This is a big stride forward in terms of utilization of plasmonic nanocrystals in hybrid detection platforms that can be used for practical purposes.

Moreover, the same platform is not limited to AuNR and can be widely applicable to other nanocrystals that needed highly transparent free-standing support with minimum optical interference. It is also worth noting that using the systematized approach we adopted in designing the plasmonic hybrid platform: by maximizing the number of molecules retained near plasmonic hotspot, minimizing the fluorescence and Raman background, and utilizing resonant excitation, superior performance can be achieved without high density loading of plasmonic nanocrystals. In fact, we demonstrate the high density loading is probably detrimental to the overall device performance, as it introduces irregular aggregations and prevents the structure to be excited resonantly. By demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach, we introduce a new design strategy based on guest/host complimentary functionalities that can be broadly applied to a wide variety of organic-inorganic hybrid devices.

Based on this strategy of rational design, in the long term, we suggest that constant improvements in chemical synthesis, protein engineering, and bioconjugation techniques
will necessarily yield novel nanoengineered components of much higher quality, low polydispersity, tailored functionality, reproducibility, and consistency. Coupled with a comprehensive understanding of multicomponent interfacial interactions and realistic nanoscale organization obtained from experimental and computational studies playing in tandem, researchers will be able to design fully integrated plasmonic hybrid sensing nanostructures optimized for specific biodetection and biocomputing functions under a wide range of operating bioenvironments. Moreover, combined with newly emerging advanced manufacturing technologies, such as 3D/4D printing and DNA-directed hierarchical assembly, multicomponent, mesoscale structures capable of coordinating with each nanostructured constituent are hopefully to be demonstrated in near future.

Even in the near term, current research activities and investments in the area of advanced molecular sensing with plasmonic nanostructures can be rewarding. Improvements in the multiplexing capabilities and cost reduction strategies in current biochip design with the use of nanostructured hybrid plasmonic elements by themselves will likely be sufficient to push nano-biosensing platform past the present technology barriers to realize economical lab-on-a-chip replacements for many of today’s clinical lab-based and in-field procedures for control and real-time monitoring. Such robust, sensitive, highly selective, multi-analyte, portable and multifunctional biosensing nanomaterials and devices will likely play a crucial part in improving diagnostic and healthcare, environmental monitoring, drug and food inspection, and real-time fast in-field molecular screening.

In our next study, we examined some of the overlooked aspect of a well-studied area, namely the integration of NHAs and ECPs, whose dielectric property can be electrochemically modulated. Even though the forward scattering/transmission property of
ECP infused NHAs are well studied for their potential application in next generation display technologies, the backscattering/reflection has not received the same amount of attention. We investigated this aspect and found drastically different optical responses in these two illumination configurations upon ECP modulation. Such heterogenous response can be useful for various prospective applications, such as logic operations in photonic circuits. The optical response’s angular and polarization dependence might inspire novel plasmonic display illumination geometries and could find uses in dramatically improving SPR-type molecular sensors. In addition, the high performance ECP our collaborator synthesized offer many improvements to traditional PANI based systems and can be tailored to have specific physiochemical properties such as solubility and bandgap. Synthesis procedures of these novel ECPs are published and can be of further use to future research.

Another contribution to the wider scientific community is the advanced FDTD simulation method we used to model excitation of a period plasmonic structure at a highly oblique angle using a plane wave source with bloch simulation boundaries. Traditionally, such highly oblique angle coupled with period boundary conditions are very difficult to simulate as the frequency dependent angle variance can easily lead to divergence. However, in our study we developed a method that uses narrow band pulse sources and frequency sweep to address this problem. Application of this method is not limited to this specific study but can be used to simulate various arbitrary periodic structures under oblique illumination, which we believe will lead to much better understanding of the angular dependence of the optical responses of plasmonic nanostructures.
Lastly, in our final study, we demonstrated that by exploiting plasmonic near-field coupling, simple geometrical arrangement of AuNS into monomer and dimers can be used to select different output modes from hybrid FP-AuNS cavity. The fundamental aspects of the coupling interaction between plasmonic optical antenna and the FP-cavity is elucidated, and the formation of hybrid modes are investigated thoroughly with FDTD simulation. While plasmonic nanoparticle has been assembled with FP before, we believe this is the first time the effect of plasmonic coupling between nanoparticles that are concurrently coupled with FP has been investigated with single nanoparticle resolution. Due to the change in plasmon oscillation characteristic upon lateral AuNS coupling, the radiation efficiency of the optical antenna shifts correspondingly, allowing different modes to be selected.

Modulation of cavity output using this method means optical oscillator system can be made to be extremely compact, without the need for bulky external dielectric mechanism (such as DBR) for mode selection. The hybrid design we proposed can also be extended to FP cavities with higher refractive index materials (ZrO₂, HfO₂ etc), other photonic cavities (WGM cavity, 2D photonic crystal cavity, etc), and other plasmonic nanocrystals (AuNR, Ag nanocube, etc). It can also potentially allow plasmonic output via near-field coupling to plasmonic waveguides. Thus, facilitating a rich variation that can be utilized by different nanophotonic applications with specific requirement on output modes or emission directional profiles. Most importantly, we further demonstrated the capability for such hybrid microcavity to incorporate gain medium, which directly leads to lasing applications, and by extension to a wide range of fields that benefits from efficient ultra-compact nanolasers.
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Figure A.1 Large area electron (120 kV) diffraction pattern from a typical synthesized Au nanoplate drop-cast on TEM grid. (a) and (b) are from the same spot but captured at different camera length.

Figure A.2 High resolution AFM topographical images of ODT adsorption layers on Au nanoplates after (a) 0 sec (bare crystal), (b) 30 sec, (c) 300 sec, (d) 3000 sec, (e) 30,000 sec, (f) 90,000 sec and (g) 180,000 sec exposure to 1 mM ODT ethanol solution.
Scale bar: 100 nm; Z scale: 5 nm (a, b, c, d), 10 nm (e, f, g). (h) Typical cross section profile from (f) and (g).

Figure A.3 High resolution AFM phase images corresponding to Figure A.2: (a) 0 sec, (b) 30 sec, (c) 300 sec, (d) 3000 sec, (e) 30,000 sec, (f) 90,000 sec, (g) 180,000 sec. Scale bar: 100 nm; Z scale: 10° (a, b, c, d), 20° (e, f, g)
Figure A.4 Calculation of surface coverage of globule features. (a) Raw AFM image from Figure A.2f showing nanoplate surface morphology at 90,000 sec reaction time. (b) Corrected AFM topographical image reconstructed from (a) using 8 nm tip radius and 20° tip slope. Height mask of globular features giving surface coverage value of (c) 39% (lower limit) and (d) 45% (higher limit). This gives the error bar. (e) Surface coverage of globular features from 300 sec to 180,000 sec all calculated using this method. Solid red trend line serves as a guide to the eye. Scale bar: 100 nm; Z scale: 10 nm

Figure A.5 AFM (a) topographical and (b) phase image of Au nanoplate surface that has gone through double AFM cleaning. First, a 2 × 2 µm area is cleaned. Afterwards,
the AFM tip is moved to the center of the pattern and instructed to clean a new 1 × 1 µm area. Scale bar: 1 µm; Z scale: 10 nm (a), 5° (b).

Figure A.6 QNM force distance curves of (a) PVP globules and (b) surrounding ODT SAM domains. QNM tip loading curve of (c) PVP globules and (b) surrounding ODT SAM domains. Five independent measurements are plotted for each case.

As shown in Figure A.7, we attempted to probe the adlayer using Raman spectroscopy on one of the flakes. It is evident from the confocal Raman map and corresponding spectrums that even when the Au nanoplates were functionalized with molecules with high Raman cross-section (thiophenol), we cannot observe any signal from the adlayer. This is expected; because the Au nanoplates are atomically flat and several microns in lateral size, they do not provide any plasmonic Raman enhancement.⁴¹⁸ Therefore, it would be close to impossible to quantitatively detect the PVP adlayer presented in this paper using standard confocal Raman spectroscopy. Similar argument applies to FTIR measurements.
Figure A.7 Optical image and confocal Raman map of thiophenol functionalized Au nanoplate, 1 sec integration time, Raman mapping resolution: 200 nm × 200 nm per pixel. The off-flake spectrum shows characteristic first-order peak from crystalline Si at 520 cm\(^{-1}\) and second-order peak at 900~1000 cm\(^{-1}\).

Figure A.8 AFM (a,c) topographical and (b,d) phase images of E-beam evaporated 20 nm Au film on Si wafer with 5.7 nm Ti adhesion layer. (a,b) as-evaporated. (c,d) after 24 hrs 1 mM ODT solution exposure, Scale bar: 100 nm; Z scale: 5 nm (a,c), 10° (b), 20° (d)
Figure A.9 AFM topographical images of cold sputtered 70 nm Au film on Si wafer. (a) as-sputtered. (b) after 24 hrs of 1 mM ODT solution exposure, (c) after 12 hrs of PVP ethylene glycol solution exposure, (d) after 12 hrs of PVP ethylene glycol solution exposure and subsequently 24 hrs of 1mM ODT solution exposure. Scale bar: 200 nm; Z scale: 10 nm

Figure A.10 AFM topographical images of sample in Figure A.9d (a) and sample in Figure A.9b (b) after further 12 hrs of exposure to PVP ethylene glycol solution. Scale bar: 200 nm; Z scale: 10 nm

Figure A.11 shows the same-area surface morphology evolution of an AFM cleaned Au nanoplate after 5000 sec and 60,000 sec exposure to 1 mM ODT ethanol solution. The area marked by the white rectangular is an artificially induced PVP accumulation caused by the controlled irregular movement of the AFM tip during the surface cleaning process and serves as a convenient monitoring position for detailed morphological changes of individual PVP globules. It is evident from the magnified image that PVP domains have limited mobility on the surface (Figure A.11, inset). The domains seem to be pinned on the surface. Over the course of more than 15 hrs of solution ligand-exchange, the PVP domains
in this 200 nm × 500 nm area obvious have gone through morphological changes similar to those shown in Figure A.2, but their 2D arrangement on the Au surface appears to be preserved, suggesting the formed PVP domains are largely immobile.

Figure A.11 AFM topographical images of same area of AFM cleaned Au nanoplate after 5000 sec (top), and 60,000 sec (bottom) exposure to 1 mM ODT ethanol solution. Inset: magnified image of the marked areas. Scale bar: 400 nm; Z scale: 10 nm

Figure A.12b-f shows surface morphology “snapshots” at specific points of time into the reaction. At 300 secs, as MCH just starting to deforming PVP into globules, there was a significant morphological difference between the pre-cleaned and PVP coated areas similar to those previously observed in ODT study (Figure A.12c). The \( R_{\text{rms}} \) inside the pre-cleaned area was 0.15 nm (200 nm × 200 nm, randomly sampled, standard deviation < 0.01 nm) whereas \( R_{\text{rms}} \) of the PVP coated area was 0.24 nm (200 nm × 200 nm, randomly sampled, standard deviation < 0.01 nm). However, at later stages the roughness inside and outside the AFM cleaned area gradually equalized as smaller coils started to migrate inside. At 120,000 secs the \( R_{\text{rms}} \) for the two regions were even inversed, at 0.46 nm and 0.42 nm.
respectively (Figure A.12f, 200 nm × 200 nm, randomly sampled, standard deviation < 0.01 nm). The inversion was probably due to the fact that globular structures outside of the pre-cleaned region are more densely packed than those in the pre-cleaned region, therefore not registering that much of a height difference.

Figure A.12 (a) AFM topographical image of AFM cleaned Au nanoplate after 24 hrs exposure to MCH solution. Scale bar: 200 nm; Z scale: 10 nm. 500 nm × 500 nm 3D AFM topography of MCH adsorption layer on top of partially cleaned Au nanoplate at different reaction times: (b) 0 secs, (c) 300 secs, (d) 3000 secs, (e) 30,000 secs, (f) 120,000 secs, Z scale: 20 nm

Given the majorities of functional SAMs are mixed systems of functional and passivating ligands, we also studied the ligand-exchange from mixed thiol solutions. Equimolar ODT and MCH (total thiol concentration = 1 mM) produced a surface morphology contrast similar to those observed in ODT study (Figure A.13a). Analogous network-like globular structures appeared only outside of the pre-clean area, generating a 1 µm × 1 µm R_{rms} of 0.84 nm (Figure A.13b1), while inside the pre-clean area, 1 µm × 1 µm R_{rms} remains 0.27 nm (Figure A.13c1). This resemblance is likely due to the differences in SAM formation
energy and relative solubility of different thiols in ethanol. Thiol component with relatively long methylene chain will be preferentially absorbed onto the Au surface from equimolar solutions.\textsuperscript{265} The fact that MCH contains a hydroxyl group further decreases its ratio in the mixed SAM due to the increased solubility in ethanol.\textsuperscript{419} Thus, the final chemical composition of SAM domains should be largely ODT, providing a large enough hydrophobic repulsion force to prevent the surface migration of PVP into the pre-cleaned region. Nevertheless, the effect of MCH can be found, the globular structures generated are considerably more densely packed and lower in height (~ 2 nm compared to ~ 4 nm) compared with pure ODT ligand-exchange, suggesting a less ordered mixed-SAM layer and better intermixing with residual PVP chains (Figure A.13c).

Figure A.13 (a) AFM topographical (subset1) and phase (subset2) image of 2 × 2 μm AFM cleaned Au nanoplates after 24 hrs of exposure to 1 mM equimolar MCH/ODT. Respective detailed map (b) inside and (c) outside of the cleaned surface area. Scale bar: 1 μm (a), 200 nm (b, c). Z scale: 10 nm and 30° (a), 5 nm and 20° (b, c).
Figure A.14 (a) AFM topographical (subset1) and phase (subset2) image of 2 × 2 μm AFM cleaned Au nanoplates after 24 hrs of exposure to pure solvent (ethanol). Respective detailed map inside (b) and outside (c) of the cleaned area. Scale bar: 1 μm (a), 200 nm (b, c). Z scale: 10 nm and 20° (a), 5 nm and 20° (b, c).
APPENDIX B. CHAPTER 5 SUPPORTING INFORMATION

B.1 Estimation of Volume Density of AuNR in AuNR/CNF Membrane

Figure B.1 Optical absorbance of the AuNR feed solution (black). Extinction cross-section obtained from unpolarized FDTD simulation of a single AuNR in water (Blue).

The numerical concentration (n) of AuNR in the feed solution can be calculated based on the optical absorbance measured by UV-vis spectroscopy and the expected extinction cross-section of individual AuNR (σ) (Figure B.1):

Optical absorbance measured by UV-vis at 798 nm: $A = \log_{10}(I_0/I) = 0.90$

optical pathlength of UV-vis cuvette: $z = 10$ mm

Extinction cross-section of individual AuNR at 798 nm: $\sigma = 1.05 \times 10^{-14} \text{ m}^2$ (obtained from FDTD simulation)

Optical extinction measured: $\ln(I_0/I) = \log_{10}(I_0/I) \times \ln 10 = 2.07$
\[
\ln\left(\frac{I_0}{I}\right) = n\sigma z = n \times 1.05 \times 10^{-16} \ m^3 \Rightarrow n = 1.971 \times 10^{16} \ m^3 = 1.971 \times 10^{10} \ mL^{-1} \ (\text{AuNR concentration in solution})
\]

Once the numerical concentration of AuNR in the feed solution is determined. The volume density of AuNR in the CNF membrane can be estimated by knowing the physical dimension of the membrane and assuming 100% retention of all the AuNR from the feed solution:

Total AuNR solution added: 3 mL, Radius of membrane: 47 mm, Thickness of membrane: 1 \ \mu m

Volume density of AuNR = \[
\frac{3 \times 1.971 \times 10^{10}}{\pi \times 47000^2 \times 1} \approx 8.5 \ \mu m^{-3}
\]

**B.2 SERS Performance of Dropcasted AuNR Film on Si Wafer and Glass**

![Figure B.2](image)

Figure B.2 (a) Raman spectra of dropcasted AuNR film on Si wafer in its native state (black), dipped and dried with 10^{-9} M R6G solution (green), dropcasted and dried with 10^{-9} M R6G solution (red), and AuNR/CNF membrane after 10^{-9} M R6G solution filtration. (b) Raman spectra of dropcasted AuNR film on glass in its native state (black), dipped and dried with 10^{-9} M R6G solution (green), dropcasted and dried with 10^{-9} M R6G solution (red).
The SERS performance of dropcasted AuNR film on rigid substrate was tested using Si wafer and glass. Figure B.2 shows the detection of $10^{-9}$ M R6G using 532 nm laser excitation. Two common methods of introducing analytes were attempted: dip and dry, in which the substrate is dipped into the analyte solution and allowed to dry under ambient conditions, and dropcast, in which a droplet of analyte solution is directly dropcasted onto the substrate and allowed to dry under ambient condition. In this case, the dropcast method enables much stronger analyte-AuNR interactions as all the analytes are retained on the substrate, but takes much longer, as the entire droplet needs to evaporate. In Figure B.2a, the Raman peak at 520 cm$^{-1}$ and $\sim$1000 cm$^{-1}$ are from the underlying Si wafer, only in dropcast sample do we see 4 extremely weak peak (S/N < 3, marked by blue arrows) that can be attributed to R6G molecules. In comparison, the entire R6G spectrum can be clearly identified in the AuNR/CNF membrane sample (Figure B.2a, blue curve). The same two methods were tested with glass substrate, which has similar refractive index to cellulose (Figure B.2b). However, both method produced negative results, besides, significant fluorescence was observed.

B.3 SERS Performance of AuNR/CNF Membrane in Detecting Non-resonant Organic Molecules with Weak Raman Scattering
Figure B.3 Raman spectrum obtained from bulk MB salts (red). And SERS spectrum obtained from AuNR/CNF after $10^{-7}$ M MB solution filtration (black). Inset: chemical structure of MB
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Figure C.1 (a) AFM topographical image of E-beam evaporated gold on Si substrate. (b) Top-view SEM image of NHAs. (c) Oblique side-view SEM image of NHAs. (d) Oblique side-view SEM image of p340h

Figure C.2 (a) Optical photograph showing the ECP coated nanohole array substrate in the oxidized and neutral state. (b) Current density changes vs time in response to applied potential.
Figure C.3 CIE 1931 coordinates (standard illuminant E) calculated from normalized spectrum of NHAs under different conditions □: p250, ○: p350, △: p340h, ▽: p420h (a) ECP-ox Fw, (b) ECP-neu Fw, (c) ECP-ox Bw, (d) ECP-neu Bw
Figure C.4 (a) Schematics showing backward scattering (top) and forward scattering (bottom) illumination setup. (b) Schematics showing the FDTD simulation setup in back scattering illumination condition.

Compared to forward scattering, backward scattering is much more challenging to simulate and is rarely performed. This is because when a plane wave source is injected at an incidence angle other than 0°, different frequency components of the source pulse will have different angles of incidence due to phase differences. Since the angle of incidence of the center frequency is already very high (73°), incidence angle for some of the frequency components can easily approach 90°, coupled with periodic boundaries, these components can propagate indefinitely in the XY plane, easily leading to divergence. Thus, to perform such simulation, extreme narrowband sources need to be used, leading to long pulse length (50 fs), and individual simulation must be run at each frequency point to produce the spectrum in a specific range, quickly draining computational resources and increasing computational time.

Another problem with simulating backward scattering is that the periodic boundary condition will necessarily cause specular reflection to be collected. As shown in Figure
C.4, when both the planewave source and the structure is infinite in the XY plane, 2D monitors will unavoidably collect radiations from specular reflection. Such effect is demonstrated in Figure 6c, in which we simulated the “back scattering spectrum” of a solid perfectly smooth 150-nm thick Au film (Bulk Au). Because such film is incapable of producing back scattered light, as all the light will either be absorbed or specularly reflected, the intensity should be zero across the board. However, we do see spectrum features, meaning specular reflection is collected.

We also simulated the spectra for the darkfield transmission setup (Figure C.5a), in which light is coming from beneath the substrate at a highly oblique angle and the spectrum is

Figure C.5 (a) Schematics showing the transmission darkfield illumination condition. (b) Unpolarized scattering spectra of p250s array in air (blue), ECP-ox (green), and ECP-neu (red) from FDTD simulation. Decomposition of FDTD simulated spectra into (c) TE and (d) TM components.

We also simulated the spectra for the darkfield transmission setup (Figure C.5a), in which
collected by objectives lens above the substrate. Figure C.5b shows the transmission spectrum for unpolarized illumination. In general, the transmission intensities are very low, less than 1% of the source intensity is transmitted across the spectrum with pristine NHAs. When ECP is added, the transmission dropped even lower to below 0.2%. This is intuitive, as grazing angle incidence can be shown to enhance reflectivity by simple Fresnel equation analysis using complex refractive indices. There also appears to be a cut-off frequency below which transmission intensity is negligible. Figure C.5c, d shows the decomposition of the simulated spectra into TE and TM components. By comparing with the unpolarized spectra, we can see the general spectra trend is dominated by TM components where TE components only have a small contribution. However, we want to accentuate here that these simulations are not experimentally verified, sharp transitions such as the one shown in ECP-neu TM mode might be due to simulation instabilities and may not be physically accurate. Nevertheless, these preliminary results are fascinating, especially the appearance of a cut-off frequency and the markedly different TM/TE response and would be of great interest for future research.
Figure D.1 (a) Representative TEM image showing the AuNS to have a mean size of 52 nm. (b) TEM image of larger magnification showing the presence of dimers among monomers. (c) Large area AFM topographical scan of AuNS spin-coated on FP cavity. Z scale: 70 nm.

Figure D.2 Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurement of thermally oxidized SiO2 wafer at 65° (blue solid curve), 70° (green solid curve), 75° (purple solid curve) incident angles, and fit curve with 2170 nm-thick SiO2 on Si model (red dashed curve) for Ψ (a) and Δ (b) respectively.
Figure D.3 High resolution AFM topographical image of a dimer and a monomer in the same frame. Z scale: 70 nm

Figure D.4 Calculated reflectance and transmittance of perfectly flat, semi-infinite, SiO₂/Si interface (light going from SiO₂ into Si)
Figure D.5 Spectra from Figure 4 converted to wavenumber space: (a) pure FP, (b) individual monomer on FP, (c) individual dimer on FP. (d) Superimposed spectra of dimer on FP and pure FP with vertical dashed lines of respective color marking their mode positions.
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